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EDITORIAL

CREDITS

First off, I’ll start by apologising for the delay.
You’ve waited patiently for Issue Five, and it’s
here at last.

Editor

Trudi Topham

Cover art

Why the wait?
Well, as I’m sure you’re aware, Pantechnicon was
founded in 2006 by Trudi Topham and Andy
Frankham. Andy has recently had to go on hiatus
from the project, leaving it all in my capable (if
somewhat sweaty) hands.

Trudi Topham.

Fiction

Caroline Callaghan, S. J. Hirons,
Rhonda Parrish, Tom Pollock,
Colin Sinclair, Trudi Topham

Non-Fiction

I’ve taken the opportunity to completely change
the way Pantechnicon works. In part this will
even out the workload so that I can concentrate
on finding new stories and new writers, but it
will also make Pantechnicon a more dynamic
place. We have an armada of new contributors
who will be making regular donations to the
word-bank, a shiny new website, and a completely redesigned look for the PDF editions.
So thank you for sticking with us. I hope you’ll
agree that it was worth it.

Jack

Caroline Callaghan, Kevin Gilmartin,
Jamie Halliday, Stuart Horswell, Paul Kane,
Locke, Lee Medcalf.

With thanks to

Matthew J. Armstrong, Bryan Talbot,
Andy Frankham, and all our contributors.
All content is copyright its author and may not be
reproduced without their express permission.

STRAYS
Have you ever killed a stray? I have. Let me tell you about it.

AUTHOR:

Caroline Callaghan

Many months later, as our supplies started to dwindle, some of us ventured to the surface to look for food. We first saw the
strays then. They’d come sniffing around - mostly under cover of darkness - trying to steal our food. Filthy, stinking creatures;
like vermin. I guess the kindest thing would have been to round them up, take them away and have them humanely destroyed.
But there were no State Officials around to see to that. So they roamed the streets, scavenging for what ever they could find.
We needed to keep what was rightfully ours. So we set up patrols to watch for these strays. Mostly, they were easily frightened
away. We shouted and threw stones at them. They were timid. We didn’t want to hurt them; we only threw things to scare them
away. Then one night this stray - bolder than the rest - just wouldn’t be deterred.
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I guess it all started at the time of The Great Attack. When we knew The Attack was coming, those of us with keys to The Shelter - The Chosen Ones, they’d called us - took our wives and children to the safety of those places underground. The State told
us we’d be safe there. We had to protect our families for the good of The State. We didn’t know why we’d been chosen. We just
took the keys and did as we were told.

We had to make a stand; to see off this vermin. I don’t know what caused it. The fear of what this filthy thing might do perhaps?
Concern that if this one succeeded others might follow? Or maybe it was just too much testosterone. What ever it was, I knew
the patrol were baying for blood that night.
It was against our nature. After all, we were The Peaceful Ones; the ones who’d campaigned for tolerance and equality before
The Attack. But everyone joined in; kicking, punching and beating the stray with sticks and stones. It cowered against the wall
bleeding from its wounds. I recall stamping on its ribcage as it lay dying in a pool of blood and urine.
And then it suddenly dawned on me; the difference between me and this pitiful creature. When The Attack came, I had the keys
to The Shelter and he didn’t.
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FICTION
THE TALES WE’LL TELL WHEN OUR WORLD IS ENDING

The Tales We’ll Tell When
Our World Is Ending
S. J. Hirons

The wraiths had appeared one by one - faceless figures, robed and hooded in black, holding
hessian sacks.

They appeared in market-squares and shopping
malls, on the plazas and the boulevards; in sidestreets and along the highways; before monuments
and places of historical note. On local TV news they
were shown in remote and rural places, too.
People watched for a month, puzzled and bemused once so long a stretch of time had passed,
as the wraiths continued to manifest day after day.
The initial terrors receded as life continued unabated. No-one seemed able to make sense of these
weird visitors, or their purposes, so they were sent
up in political cartoons and on chat-shows. Shops
started to sell ersatz versions of their hoods and
bags; Mime artistes imitated them, to much whooping and delight. Self-proclaimed experts offered explanations and explications no more or less rational
than street-corner prophets and armchair intellectuals. The armies of every nation confirmed they
were immovable, immune to gunfire, fire-resistant
and blast-proof. Some religions claimed they were
angels. Other soothsayers said they were devils.
The time passed and still the wraiths did nothing;
did it so intently, in fact, that they became scenery.
It even stopped being a novelty to be photographed
near one, just another tired routine one might do if
one was bored.
And then people ran, screaming, as the wraiths
began to dismantle the world.

AUTHOR:

The trick is to be quiet, he thought.
He had seen two or three of these fuckers dismantling the power-station on the edge of the city
– brick by brick and pipe by pipe - with inexorable
determination yet, somehow, the electricity was
still working in most places. Apart from the everpresent threat of imminent extinction the wraiths
now brought with them one could almost carry on
as normal - as long as they didn’t notice you.
He reached around out of the aisle he had hidden
in and snatched two tins of soup from the shelf
before hurrying out of what he guessed was the
wraith’s line of sight: he had seen them give chase
to other scavengers once or twice since the city had
been abandoned but, mostly, they seemed happily
occupied with their allotted tasks, and otherwise
engaged when it came to noticing humanity. He’d
heard no tales of them harming anyone. Not yet,
anyway. That hadn’t stopped the general exodus
out of the cities, of course. If there’d been an announcement about this then he’d missed it. Where
were you supposed to go in the event of such a
cataclysm? This was not a subject he recalled being
covered during his schooling and he wondered what
comforts one had to sacrifice for such a vague sense
of safety. He could just picture the train of refugees,
out there somewhere, huddled around hastily improvised fires and hoping comfort would find them
in the dark: He was not one for campfire songs.
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-

Besides, a near-abandoned city meant rich pickings.

There was one in the supermarket he had broken
into. It was slowly making its way along the canned
vegetable aisle putting tins into its sack, one after
another after another, as it went. He still marvelled
that those bags were bottomless. When the wraith
was done putting away the goods it could and would
feed the shelves those tins had graced into the bag,
too.

He put the cans in his own bag - where they did
not disappear but, rather, nestled alongside the
bread, butter and cheese he had filched earlier then, very quietly, he snuck out of the supermarket the way he had come in, through the smashed
windows.
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He had woken that morning with a memory at the
forefront of his thoughts that he was sure had long
ago dissipated in the acidic depths of his brain: He
had remembered the Straw Kingdom that the children of his village had built one long-ago harvest
season.
He’d been maybe 14 years old at the time. They
had lived opposite the municipal park back then
and, sometime during that long and drawn-out
summer that his uncle and cousin had come to stay,
the children of the village had run amok one afternoon: A riotous crowd of them had commandeered
the fresh-cut straw of the fields around the village
and made a huge construction of interlinked treehouses and dens over the long grove of trees in the
park.
Uncle Franklin had been the Reeve two towns
over. His wife had left him anyway, and so he had
brought his daughter, Happenstance, away from the
ructions for a few months whilst he and her mother
conducted their warfare out of her purview. Mostly
the children had been left to roam about the village
under their own supervision. When they had seen
the village kids determinedly draping the boughs
and branches in the park with a seemingly endless
supply of flaxen sheaves they had not needed to
ask each other whether or not they should join in:
They’d had at it, like anyone would.
In the fecund dark of those straw dens and warrens he and Happenstance had whiled away their
day madly – only they both knew her madness was
willed, almost faked, in comparison with the true irrationality that the feral architects of this mayhem
- and he, himself - were in possession of.
In his memory’s treacherous portrait of this day
the Straw Kingdom stretched on for miles, filled up
with parlours and alleyways and tunnels of straw
where odd fiefdoms sprang up and where one need
owe fealty to no-one. In this re-vision he had held
court on a throne of birch-branch and drank wine
decanted in bird’s nests, eaten the berries of the
land.
This savage utopia, in truth, had been punctured

He couldn’t understand why this memory had
sprung up at him this morning, like a slap to the
face, and he had no journal to record it in. He accepted that it would slip away from him again and
had thought that was the end of that.
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by the appearance of his mother and uncle, who
had rung the curfew-bell until annoyance and
impatience drove them on to find their wayward
progeny. They praised the teenage savages for their
ingenuity, asked Happenstance what had happened
to her dress to cause such tearing and muckery and
commented that the ruction between the children
that had caused this was surely, in Uncle Franklin’s
words, ‘…no-one’s fucking business.’

But the memory persisted. It nagged at him as he
drove out of the city - with his headlights turned off
and as quickly as possible, hoping to get back to the
suburb his sanctuary was in.
And it almost distracted him enough to run over
the girl.
-

There were maybe eight wraiths pursuing her
across the road. They made for disturbing silhouettes, framed as they were by the blazing fire
behind them where a tall and fancy building was
beginning to spit up cinders to the evening sky. He
might even have thought she was one of them – one
spryer than the rest, though he knew they could be
swift when they wanted to be – as she herself made
for only a dark shape tearing out in front of him,
framed by the windows of the burning building.
He hammered his foot on the brake and came to a
squealing stop before her.
‘Get in!’ He bawled at her and she slid over the
bonnet of the car like she’d seen too many bad cop
shows. He was burning rubber even before she had
the door closed, and the wraiths snatched at nothing as the car tore off, onwards, into the dark.
She sat, saying nothing, only staring ahead and
cradling her hands in her lap down where her jeans
turned taut. Every now and then she hissed and
winced as though her hands were hurt but, now it
was night, he couldn’t see too clearly. Plus it had
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He hoped he would find the car where he had left
it.

THE TALES WE’LL TELL WHEN OUR WORLD IS ENDING

started to rain, nastily and with spite, as if to hammer home that the world was ending.
He was content without talk, having experienced
a great deal of girly jibber-jabber from Happenstance that long-ago summer so he just drove until
they were out in the sticks. He parked two blocks
from the apartment. They both knew the drill, to be
quiet, to not be seen. If there were wraiths nearby a
revving car would alert them.
They clambered out and moved quickly away from
the car to crouch under the half-collapsed awning
of an antique store. The rain lashed down. Nothing
seemed to be moving, but when she stirred he said:
‘Wait.’
‘What?’

‘I don’t know,’ he said, hardly moving his lips.
‘Something. Maybe nothing.’
‘I’m cold.’

‘Yes. I have a place.’ He peered out at the sublimely
orange and grey clouds roiling like a sky-wide shoal
of whales broaching above. ‘But we move like this,
hop-scotch our way to it, yes?’ Nobody knew what
the wraiths intended to do with humanity once they
were done stealing the world, but nobody wanted to
be the first to find out, either. So far, human activity roused only their curiosity.
‘Okay.’ Her voice had a thin whine to it. She pulled
her coat tighter and her eyes tightened, too. Out
of the car’s gloom he could see now how her hands
were, indeed, hurt. The skin on both looked burnt
and sore.

He swung into the door and pulled her in with
him.
They stood in the hallway and eyed each other. He
wiped a hand over his brow, puffing. She blew cold
breath on her hands and stopped looking up at him.
‘The water’s still running,’ he said, ‘but we can’t
use the lights. If you want a bath… or whatever.’ He
beckoned her on in, smiling and gesturing, but in
the living room she didn’t sit when he invited it.
He ran the bath for her and moved some things
around then went, briefly, into the bedroom. When
he came back she had both of her hands under her
coat, close to her hot belly. There wasn’t much to
look at – no framed photographs, no paintings on
the walls or other curios - but he knew she’d been
looking around, anyway, because even the tang in
the air - of over-used air freshener - and the wicker
basket full of tissues and tinfoil and other trinkets
were worth looking at and remembering in this part
of the world.
‘It’s pretty steamy in there,’ he said, ‘and there are
clean towels. I’ve put some clothes out. Just dump
those things in the corridor and I’ll have them. Do
you want a hot drink, after?’
She nodded and made a break for the bathroom as
he asked after her: ‘Can you drink coffee?’
He went to the kitchen and started up the little
camping-stove, hearing her in the next room. He
pictured her in there, shiny and damp, scrubbed
and all new.
He tried to push those thoughts away but that
was getting harder to do all the time.

‘Ready?’
‘If you are,’ he said.
-
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They ran swiftly up the slatted stairs outside
the apartment. The house was typical for the area
– clapboard, and cut in two to make for two apartments – and just as shabby as anything they’d
passed in the twenty minutes it had taken to get to
it. Both of them were drenched to the bone, clothes
clinging to flesh like sloughing skin.

When she came out, her hair in a turban of towel
and in the jogging pants and tight T-shirt he laid
out, he was waiting by the door with a brackish coffee for her in one hand and a garbage bag with her
sodden clothes inside in the other.
‘I’m gonna…’ He pointed vaguely into the bathroom. ‘There’s food in the kitchen, if you wanna…’
She slipped past him.
‘Don’t put the TV on.’ He said. ‘It might draw
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them. And, besides, it’s all lies. There’s books on the
shelves.’

In the tepid water he sat, unmoving save for blinking.
Eventually he put his head against the white tiles.
When he came out she had made a haphazard
omelette and heated some soup on the little gasstove. Outside the rain was falling worse than ever.
She looked up at him, hoping – in some indistinct
way, or so he read from her bewildered gaze – to
have pleased him. He smiled at her, thinking about
her hurt hands. Now she’d washed they were redder
than before and he couldn’t help but think that such
hands would have had a hard time pushing or lifting or stirring or mixing. Maybe he would have to
spoon-feed her. He imagined what it would be like
– ending his days walking this one though everything, every step they would have to take together
– then reminded himself that thinking like that was
looking into a future that couldn’t exist: There was
no tomorrow to live with and he didn’t really know
anything about her, nor she him, anyway.
Whilst she had waited for him to come back she
had taken a book from the shelves, ‘The Worm Who
Heard The Rain’ - a kid’s book.
There was no child’s room in the apartment,
though.
He spooned the soup down quickly, and gave himself indigestion.
-

‘This whole place was once underwater,’ the boy says
to her father, who is sitting behind her in the little boat.
‘Good fishing?’ Daddy grunts.
‘Yes,’ the boy answers, serious and eager. Then he
smiles at the girl. ‘Look – a pretty liria!’ He points to
a purple flower that trails past them in the water. ‘Up
here the air is so clear you feel like you can just reach
out and touch the mountains, don’t you?’

Her father grunts again and the boy blinks – slowly
– and she knows what he is thinking: That they are outsiders, come with their silly news to poison his people
with wants. But then he looks back at her and smiles.
He is thinking – hoping, really – that she will be the one
who understands what he is about to show them.
She looks away shyly and trails her hand in the water,
just like the flower made a trail.
‘Don’t do that,’ her father instructs, ‘you don’t know
what’s in there.’
She wants to cringe, but the boy is looking at her.
On the island the boy walks them through the rusty
gates and around the barrows. Stone cairns on the
pathways are decked with bright and fresh-plucked
flowers.

‘Life and death are twins,’ he says. ‘When the old ones
died they were buried here with their whole households
around them. They believed that if something of theirs
was left on the earth then Death would allow them to
return and taste the pleasures of life once more on days
like these, when the Druits lay out the fresh feasts.’ He
points to the white-haired ones they saw busying about
the trees, chanting, as they came close to the island.
‘Later they will burn copal, scatter marigold and open
the tombs.’

She felt like she was floating.
Her father squeezes her hand.

She’s sees an island ahead, like a vision from a fairy-

-

She took the photos from him, wincing as she did.
‘That’s my family,’ she said, resentfully. Her hair
was still wet and she cosseted her left hand against
her stomach. Outside the street-sounds were furi-
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The lake, she thinks; the lake is so still, like glass, like
ice, but it’s so warm and they are so high. She feels,
little bony girl, skinny little thing, weightless and alien.
But this is her country, the Northlands are her mother’s
birthplace and, even if he has never brought her here
before, her father told her that this place is home.
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tale, and the boy, rowing – a young prince.

THE TALES WE’LL TELL WHEN OUR WORLD IS ENDING

ous with the deluging rains and the sodium-light
that fell into the apartment from outside flickered
and rolled back and forth as the lamps swung on a
vile wind.
Her triumph – if that’s what it was - was sour, and
too late.

looking for.’
‘My dad worked there,’ she said, begrudging every
word, and then: ‘It hurts when you touch them.’
‘Does it?’ He said.
-

The first photo, faded almost sepia with age and
the autumnal tinge of nostalgia, was of a woman in
her mid-twenties – the mother, he guessed – with
one arm slung cockily over the shoulder of a welldressed man who looked fierce and pleased with
himself. He had noted the cigarette dangling from
the woman’s mouth when he looked at the photos
in the privacy of the bathroom. He also ascertained
a certain devil-may-care set in her eyes. She’s probably dead, he had told himself; the father, too. The
second photo seemed more recent: The same woman on a hillock, bathed in the thick light of a summer sunset. She wore a university sweater and tight
jeans; in her arms she cradled a swaddled child.

When he woke up the memory of his kingdom
was back, stronger than before. It had plagued his
dreams, he was sure.
He got up and went into the living-room. She
was still on the sofa. The garbage bag with her wet
clothes and torn photographs had made for a good
enough cover.
It was time to move on, anyway. He didn’t think
this place was safe anymore. He pissed and then
went and got dressed, packed his necessaries in
the hold-all - but when he got outside he found the
house surrounded on all sides by wraiths.

‘Pretty,’ he said.

The girl shuffled the photos with care and tried to
hide the last one, the one of her and her father.

One of them stepped forward and held open its
sack.
He felt he regretted nothing except never finding
out what had happened to Happenstance, or the
child. But that was thirty years ago, he told himself.

‘Where are my clothes?’
‘You don’t need them right now,’ he said.
-

‘If nothing remains,’ the boy had said, ‘then there is no
return.’
The Ceremony had begun. Her father was sullenly
captivated by it and lost in the thought of his dead wife
and the slumber he would allow himself later, back at
the hotel, under the aegis of warm whiskey.
He wasn’t listening anymore.
-
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‘Let me see those hands,’ he said. Then – ‘That’s
some nasty, isn’t it? Did you get caught in the fire?’
She shook her head.
‘Why were you in there anyway? It’s dangerous in
the city – even when you know what you’re doing or

The girl had said the bags were shallow, not bottomless at all, and that sometimes they took something if it was offered.
Things they did not want got burned.
He felt reasonably sure that nothing could ever
take his kingdom of straw from him.
He looked deep into the open maw of the bag as it
came closer.
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COLUMN

The Fandom Menace
Lee Medcalf

For example: There I was in a meeting and the
cost of a piece of computer hardware came up. The
conversation went something like this…

AUTHOR:

once was. It seems that gone are the days of getting a movie like Aliens where almost every other
line is pure quotable dialogue or Wrath of Khan
with its now-almost-bigger-than-the-movie line of
“KHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAN!” (add or remove
A’s to taste); Sure you get the odd moment of “with
great power comes great responsibility” but does
that compare with, say, “You gotta be fucking kidding!” or “Roads? Where we’re going
we don’t need... roads”.

IT Spod: “The extra render farm nodes are going
to cost ten thousand.”
Me: “Ten thousand!? We could almost buy our
own ship for that!”
Other Meeting Attendee: “Yeah but who’s gonna
fly it, kid? You?”
Me: “You betcha. I’m not such a bad pilot myself...”
This carried on for a few minutes while the IT
Spod in question rolled his eyes as other meeting attendees got in on the act. I’m sure that the
buying of said render farm nodes has been put
back to 2025 now thanks to that moment, but I
digress.
The point is that movie & pop culture quotes are
quickly referenced touchstones in our lives - moments of verbally iconic genius that tie geeks together in an unwritten language of recognition. The
scene in Clerks 2 when the customer and counter
guy begin to quote “One ring to rule them all” typifies this secret code.
But in recent years, I’ve noticed that this kind of
iconic dialogue hasn’t been as prevalent in SF as it

To me this lack of dialogue is the result of
one of two things:
1. The dumbing down of SF in the popular
media (TV & Film),
2. The lack of any GOOD SF movies which
aren’t cookie-cutter, over analysed by a
marketing company and homogenised ‘till
they’re water-thin piles of derivative old
arse.

Admittedly points 1 and 2 are pretty much the
same, but hell I thought it was an important point
to make: that essentially there is no good, iconic SF
anymore.

water-thin piles
of derivative
old arse
In this day and age, never would you get a company risk cash on a film like “Ghostbusters” or
“Gremlins”, both of which are replete with witty
quotable dialogue and moments, but on paper are
so left-field, batshit crazy they seem unmarketable.
Instead we get lowest common denominator with
insipid “street” talk to make things sound hip and
hit a carefully researched target demographic. Who
can we blame for this though? The studios? The
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“Ten thousand!?
We could almost
buy our own ship
for that!”
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We’ve all had those moments, I’m sure. You
know the ones; you’re in some social situation
with a friend or work colleague (who is shockingly
also a geek) and then an innocently spoken line in
a conversation suddenly prompts a quote.

writers? The coke sniffing ego tripping hack directors? Sadly no.
It’s us.

Movies now wash over us, disposable and utterly
forgettable, and with that comes the imminent
demise of the geek quote conversations; the quotes
and the films they come from will get older and
older (along with those who understand what the
hell is being said).

“Yeah, your mum!”
Yes, my friends, it’s sad but true. We as consumers have the power to tell Hollywood that the stuff
they’re producing is shit and about as quotable as
the Highway code translated into Lithuanian, but
no. They pump out another sequel or toy franchise
with lots of big spectacle but as much emotional
depth as a spoon and the wit of a bunch of school
kids shouting “Yeah, your mum!” to everything you
say, and like the beguiled sheep we all are we dutifully plod off to sample the reheated wares.

THE FANDOM MENACE

I read today that Spiderman 3 has reached
worldwide takings
of $890,500,000
while Pirates 3 has
worldwide takings of
$960,723,000: two
stupendous amounts
for two of the most
lacklustre sequels in
recent memory. Which
may seem a little off
the point of quotable
dialogue between nerds,
but it’s not. At the end
of the day these films
were (in this geek’s
opinion) badly written
derivative dross and I
defy anyone to quote
a line from either that
compares to another
“threequel” exchange of:
“Your over confidence
is your weakness.”
“Your faith in your
friends is yours!”
Yet by our financial
endorsement, all we can
hope to get is more bland sameness from the dull
mines of Kessel.

So lament the passing of quotes for
we will not see the like of them again.
Unless, in the future, it’s taught like an
ancient language such as Latin.

“Now students listen carefully. ‘It’s the only way
to be sure!’ is invariably proceeded by the line ‘I say
we take off and nuke the site from orbit.’ In what
scenario is this exchange acceptable?”
And let’s be honest, no one wants that.
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Movies now wash
over us, disposable
and utterly
forgettable, and
with that comes the
imminent demise of
the geek quote
conversations
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FICTION

Spoken in Darkness
Colin Sinclair

Of course, this looked nothing like God. There
was no flowing robe or beard for a start. The feet
were not shod in some kind of golden sandal.
There was a complete absence of ranked cherubs
singing Praise Him.
Malloy could tell though. Couldn’t figure out
how exactly but there it was. God, standing on
that threadbare patch of carpet, over by the door.
So, maybe this wouldn’t be such a lazy Friday after
all. 21st October 1938. Malloy kinda thought he’d
remember that one for a while.

If a Broad perches awkwardly on the edge of the
leather couch, strangling a handkerchief and talking
haltingly about her wayward husband then Malloy
just tells her straight out she’s protecting herself.
Has a right to know what’s what. Maybe he’s kneeling down holding her hands in his as he says gently
that she aint the one done anything wrong and
there was no shame involved.
He looked across at the Master of All Creation dropping delicately into a chair opposite and
thought: that’s just not going to work this time.
Malloy ran his fingers quickly through his hair and
straightened his tie.
‘I don’t know how to begin,’ said God.
It would be bold exaggeration to say that God
knows everything. Billions of souls mingling and
moving on the surface of the Earth and who really
has time to pay attention to all the trivial rituals of
breath follows breath follows breath? There was little in a man’s thoughts and desires that required the

constant attention of God; so much that He would
often choose to simply ignore. Every grain of sand
was, along with falling sparrows, well outside his
remit.

God took note from time to time, as expected.
Had a sly look under the hood. Made sure the system was still ticking over as designed. Birth then
Life then Death then… Well, it really depended on
the individual, didn’t it? Those were the rules after
all.
Every now and again something might spark a
closer awareness. He may even be persuaded to pop
down for a little chat. Incognito. No sense getting
their hopes all fired up, was there?
All of this was perfectly normal and natural. This
was the manner in which the cogs and gears of the
Universe turned. Until one day there appeared a
strange shadowy itch at the corner of the world.
Someone or something had not quite moved out
of its rightful place but was shifting and shuffling
nonetheless. Most unexpected.
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Where to start? Malloy had a little spiel worked
out that he used to deftly ease the typical customer
into the right frame of mind. It mostly worked with
the guys spying on their wives, or nervous women
worried about their men. Bosses checking out staff
they suspected were dipping their mitts in the petty
cash.

AUTHOR:

‘Which brings you here, I’m guessing,’ said Malloy.
‘Someone has a Secret, Mister Malloy. There, I’ve
said it.’
God sat back and folded his arms.

Malloy chewed that thought over for a while. ‘You
do realise that you’re—’
‘Yes,’ God interrupted. ‘I am aware that this case
is rather … Unusual.’
‘So, this guy who has the need to know,’ Malloy
stood to fetch the cigarettes from his jacket pocket.
‘You want me to brace him?’
God stared at him for a moment. ‘To … what? I’m
not sure I follow.’
Malloy paused with a Lucky Strike almost to his
lips. ‘See, here’s what I’m not getting, Chief. How
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Carter Malloy stuck his hat on a coat-hook
and was just settling down behind the desk when
God walked into the office.

can you be— Well, you understand what I am saying
here? How can you be the Man Upstairs and not
get that ‘bracing’ a guy means putting the squeeze
on him? Adding a bit of pressure so he comes across
with the goods. You follow?’
Without thinking Malloy held the cigarette packet
out to God, who began to reach before checking
himself.
‘A strong temptation, but no, I really should
resist.’ God shook off the thought and continued:
‘I can’t be everywhere at once. I’m applying only a
fraction of my extensive attentiveness to this particular engagement; I do have a lot to consider after
all.’

Malloy that this offer is completely above board.’
‘And it’s worth a lot?’ Malloy tried not to sound
too hungry.
God smiled. ‘I’m just getting to that part, Mister
Malloy’
The arrangement was pretty sweet. This wasn’t
just a hunk of precious metal, though he could
certainly get a mighty high pile of change for it if
he went through the right contacts. The coin was
all about symbolism. It represented an offer. A
promise from God. A single request that would be
honoured.
‘And I can ask you for anything?’ said Malloy.
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True, thought Malloy. ‘So, you want me to thump
the guy or not?’
God shook his head, clearly shocked at the very
suggestion.
Malloy just shrugged. ‘Hey, this is a tough business. Sometimes you don’t get so far with a kind
word. You need to give them a little slap in the
mouth as well.’
‘Oh no, that wouldn’t possibly do, Mister Malloy.
How frightful.’
‘Well, ‘Malloy held his hands up, palms out in
surrender, ‘you tell me what’s proper. Outline what
you need and I’ll see what we can do. The charges
are on a sliding scale, plus a little extra for expenses.
Standard contract.’
‘Mister Malloy, I assure you there would be nothing standard about this contract,’ said God.
-

Malloy listened closely whilst God laid it all out.
In return for tracking down this guy who knew too
much; or at the very least knew something a little
special; he would receive a single golden coin. It
looked antique. Malloy said so.
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‘It is very old indeed, yes,’ said God. ‘Second century Romanic I believe.’
‘Say,’ Malloy thought aloud. ‘This aint some kind
of 30 pieces of silver scene, is it? Am I setting someone up for a fall?’
God shook his head slowly. ‘I assure you Mister

‘Yes,’ said God. ‘Anything at all. If it is within my
power you shall have it.’
‘Within your power?’ Malloy looked askance at
that one. Wasn’t this guy the Big Cheese? He kind
of wished he had paid more attention to the priests
and nuns at school.
‘In the current climate, I can really only guarantee
the offer for things inside your earthly sphere. If
you want to travel to other inhabited worlds or visit
the future I’m afraid you’ll have to wait. Creation
is a curious thing. Some things take a little longer
than expected.’
‘Other worlds?’ Malloy couldn’t believe what he
was hearing. That kind of morning.
‘Forget I said that,’ mumbled God hurriedly.
‘Say what?’ asked Malloy, suddenly losing his
train. Where had they got to? Oh, yeah, the old
Magic Wishing Coin.
‘It’s serious responsibility,’ Malloy turned the lustrous metal disc over and over in his hands. It was
heavy and old and had a smooth substance beyond
its mere existence as an artefact. There was a lot
going on in the world that maybe needed a little
push in the right direction. Could a cut price gumshoe like him be trusted to make the choice? Could
he risk making an even worse mess?
God placed a hand on his arm.
‘Believe in yourself, Carter. I certainly do.’
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‘This is big business,’ he said with a curiously dull
finality. ‘For a start it sounds too pat to be true bill.
I think I want to take a look at the subject and get
the lie of the land before I agree to take the case. I
think it’s only fair—’
God spoke up: ‘You’re thinking of turning Me
down?’
Malloy paused for a moment. ‘Yeah. Yes. I guess
I am.’
God simply laughed. ‘A free thinker was what I
was looking for; I certainly found that and no mistake.’
Malloy didn’t quite know how to follow this. The
laughter of God wasn’t something that happened
every day in this part of town. Unless he was in a
real sick humour.
God eventually subsided and nodded to himself.

Malloy nodded, and God stepped up to place a
slim cream-coloured packet on the desk beside the
coin. He left as quietly as he had arrived. No trumpets, no fanfare.
Malloy sat behind his desk staring at the shining
gold piece and the envelope on the desk in front of
him. Could he really turn down a deal with …
Chief. Had he really called him Chief?
All he got was a name and address. After breaking
the wax seal and teasing out a small square of card,
Malloy wasn’t best pleased to discover it was simply
the guy’s moniker and directions to an apartment
complex in the west side of the city. Kind of expected a little bit more from God.
Hamilton Archer was the mark, and he lived in a
red-bricks ghetto even more low rent than the place
Malloy was sitting.

An hour later he was sheltering beneath a store
awning watching a dilapidated four-storey housing
block doing not much of anything. A couple of kids
had scampered out earlier and made for a clump of
trees and shrubs across the street. They stayed out
in front of the building, and even though the rain
was easing off, there didn’t seem to be many other
folks making a move this particular morning. He
was all clear for a closer look.
Getting in unnoticed was an easy job. One of the
rear doors was wedged open with a trashcan, and
there were signs of cut boards and sawdust that
suggested someone was hard at work fixing things
up. Probably the building Super or some hired
help, but nobody around right now. Malloy noted a
fire escape next to the door, and slipped inside the
building.
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‘Mister Malloy, you must do as you see fit. Take
the coin with you, keep it safe. Meet with the man
I seek and return to tell me if you think the task can
be accomplished. Then we will consider again your
acceptance of my employ. Agreed?’

Gathering up his hat and jacket, Malloy headed
downstairs to where his car was parked in an alley out back. Malloy had been looking forward to
sitting in his big fat office chair all day reading the
sports pages and listening to the radio. He turned
his collar up against a chill rain-sodden wind that
was barging its way up the street as he stepped
outside. He decided the quicker he got there the
quicker he’d be done and started the car.

Four floors up he paused in the dusty stairwell.
To his right was a corridor dimly lit by pale sunshine that shouldered through the grimy panes of a
sash window. Above him clearer brightness from a
skylight in the curved ceiling of a small storage area
that formed the top of the stairs. He crept on up. A
child squealed endlessly in a room somewhere, but
there was no sign of anyone else.
The storage space was barely three paces wide. A
few bundles and packages were scattered about on
dusty painted-metal shelving, the roof angled upwards to a stout wooden door that led outside.
Malloy listened again, heard only that now familiar crying of an unhappy kid, and stepped quickly
outside. Archer’s apartment was right by the fireescape on the top storey of the apartment block,
which made a total breeze of sneaking down the
ladder for a quick look in the window.
Malloy moved quietly. Checking first the apartment window wasn’t thrown up, making sure he
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Malloy ran back and forth over the options.
Maybe he should toss a coin, he thought wryly.

was not easily observed from other buildings or the
streets below.
Opposite him now was a slab-sided garment
factory; windows painted over with a broad advertisement trumpeting the inevitable wonder of the
latest thing.
He stepped gently onto the metal deck of the fireescape and titled his head over to catch a glimpse of
the room beyond the window.
At this angle, Malloy could see a table and chairs.
An old beat up looking sofa and a bulking radio
with a lit dial that was pumping out a muffled jazz
ensemble. He shifted position slightly. A thick
rough-edged guy with a scraggly beard was blundering through the place with his suspenders hanging
down the back of his pants. He had one shoe on,
one off and his shirt was only half buttoned and
hanging out of his waistband.
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Hamilton Archer was prowling and growling like
the proverbial sore-head bear. He was gritting his
teeth and his eyes seemed half-closed in agony.
Malloy couldn’t help but smile; he remembered
hangovers like that. Vaguely remembered.
It seemed the guy was slowly gathering himself
up to go out, thought Malloy. He eased himself
back up the ladder and clambered over the low wall
of brick that formed the edge of the roof. He was
down at street level again in minutes, and went
round to the front of the building hurriedly and
crossed to the opposite side to wait for the next
move.

Malloy decided to play things cool and close to the
chest. Just drift in and nurse a dark-bottled beer
for an hour or so. No-one would really notice how
much he was drinking and he could keep a close
watch on Archer, see if he let anything slip amongst
his friends.
Malloy stepped out of the coarse sunlight and
was swallowed up by the dull warmth of the bitter smoke-filled interior. Almost lunchtime but
the crowd was thin for this time of the day. All the
barstools were taken, most of the booths were free.
He spotted Archer at a curved green bench seat
towards the back of the place, and then stepped up
to the counter.
Eight hours had passed and Malloy was rotten
drunk. He knew all about the lure of alcohol, knew
fine when he’d been snared. Since the great prohibition had ended five years ago he had damn sure lost
out in some pretty serious wrestling matches with
bourbon and beer. Hell, he’d had punishing struggles before then too. No one ever paid much attention to the liquor laws in this city, least of all the
cops. Back in those days Malloy was a uniform sergeant on the beat. Breaking up fights and cracking
heads was an every-day-of-the-week delight, and
sure you always needed to drink to your success—
‘You’re so right,’ said Archer, his face was slurred
as he returned to their booth and set down two
more bottles of suds.
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Archer slammed open the door of the apartment
block, snarled something unpleasant at the scattering children, and then slumped off down the street;
head hung low, hands jammed tight into his pockets.

Hadn’t this guy even been listening? Anyway. The
thing was Malloy understood alcohol. He knew
keenly when he was beyond his limit. Unfortunately that time was two hours and a half-bottle of
whiskey in the past.

Normally Malloy would take the time to run a little Q & A with the neighbours. It paid to be thorough, but this guy Archer seemed to be in a hurry
to get some place. Could be worth a look. Malloy
loitered for a moment or two and then followed.

When he had first arrived in the joint, Malloy
figured he would simply observe the subject for a
while. Get a general notion of him as a person. Try
and figure out what he could possibly know that
would have God knocking on Malloy’s door on a
chilly autumn morning. It was the boxing that did
it though.

Archer was an easy goose to trail; angled straight
for the nearest bar, head down all the way. Some
kind of homing instinct urged this guy along, led
him right to a scuffed sheet-metal door and ferried
him smartly inside.

The man had no companions; not even the panhandlers searching for an easy mark bothered him.
Archer just sat stolidly by himself in the murky
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booth and downed shot-glass after glass of straight
whiskey from a bottle on the table. Spoke gruffly
now and again to the barkeep or a tired blonde waitress who brought him over a beer to vary the menu.
Malloy eventually had to admit defeat and finish his
long drawn out beer, before ordering another and
darting off to find the washrooms.
That was when Malloy and Archer had almost run
into each other in the ratty little corridor that led
out back; both men had quickly danced away from
collision with the practiced ease born of long hours
in the sparring ring. Archer was suddenly moving
fast and light; easy on his feet despite the weight
and the alcohol. Archer had laughed then, and Malloy couldn’t help joining in, sticking out his hand
and then introductions passed and they got to talking. Hamilton Archer, retired soldier, professional
fighter and short order cook. A man who liked a
sour mash whiskey and a fine cigar.

They were finally tossed out of the bar about
one-thirty in the morning. Archer lived nearby, no
kidding, and swore he had at least a fifth of scotch
in a side cabinet. Malloy could barely stand.
‘Man-o-man, you really know how to put it away,
don’t you?’ marvelled Malloy.

Archer stumbled then, bringing Malloy down with
him on the damp barely lit corner of an alleyway,
and then squirming to get up again as Malloy tried
to calm him.
‘Easy there, fella. No need to be all—’
‘You know, sometimes I dream that I can just
whisper it away and I won’t have to worry any more.
Quiet. Hush.’ Archer pressed a trembling finger
across his lips, tapped the side of his nose.
Malloy leaned in to help him up again, and Archer
quickly grabbed him by the lapels and pulled him
close. Malloy was sickened by the stink of alcohol
and stale smoke that assaulted his nostrils as Archer
held him fast and began speaking ever so softly.
Malloy tried to brush him off. Light-hearted. He
didn’t want to get rough with this guy. Not with
God watching.
‘Steady now, Mac. Ease off. Let’s not embarrass
ourselves entirely-’

Archer kept talking and he wouldn’t let go. The
soft words became quieter still, a sibilant seductive
whisper that faded quickly out of conscious notice
as Malloy collapsed slowly to the ground. His eyes
stared blank, reflecting only the boiling storm
clouds above. A dark shape by his head, shreds of
black feathers seemed to swirl as Archer crouched
there almost foetal with his soundlessly moving lips
held close to Malloy’s ear.
-

‘’Ever you say, pal. I’m just not sure we need any
more right now. What about we call it a night, eh?’
‘I have this burning sound in my head. Sometimes
maybe I want to scream until my head explodes.’
Archer was shouting. Sudden anger rising. Struggling to stand up straighter, grabbing for Malloy’s
arms.
Malloy felt a sudden shock of crystalline sobriety.

Malloy woke up in the dark alley he remembered.
The waking in itself was disquieting, as he hadn’t
been asleep. There was an uncomfortable shapeless numbness like somehow he had simply stepped
away, leaving a crumpled discarded shell lying in
the street with its sightless eyes wide open to the
world. Returning later to slip and slide and squeeze
downwards into his prostate husk of a body, getting
back in the swing of things and a slow settling into
familiar rhythms of pulse and breath and heartbeat.
Carefully matching up all the toes and fingers, like
when you jam a glove on wrong and have to struggle it back in place. For a long time Malloy couldn’t
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‘It’s the way,’ Archer was leaning against him, he
muttered and weaved and shuddered a little. ‘You
see? The only way…’
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Archer was in his late fifties; had about 20 years
on Malloy. His mug was a lot more scratched and
beaten by the process too. Archer had been a boxer
for long years of his youth, and was still a huge fan
despite his expanding bulk. So they had to argue
back and forth about the good and the great. Who
could beat who nowadays. It was a swell evening.
Not quite what Malloy had planned, but he wasn’t
quite on the clock for this one.

‘If I drink I can make it go away. That’s all I want.
To make it go away--’

move, the street lamps and sky above were splashes
of colour and shade that loomed in his vision for
what seemed like days.

ment when Malloy had suddenly thought: would it
really be this easy to crack the case?
He knew better now.

Cold and damp and who knew how much later.
There was no sign of Archer and Malloy’s head was
throbbing with a hangover involving tap-dancing
giants who juggled anvils. Badly. He got up. Well.
Gave the idea some thought. Rolled over on his face
and peeled himself from the muddy cobbles with his
palms. Kneeling seemed a lot like pressing his luck
for the time being. Need to work up to it.
A few more minutes of preparation and Malloy
managed to lever himself upright making full use of
the street furniture. Trashcans, fire hydrants, lamp
posts; all were called into the service of his erratic
manoeuvrings.
Malloy glanced up at the high walls of brick and
here and there a lighted window. Looming above
him like—
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He crashed screaming to the ground. His head
jammed to bursting with bright noise, flashes of
sound and colour and pain and pleasure danced and
circled and taunted and ripped.
He saw a city. The City. High white walls gleaming in the sun. Towers were aflame on the hillside.
He didn’t think it was heaven but could he really be
sure? There were cannons firing and banners falling
into scarlet mist.
Malloy rolled on the ground squeezing his hands
against his skull until these crowded unfamiliar
thoughts and painful indistinct memories faded to a
low wailing in the background. He briefly sensed a
hundred lives, a thousand, more… Felt each dream
stutter and die and saw their world shatter under
the drumbeat of bloody war, before the cycle started
again. Banners eternally falling …
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Malloy bit down on his tongue and gouged nails
into his palms to jolt himself out of this rolling
buffeting wave of experience. Praying that he could
make it back down before his head ruptured from
the pressure.
Real funny though, wasn’t it. There had been a
moment right when Archer was losing his cool and
starting to rant and hinting pretty strongly about
secret things he wanted to tell, a slim, vivid mo-

Crouched on the wet ground and shivering from
far more than the freezing air, Malloy knew he’d
made a mistake. Big Mistake.
Overall - when the sheer screaming agonies subsided for a while - Malloy felt as if an elaborately
constructed mechanical insect had been placed in
the centre of his skull.
A miniature marvel, smaller even than a grain of
rice and yet from the end of its wings and splayed
legs to the tip of its antenna it was a perfection. He
could feel each miniscule spike of lovingly replicated
hair that sloped out from its spindling legs, sense
each and every second of the long hours of patient
workmanship that had gone into fashioning the
tiny vivid segments of the creature’s compound
eyes. Creature? Machine? It was hard to tell which
it was, but that level of dedicated artistry felt almost like worship.
That wasn’t the worst thing about it though. This
catastrophic exquisite awareness of the shape and
faultless surface of this brain bug was a nagging
sharp-edged shadow on his thoughts and movements. Hell, it had even made his hangover seem
like a minor twinge out on the fringes of thought.
Still wasn’t the worst.
Beyond its sheer jagged reality it also moved, deep
inside the soft tissues that enveloped it and each
twitch of leg and flutter of wing echoed deep in the
vaults of Malloy’s very being and made him want
to vomit blood. But, hey, couldn’t you learn to live
with most discomforts?
The absolute most unpleasant thing about this
insectile engine was that it was talking.
Malloy couldn’t understand or explain it completely. He couldn’t explain it at all. Wasn’t it just
that kind of infinite, helpless night …
When he got back to his office the lonely October
sun had begun peering through the grey blue mists
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The place was waking up. Trucks rumbled, shutters rolled, doors slammed open and bakers stepped
out for a break after already putting in a back-breaking day’s work.
The insistent sibilant voice continued step after
step. Malloy had lived in this burg all his life and he
got lost three times on the way. He still felt stone
sober and dying inside.
Three years ago, just before he left the police
force, they had tracked down a former mob button man who killed people by shoving an ice pick
through their eye and wrenching the point around
inside. Not a bad idea, thought Malloy has he
slumped in his chair, behind his familiar leather
topped desk in the small office he called home.

He could see why Archer wanted to open up a
flask of the hard stuff, jump right in and make for
the bottom. Where the hell was Archer anyway, he
wondered. Everything was the same, but Malloy
had changed. Utterly.
He was just digging a bottle of bourbon out from
behind a potted plant – old habits – when God
came back and Malloy passed out again. That was
good news. Being unconscious really seemed to
help. Right up until Malloy started to wake and felt
the gut wrenching disappointment afforded by the
stark realisation that he could hear that still small
voice meandering through everything. On and on
an on until his teeth ached and his lids felt like rasping sheets of sandpaper scouring the surface of his
eyes. God was at his side, offering a glass of water
and a damp cloth.
This was wrong, thought Malloy. He could remember something very, very wrong.
He could see it now. Far beyond the battle and
the high city walls. Above the clash of swords and
pikes, past the thick wet thud of blade on flesh,
beyond the sharp crack of rifle shots and the dull
distant crump of explosive shells. In an arched

Malloy stood quickly. Too quickly, the planet
lurched under foot and the office spun around his
head at an alarming rate.
‘You have to leave,’ he said through chattering
teeth. ‘At first I didn’t understand what it meant.
Inside. It was a trap.’
God looked – and this was in itself an unsettling
tilt – he looked shocked.
‘I think,’ said Malloy. ‘I think I am going to be
sick.’
He dropped to the boards on all fours, retching
and choking for what seemed like minutes on end.
Nothing was happening, and Malloy was starting to panic that he could never stop this when he
coughed a thick globular hack that spattered grossly
on the floor. It was followed by a spiralling trail
of black smoke that swirled from his mouth and
down to the floor where it coalesced languidly into
a small squirming shape. Even if he could scarcely
see it, Malloy could tell exactly what it was; imagine each sleek wing-beat and the shiver of its little
legs. There was the insect. How could there really
have been a metal insect in his head? How could
it get out if it was in there? As he stared it seemed
strangely to be getting clearer. Easier to examine.
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His filing cabinets and book shelves were all there
like they were on Friday morning. The window
blinds still sloughed off drifts off dust when he
opened and closed them because he hadn’t paid the
cleaning lady in two weeks and that old doll was
fussy about stuff like getting money for her hard
graft.

sandstone hall, the dying King laughs at his fell
betrayer. Smiles with blood stained teeth as a vast
steel vault slams closed around them …

Malloy realised it was simply getting bigger before
his eyes and it kept on growing until it was a fist
sized mechanical hornet with translucent wings and
a glossy body decorated in fine emerald scrollwork.

It took a while for him to understand the crawling
agitation in his head had stopped. It still seemed
to be echoing in there. Or maybe that was the bug
making a racket in the office as it swooped and
soared. His throat felt bruised, raggedy and Malloy was still discovering he could actually start to
speak again when the bug flew directly up to the
face of God and began to scream. And scream. And.
Scream. Volume and zeal turned way up on the dial.
It stopped as abruptly as it began. Its delicate
wings sheared off and evaporated, its body segmented and seemed to float to the floor like green
and silver leaves that then splintered into smaller
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of dawn that shrouded the cityscape.

fragments and drifted away in greasy whorls of
smoke.
‘What was that? What. Was. That?’ Malloy
croaked, trying to drag himself off the floor for
what was definitely the toomanyeth time.
His head hurt still, but it ached only in an honest,
smack upside the head kind of way. It was a curious
kind of bliss.
‘Hey, chief. What on earth was all the upset?’
‘It was a signal,’ said God. ‘Someone is coming.
Doubtless he will be here presently.’
‘What do you mean? Who’ll be here presently?’
There was a knock on the door. Short and sharp.
God and Malloy glanced at each other and then at
the door which swung open of its own accord, or
possibly for its own safety.

focus, the Devil’s presence commanded attention.
Everything else became irrelevant background noise
as the Devil moved through the room, each action
was sharp and clear and bright.
The Devil’s clothes were of the finest cloth,
the most precise cut. The crimson of his tie was
matched only by the dark red colour of his tongue,
which flicked out wetly across thin bloodless lips.
An elegant single breasted three piece suit of
endless night was counter-pointed by a shirt that
seemed an arrangement of blinding patches of
white; there were buttons fashioned in stone from
the broken down thrones of ruined empires.
His pocket watch and chain were an ethereal
silver. The Devil opened the case and licked his lips
once more.
‘Martyr’s Silver this is called, you know? Funny
story—’ He tutted suddenly and snapped the watch
case closed. ‘Some other time perhaps.’
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The Devil had arrived.
The contrast was startling.

Malloy would be the first to admit that God didn’t
look like anything much. If pressed further, he
might be forced to divulge that he hadn’t really paid
much attention. Couldn’t say what height, or even
what colour of hair. God’s form merely represented
an understanding to the observer. The brain sought
a comfortable accommodation and agreed not to
worry overly much about any of the finer detail.
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The Devil on the other – left – hand was very
much in the moment, stamped into the very fabric
of the Present. Tense. He wasn’t a scarlet-horned,
goat-legged monstrosity either. This was a tall
refined man, pale and lean with delicate aquiline
features and quick blue eyes below a broad forehead
and close cropped ashen hair. The skin of his supple hands was almost translucent, stretched tightly
over slim armatures of bone and tendon. His age …
The Devil had no age; he was the lucid and certain
Now.
Even in Malloy’s current state, with his body still
trembling and his vision swaying in and out of

His movements were subtle, and he was constantly in motion. Booted feet clicked across the
polished floor. The Devil ran sleek fingertips along
the worn leather surface of the desk, sighing softly
to himself.
Malloy felt compelled to watch. The Devil slowly
orbited the room, pausing here and there to peer
closely at some item of furniture, or peruse a newspaper discarded on a chair. At last the Devil turned
to God and made a grand show of surprise. ‘My, my,’
he said sweetly. ‘What a shock to meet you in this
locality. Thoroughly pleasant, I assure you.’ A curt
nod and snapping of heels.
God appeared unmoved by this performance. ‘I
do not believe that you were playing entirely by the
rules. What was that squalling object? Where did it
come from?’
The Devil simply smirked. ‘The strangest thing
happened. It turns out all of the real geniuses end
up on my side of the fence. Something about that
obsessive drive, that notion of success no matter
the cost. One seldom finds that sort of compulsion
elsewhere, even amongst your little fanatics club.
I also get the drooling madmen and the eldritch
wizards and you know, sometimes it’s quite hard to
tell them apart …’
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portant than that.’
The Devil smiled widely. His teeth were much too
sharp.
‘So I assembled a little team, knocked some heads
together, and that was what they came up with.
Rather elegant don’t you agree?’
‘Such deliberate deception,’ exclaimed God.
‘It’s—’
‘It’s a wonder they don’t call me the Lord of Lies?’
the Devil’s broad grin never dared to trouble his
eyes.
He pointed at Malloy who was struggling to sit up
on the floor. ‘Can he understand what happened?’
The Devil squatted down in front of a still confused and shaken Malloy.

The Devil was right there in Malloy’s face. No
concept of personal space. Close observing with
eyes that never blinked.
‘It was ever so simple really. The plan to trap God
was the thing that trapped him. When you come
up with a plan like that you have to figure out a way
to keep it out of this guy’s reach,’ the Devil stuck a
thumb in the direction of God. ‘Nosey? Don’t talk
to me about it. I’ve had it up to here. Or was it
there?’
The Devil stood up again, brushing the legs of his
trousers. God moved in to help Malloy to his feet.
Malloy muttered something as he was pulled upright. God gave him a querulous look.
‘I said,’ Malloy coughed and shook his shoulders to
clear his head, fogs still seemed to be rising and falling in there. ‘Was this some kind of game to you?’
Before God could reply he was interrupted by a
shout from the other side of the room:

‘Did you tell him about the Deal?’ the Devil asked
slyly. ‘Oh do please let me tell. Would you? Excellent.’ Not waiting for a response, the Devil simply
perched on the edge of the desk and was just about
to launch right into this big reveal when he stopped
and checked a slim gold-banded watch he wore on
his left wrist. Mallory had to blink a few times just
to be sure what he was seeing; the Lord of Darkness
needs two watches? This day sure wasn’t getting
any straighter.
The Devil pointed at a desk calendar with a built
in clock. ‘Is this timepiece correct? I have an appointment later and, unlike our friend here, I can’t
afford to be late.’
He tapped the watch glass and then snorted in
disgust towards God.
‘It’s okay for him, flitting from one moment to the
next. I’m the one who has to slog through each and
every tiresome one of them. Remember the Crusades? How long were you physically in place again?
About two weeks. I was a hundred and fifty years in
the sand and the blood and the dust.’
Malloy tried to slam his hand down on the desk.
It made little impression. ‘This isn’t a game.’
‘No,’ said God. ‘When you have to try and understand complex issues you tend to oversimplify. It’s
perfectly natural. The conversations we seem to be
having are just the pitches and tones that you can
follow.’
‘I may be sick again if you keep up that kind of
talk,’ groaned Malloy.
‘It’s a protection, Carter. Try and relax. You are
in no danger; I will allow nothing to happen to you.
You have my promise.’
The still warm air in the room was shredded by
the harsh yowl of a bow drawn across a rigid string.
The chopping screeching continued and both Malloy and God stared at the Devil as he eagerly sawed
away on a violin over by the door.
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Malloy was leaning against the desk, pulling
together the strength to make a break for his chair.
He felt as though he had been kicked down the
steps of the Statue of Liberty, and then dumped in
the bay. It felt wonderful because it didn’t involve
the conjunction of insect and skull.

God settled Malloy back into a seat behind the
desk.

‘Oh, no, my dear boy. This one is much more im-
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He paused. ‘Oh, I’m sorry did I spoil your little
moment? Meeting at the crossroads, remember? I
need to practice. Time is a wasting. Time I never
have.’
Malloy really wanted to shoot this guy. His old
police issue .38 was wrapped with an oily rag in a
cash box at the bottom of the filing cabinet, but his
Colt .45 automatic was stashed in the desk drawer
about 3 inches from his hand.
The Devil placed the violin to one side and leaned
casually against the bookcase. His sharply cut
jacket fell open on the right side to reveal an ancient tanned-leather gun belt, bullet loops fat with
ugly stubs of brass, the butt of a sleek black revolver
riding high in its holster. The pistol’s grips were
curves of pale bone worn smooth. The Devil’s right
hand flexed slightly.

shows. How inconsiderate is that?’
The Devil shook his head in disgust.
‘I watch my people grow, lose faith, kill each other.
It’s a truly beautiful experience. Then guess who
turns up and starts poking around. Giving them
ideas above their station. Makes my life difficult
with the endless singing and the praying for forgiveness,’ he stifled a dramatic yawn.
‘So much for choice. Know what I mean?’ the
Devil looked at Malloy as if requiring his support,
but then pressed along regardless.
‘He left messages. Sent messengers. Scribbled
notes in the margins of creation. Jumbled together
a big rattle bag of a book – various editions are
available – to tell you all about how he created the
lambs and the hills and the trees and the flowers.

‘You surely won’t believe how fast I am, cowboy.’
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‘Why do you care so much about time?’ blurted
Malloy, trying to keep his mind off gunplay.
The Devil clapped quietly and politely. ‘A very
fine question. Let’s just say that some of us are only
ever where they are right now,’ he tilted his head in
the direction of God. ‘Others like you and me are
stuck with the linear. Tick following tock.’

‘After too many years of this sort of behaviour I
start to wonder if he can ever leave your lot alone
for even a moment. It isn’t much of choice if he’s
constantly rubbing it in your face, is it? Can a day
go by without a sign in the sky or burning piece of
vegetation or a stone tablet shouting don’t do that
do this. Now stop doing this and go back to doing
that.
‘Too busy. Too fussy. Too dull.’

The Devil looked around and took a deep expansive breath.
‘I’ve lived through every second of this world from
the beginning of creation.’
A low cough.

‘Okay, okay. Since about three weeks after creation if one must be honest about these things. The
point is that’s why I love it. I am bound to this
realm. This world. This now. Which brings us
neatly back to the matter under discussion, doesn’t
it?’
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The Devil sat down on the edge of the leather
couch.
‘So God here dances about, popping up here and
there whilst I watch it all from the ground level.
Point of information - never make an arrangement
to meet this guy for a game of golf. He seldom

Malloy raised himself up to more comfortable
position and looked directly at God. ‘Why did you
allow this? How could you… this… whatever he is.
How could you have created this? Why?’
The Devil frowned and pouted: ‘Hey, mac. I’m
right in the room. Don’t you even have a heart?’
God paused for a moment before speaking, softly.
His tone was resigned and the words seemed to
come with difficulty. ‘When the universe was old
I was still very young. My desire was to create the
perfect world and the perfect inhabitants to people
it. A paradise of wonder and awe and endeavour,’
God stopped in another long moment of contemplation.
The Devil whispered a harsh aside: ‘Like being in
Church. Boring.’
God ignored him. ‘First I tried Power and Free
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Will. That didn’t work out too well, I accept that,’
God’s eyes shifted in the direction of the Devil.

the bag.’ Another predator smile. ‘Where was I?’
‘You said something about a deal,’ said Malloy.

The Devil smirked. ‘Then came the Free Will and
the complete and utter lack of any kind of Power
at all.’ He thumped Malloy on the shoulder, hard.
‘How’s that working out for ya, sport?’
God ignored this and spoke directly to Malloy. ‘He
is correct about the matter of choice. If I allow you
free will I must allow you the opportunity to reject
me. He has come to represent that alternative, that
gift of freedom. Although,’ God looked around as if
noticing the wider world beyond the windows and
walls of the office. ‘I begin to wonder that perhaps
this world has already found its path. Society itself
now provides ample demonstration of the difference between the Right and the Wrong. It no longer
needs an explanation.’

God shrugged and sighed. ‘You surprise me. You
make me proud and torment me all at the same
time. The piety, the love, the peace, the struggle
with the oppressive moods that can drive the darkest acts. All of it is new and fresh to me. All of it
gives me hope.’
‘Hope? Hope for what?’
‘The future,’ said God. ‘You and Your kind give me
hope that we will all move on through the universe
and explore its wonders. Together.’
There was another scratching wail of violin,
followed by a low scraping sound that slowly and
surely changed into a lilting rolling tune. An actual
tune, bowed and picked out with care and mounting ardour as the Devil’s playing became faster and
faster. A purity of voice that fades and soars more
rapid and lively and then starts to dwindle and lose
focus and dissolves into a final discord of despair..
‘See what I mean,’ said the Devil. ‘All I needed was
a little practice. I reckon this next guy’s soul is in

‘So here goes, I thought. Eventually, when I had
became utterly convinced that He couldn’t last a
long weekend without a burning bush or a request
for an unbaptised infant in a duffel bag; I decided
to put Him to the test. A wager. An experiment. A
deal. I think it would be fair to call it The Deal.’
God spoke up at this point. ‘We made an arrangement. If I would leave this mortal coil to its own
devices for a few thousand years, then the Lord of
Lies would pack up his pandemonium carnival and
leave you all in peace.’
‘And if you failed?’ Malloy was fairly sure he knew
where this one was going.
God looked over at the Devil in all his smugness.
‘He gets to be in total charge. Not forever, never
forever.’
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Malloy winced, felt a little shudder of the guilt of
ages. ‘Why did you create all of this? What was the
point? Why do you want to have us around?’

‘Ah, yes. I remember it like it was only the second
century.’ The Devil relaxed once more on the couch.
‘After that debacle at Nazareth it became clear to
me that we had a problem. He couldn’t keep interfering or things would really get out of hand. Who
knew what crazy ideas you people would get in your
heads next. It was tough enough trying to spread
pestilence and corruption without religious cults
springing up to lead people away from the one true
path to filth and degradation.

‘How long?’ he demanded. ‘How long did you plan
on leaving us to his tender mercies,’ Malloy could
already tell by the size of the Devil’s smile that it
wasn’t going to be a couple of months.

‘A thousand year reign’ said God. ‘You must understand I only said it because I knew I could stay
away for as long as I had to. Until I had won, and
then you would all be free to return to the paradise I
envisaged.’
The Devil continued. ‘Years pass and our boy here
is doing very well. The odd appearance to the very
faithful and some less than earth shaking minor
miracles. Until one day,’ the Devil cherished the
drama:
‘Enter stage left. The Prince of the Powers of the
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‘Then of course there was Power without Freedom. What you call Angels were born. They are
really just Aspects, slivers of my eternal resolve.
Strong, dedicated. Not great talkers.’

Air. The Devil and all his work colleagues. Bringing
with them an exceptionally intricate flying geegaw designed to store a specific piece of information in the form of an allegorical picture show. No
wait, that’s not quite right. I think they said that
the knowledge was the device. The device was the
knowledge? An idea given elaborate and yet ephemeral substance. They take the plan and cut and
shape and craft a tale of a city under siege. Then
they folded and curved and crimped and polished
each word and image and gesture into that little toy
you had bouncing around your skull. Or something
like that. When these boffins get to talking I tend
to just,’ he waved a hand in front of his face. ‘Glaze
over.’
‘I could still visit,’ said God quietly. ‘Speak with
people. I just wasn’t allowed to engage or cajole or
interfere.’
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‘And,’ said the Devil from over by the bookshelf.
‘He wasn’t allowed to tell them anything that made
actual sense to anyone sane.’
‘So what went wrong,’ asked Malloy.

‘That’s just it,’ said God. ‘I thought something
had already gone wrong. That was why I needed to
find out what Archer knew. I thought it might be a
danger.’
‘Or was he just incredibly nosey like I suspected,’
called the Devil, flicking through the pages of a
large family bible. It belonged to Malloy’s mother.
Rest her soul. ‘Oh, here’s a favourite of mine:
Therefore whatever you have spoken in darkness
will be heard in the light.’
He slapped the book closed roughly and cast it
aside.

set to go off when it was in the presence of God,
why did it end up with me? Was that part of the
plan?’
The Devil simply shrugged. ‘That’s one for the
back room boys to answer. Perhaps it noticed that
you were looking for answers; asking the right questions; and decided to introduce itself. It may have
judged that Archer’s condition reduced its effectiveness—’
‘Condition?’ asked Malloy, ‘what’s that supposed
to mean?’
‘Well,’ the Devil glanced from side to side, and
spoke in a low voice. ‘I don’t like to speak ill of the
afflicted, but the man was clearly crazy.’
‘You drove him mad. Your machinery. It burrowed into his head and crawled and crept and
whispered till he could only escape by diving to the
bottom of a bottle.’
‘Really?’ said the Devil with forced interest.
‘That’s simply fascinating. I’ll have to make a note
of that, it’s wonderful little story.’
The Devil got up and prowled to the window.
Peered out between the blinds as the sunlight
slanted in over the streets and rooftops.
‘A deal is a deal. He interfered. The world is mine
for the contractual term, and what am I going to do
with the place? Oh there are so many options but
at the moment after careful consideration I’d have
to say,’ looking straight at Malloy. ‘This is just a
gut feeling you understand?’ He turned back to the
window. ‘I’m thinking of a little something in a Hell
On Earth. How does that sound?’
‘He interfered?’ said Malloy.
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‘So. There we have it and where are we? My cadre
of disturbed scientists devised a mechanism for
storing knowledge in a fashion beyond His ability to discover. It was a spectacular success. The
knowledge of the very plan itself was concealed. He
was driven crazy with the doubt and confusion, was
arrogant enough to imagine that no-one else could
possibly have acted to thwart him. I’m sure he was
just thrilled by the alarm that went off when he
showed up?’
‘That doesn’t make sense,’ said Malloy. ‘If it was

‘Yes. When he hired you to track down Archer and
discover the Secret Plan to make him hire somebody
track down Archer. Don’t you love the fearful symmetry of all of this? Once you entered his employ
the world was mine. Don’t worry though. You’ll get
special attention under the new regime. I’ve got a
place all worked out.’
‘He didn’t hire me,’ said Malloy.
The Devil twisted away from the window with a
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voice like thunder echoing off distant mountains.
‘What did you say?’
Malloy stood awkwardly and stepped over towards
God, pulling the golden coin from his pocket and
holding it out in front of him.
He coughed a few times then said: ‘I’ve given it
some thought and decided not to take this case.
You told me to get back to you when I had a chance
to consider. I’m going to have to turn you down.
Too busy. Sorry.’
God accepted the coin in cupped hands and
mouthed the words: ‘Thank You.’
‘What did he say?’ the Devil’s voice was losing its
cultured balance.
‘He said he never worked for me,’ responded God,
smiling mildly. ‘Didn’t I always say they were full of
surprises?’
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Malloy picked up the bottle of bourbon he’d been
searching for earlier and left them to the post
mortem. He slipped quietly through the door to
the small apartment he kept behind the office, and
wandered off in search of a soft bed and dreamless,
silent sleep.
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‘No. This can’t be. I thought. I was certain.’ the
voice rose and rose in pitch and God’s more muted
soothing tones rolled out to try and calm the Devil.

FEATURE

Horror Gems: Sleepstalker
Jamie Halliday

HORROR GEMS: SLEEPSTALKER

The horror genre has its classics: there is the
wonderful suspense of Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho; the innovative terror of Night of the Living
Dead and Halloween; the gore frenzies of The
Evil Dead and City of the Living Dead; the gritty
exploitation of The Texas Chainsaw Massacre
and The Last House on the Left; the sci-fi tinged
fear-fests of The Thing and Alien; and then there’s
even the popular parodies and comedic horror films
such as Scream and Bride of Re-Animator.

AUTHOR:

directing talent and earned his licence to chill.

The story follows the familiar formula of a hideous serial killer who returns from the grave to continue wreaking havoc on the world. Sleepstalker’s
plot focuses on a young boy named Griffin who lives
in his suburban home with his loving parents and,
despite a minor fear of the dark, has a very nice
life. Until one night, when a
crazed killer known only as
The Sandman finds his way
into their home. He slays
Griffin’s parents mercilessly
but fortunately the police arrive just in time to save poor
Griffin and apprehend The
Sandman, who is promptly
put on death row for his
despicable killing spree.

These films tend to
make up the majority
of a horror fan’s
vocabulary

These films tend to make up the majority of a horror fan’s vocabulary, and with so many weaker films
like Equinox, Terror Eyes and Day of the Dead 2:
Contagium floating around under the “horror” tag
it’s inevitable that many films lacking a name like
Carpenter or Craven on the cover tend to get left on
the shelf (if they even get that far). In this column
I aim to wipe the dust off some of these lost gems
and perhaps save you some time and disappointment digging through bargain bins.

Years later, little Griffin (Jay Underwood) is all
grown up and has cause to be happy in his new life.
He has good friends, a promising career in journalism, and the Sandman has finally sent to his execution: no more nightmares for Griffin. Something
however, is not right. A bizarre sandstorm hits the
city and soon after Griffin’s friends start dying in
strange and horrific ways. Unsurprisingly the police
can’t work out what’s happening, and blame Griffin for the murders, assuming that the death of his
parents has warped his fragile mind.
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The films I’ll be covering are not necessarily
classics, and often lack the budget to pull off their
ambitious ideas, but they will be solid and enjoyable horror films with a great imagination that have
been unfairly ignored by the majority of horror
fans.

As if being accused of killing your roommate
wasn’t bad enough, it’s becoming more and more
apparent that The Sandman has returned to finish
“putting the children to sleep”, specifically Griffin,
and this time, he really is a Sand Man (and not the
sort seen in SpiderMan 3, who was actually quite
nice).

First on my list is Sleepstalker, a 1995 horror
obscurity from director Turi Meyer who went on
to work on Smallville, Buffy, Candyman 3 and
Wrong Turn 2. Meyer has managed to find fairly
consistent work in the realms of horror and fantasy,
but it was with Sleepstalker that he discovered his

Now that Griffin’s promising life has gotten a
lot less promising, he must find a way to clear his
name, locate the elusive Voodoo Priest behind The
Sandman’s re-birth, and then see to The Sandman’s
re-death. Stopping a seemingly invincible demon
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becomes very affecting: certain moments are actually very beautiful. The character of The Sandman
has layers unavailable to the majority of characters
born of the Freddy Krueger craze and this is where
the film’s true strength lies.

The film’s reception was unimpressive. Sleepstalker never made any “Top 10 Greatest Horror
Flicks” lists and probably never will. Having been
released with seemingly no promotion behind it,
the film hit the shelves and stayed there. The sheer
cheapness of the DVD has garnered a very minor
cult fan-ship for the film but by all accounts, Sleepstalker has been forgotten.
This eerie little picture doesn’t sound particularly
impressive, but it’s actually quite a strong thriller:
it’s very well paced with some impressive visuals,
skilled cinematography, wonderfully gritty locations
and a nightmarish musical score. All shine through
the budget restraints to create a very effective reworking of the undead serial killer tale.
Turi Meyer’s writing talent is also evident. He
produces reasonably well-rounded characters with
believable dialogue and some tasteful comic relief
and, despite minor storyline inconsistencies, the
plot-twists are thoughtfully set up and developed.
The cast are surprisingly good for such a low
budget horror film: Michael Harris oozes evil in
his dry portrayal of The Sandman and as the plot
develops the tragic undercurrent of his performance

With the exception of the inevitably rushed
production schedule, the budget restraints
aren’t too obvious; the effects are decent, the
actors are well cast and the locations are very
atmospheric. Sleepstalker is full of creative
ideas and it actually has some of the tools to
put them on the screen, giving us an enjoyable, gripping and at times disturbing horror
film.

Sleepstalker isn’t perfect by a long shot,
but it possesses the qualities of originality and
craftsmanship which allow it to stand tall in the
swarm of Nightmare on Elm Street clones that
surround it. It will always have a special place in my
heart.
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Sleepstalker
never made any
“Top 10 Greatest
Horror Flicks” lists
and probably
never will

Ken Foree (Dawn of the Dead) is another
highlight in a small role as an aggressive
detective hell-bent on bringing Griffin in. As
usual his physical presence and skilled delivery overshadows his co-stars, but for once he
has dialogue worthy of his talents. Foree is an
underappreciated actor, in an underappreciated film.
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is not an easy task for a yuppie journalist and his
flower obsessed photographer friend, but fortunately some of the city’s most poetic gang members
are willing to lend a hand and gun. Can they end
The Sandman’s reign of terror forever?

COLUMN
BRYAN TALBOT: ARTIST EXTRAORDINAIRE

Bryan Talbot: Artist
Extraordinaire
Caroline Callaghan
As a child, I recall being mesmerised
by two books in particular: a book of
AUTHOR:
fairy tales by the Brothers Grimm, and
Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland. Both were lavishly illustrated; in
the case of Alice, by the illustrator John Tenniel.
Later, I read Through the Looking Glass, and was
especially captivated by the nonsense verse Jabberwocky, again with Tenniel’s imaginative illustrations.
Those were magical stories which have, with hindsight, had a huge impact on the kind of books I
enjoy today. So on hearing that Bryan Talbot had
published a mammoth 320 page graphic novel inspired by Alice, I simply had to read it.
Talbot’s Alice in Sunderland: An Entertainment
(Jonathan Cape 2007) is quite unlike anything I’ve
ever read before. It certainly is a homage to the
work of Lewis Carroll, but it’s so much more
besides.
The setting is Sunderland’s Empire Theatre,
where Talbot - or, rather, a series of caricatures of him (as narrator, guide, and heckler
in the audience) - takes the reader on an
amazing journey. There’s much on Carroll
and Tenniel, along with Alice Liddell, the
inspiration behind Carrol’s Alice. The social
history of Sunderland and the surrounding region is covered in meticulous detail, taking
in local myths and legends on the way. Add to this
mixture of history and myth, some autobiographical pieces and a large dose of humour, and we have a
story as magical as Carroll’s Alice.
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But stand back from what we’re reading for a moment and we can see a much deeper aspect to the
work. It’s a masterclass in the art of storytelling.
In composition and form it uses diverse styles and
methods to weave the many complex threads into
a meaningful whole. If you’ve considered writing a
graphic novel yourself, this book has to be an essential read; it’s a tutorial in the art of researching and
constructing such a work.

Reading Alice in Sunderland left me wanting to
find out more abut Talbot’s work. I’d previously
read The Tale of One Bad Rat, a poignant nongenre graphic novel about surviving child abuse.
I was aware of some of his illustrations from various books on my shelves; for example, Northern
Chills, and the Telos Doctor Who novella, Time
and Relative. I’d previously avoided The Adventures of Luther Arkwright and The Nazz, wrongly believing them to be yet more examples of superhero comics; and superhero comics bore me. But
now I realise these works too deserve a closer look.
Examining Talbot’s previous work in more detail
will soon be possible with the publication of The
Art of Bryan Talbot by NBM in December 2007.
With an introduction by Neil Gaiman,
this is a collection of the best magazine and book illustrations Talbot has
done over the years. It also includes
some previously unpublished material,
such as examples of home made comics drawn by him when he was about
12 and a selection of life drawings. It
sounds like an essential addition to my
Christmas list this year!
Meanwhile, on the following pages, for your delight
and amusement, we reproduce (with kind permission) Jabberwocky, taken from Alice in Sunderland and drawn in the style of the original Tenniel
illustrations. “Curiouser and curiouser,” as Lewis
Carroll once wrote.
You can find out more about Bryan Talbot and his
work at www.bryan-talbot.com
Bryan Talbot will be signing copies of Alice in
Sunderland at Page 45, Nottingham on Sunday
9th December 2007, at Waterstones, Sunderland
on 15th December 2007, and at Travelling Man in
Newcastle on 22nd December 2007.
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FEATURE

We can make it faster,
stronger, better.
The resurgence of
modern science-fiction

FASTER, STRONGER, BETTER

The last few years have seen the return of science fiction as a popular and accepted medium of
entertainment. But how have the new and returning shows fared so far this season?

AUTHOR:

Locke

cancelled, and that the last episode produced before the writers strike will be its finale. Adding fuel
to the flames has been recent comments by Kevin
Falls, the showrunner, who stated that “Episode 12
is the end of our order. And let’s not kid ourselves.
It’s a longshot that we would get a back nine, given
the [writers’] strike and our questionable numbers.”

Title
Journeyman
When it airs
Mondays 10/9 O’Clock
NBC

What is it about?
Journeyman tells the story of
Dan Vasser, a reporter living in San
Francisco who finds himself inexplicably travelling through time.
Over the course of his journeys,
it becomes clear that he is being
sent back for a reason – usually to
prevent something from happening
or to save somebody who will go on
to do something great in world history. As his trips take him to times
such as the great earthquake of
1987, he realises that his fiancée, long thought dead
in a plane crash, is also a traveller. With an enigmatic government scientist guiding him, and his family
life falling apart as a result of his absences, Dan has
to find out exactly what is happening to him, before
it destroys his life. Adding to his problems are increasing investigations by the authorities, including
his brother, a police officer named Jack.
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How has it performed?
Despite being one of the strongest offerings of
the new season, Journeyman has performed exceptionally poorly to date, garnering some of the
worst ratings of the genres shows that premiered
this autumn. It has not received a full season order
yet, leading many to speculate that the show will be

Our verdict
Journeyman, ironically, is probably the one show
that doesn’t deserve cancellation this season. Its
subtle blend of drama, romance, mystery and action
gives it a nuanced intelligence that belies its instantly fantastical premise. Kevin McKidd is superb
as Dan Vasser, while the supporting cast (if a little
annoying and flat at times) all put in admirable
performances in their roles. Every episode reveals
a little more of the grand story in a fashion that
leaves you hungry for more, rather than deluged by
information, a la Moonlight. It looks unlikely that
the show will survive the strike or the sweeps this
Christmas – something that we feel profoundly
dismayed by.
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When it airs
Wednesdays 9/8 O’Clock
NBC

Our verdict
Bionic Woman could have been so much, a modern update of a classic show that used allegory from
today’s socio-political events to really explore gender roles and the rising influence of technology over
our own humanity. Coming from David Eick, one of
the people responsible for the excellent Battlestar
Galactica remake, this seemed like a surefire bet for
being one of the strongest new shows. However, the
scripts are poorly written, the acting is sometimes
unbelievably camp and hammy, and the cinematography has none of the distinctiveness that we might
expect from such a pedigree. It is quite honestly
rather awful, and doesn’t deserve the second season
that it’s unlikely to receive.
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What is it about?
Jaime Sommers is a struggling surrogate mother
for her sister, a college drop-out who barely manages to make ends meet by working as a bartender.
The shining light in her life is her romance with Will
Anthros, a professor at the local University with
whom she is expecting a child. Her life is turned
upside down however, when a horrific car accident
leave her at death’s door, with her fiancée making
the decision to save her life by having her implanted
with bionic technology. Following these events,
Jaime must learn how to balance her new life as an
operative for the shadowy Berkut Group, a private
organisation dedicated to protecting the country
from outside threats, while attempting to balance
her responsibilities to her sister as she grows into
her role as the Bionic Woman. Her job is made more
complicated however by the constant shadow of
Sarah Corvus, the first failed experiment in bionic
replacement and the fact that things aren’t quite as
they seem.

How has it performed?
Despite being heralded as the golden child of the
new offerings this season, Bionic Woman has seen
its ratings slip into literal freefall since its impressive audience numbers for the pilot. The last episode, Trust Issues, only managed to pull in around
six million according to the Nielsen reports, and like
Journeyman the show is at the top of the suspected
cancellation lists. Further problems have arisen in
that Katee Sackhoff, who plays Sarah Corvus, has
reportedly said that she won’t be returning to the
set, regardless of whether it’s picked up again after
the strike.
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Title
Bionic Woman
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ness solving murder cases. Things are complicated
however when the love of Ned’s life turns up dead,
and he finds himself unable to kill her again. Should
he ever touch her, despite their mutual affection,
she will be lost to him permanently.
How has it performed?
Pushing Daisies has received considerable critical acclaim for its blend of Amelie-esque whimsy,
screwball comedy and well-written romance, with
the New York Times calling it “Funny, imaginative,
and smart, Pushing Daisies boasts Gilmore Girls–
speed wit and a veteran cast of creators. As feelgood fantasy-noir, it could be ABC’s next Desperate
Housewives.” Like all shows this season its ratings
have dropped, however it has consistently been at
the top of the viewership lists for genre shows this
season and was the highest-ranked debut with an
audience of 13 million. Studio confidence in the
show was affirmed recently by ABC ordering a full
22-episode order, despite the strike currently taking
place.

Title
Pushing Daisies
When it airs
Wednesdays 8/7 O’Clock
ABC
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What is it about?
Pushing Daisies tells the story of Ned, a piemaker with a rather unusual gift. As a child, Ned
discovered that he had the ability to bring things
back to life, but this was not without its drawbacks
or its problems. If he touched something once, it
would return to our world. However, if it remained
alive for more than sixty seconds, something
equivalent nearby would die in its place. Even with
this exchange however, the curses of the gift were
not over, for if he happened to touch the subject in
question with his skin ever again, it would be shuffled off the mortal coil permanently. As a result of
his gift, Ned lives a lonely life until a private investigator learns his secret and the two go into busi-

Our verdict
Pushing Daisies manages something that isn’t
particularly prevalent in science fiction these days,
which is create a show based around dark themes
that has a refreshing lightness to it. The colour
schemes, mixed with the eccentricities of the characters and the touching romance between Chuck
and Ned all combine to give something that is at
once gratifying, and entertaining to watch. The cast
is utterly superb, as is the witty banter and premise.
Since it’s already been picked up, we look forward to
seeing it again after the strike.
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Title
Chuck
When it airs
Mondays 8/7 O’Clock
NBC
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What is it about?
Chuck Bartowski is a twenty-something young
man who works at a local electronics store as a
computer expert. Being something of a social hand
grenade, he is constantly looked out for by his
sister, who tries in vain to find him friends and a
partner. His uneventful life changes one night however, when a former Stanford roommate (now rogue
CIA agent) sends him an e-mail that downloads an
archive of government secrets into his brain. The
government is aware of what has happened, and
sends various agents to protect Chuck from people who would want access to this. The NSA sends
Major John Casey (Baldwin), who takes a job at
Chuck’s store, while the CIA sends Sarah Walker,
who ends up posing as his girlfriend to stay close
to him. Chuck must use his newfound knowledge
to help thwart threats to the nation, his knowledge
being activated through subliminal triggers that he
can’t often control.
How has it performed?
Chuck, while being a show that was initially slated
for the rubbish bin, has actually performed surprisingly decently. Despite many critics noticing
its none too subtle influence of Jake 2.0, NBC has
ordered a full episode pickup for the show over previous season favourite, Bionic Woman. Its viewership numbers have stayed fairly consistent through
its run, debuting at around 9 million viewers and
averaging around 7 million so far for the season,
recently being boosted back up to 8 million with the
last episode, Chuck vs The Crown Vic.

Our verdict
Chuck is an example of a show with very little substance to its setting that manages to do well against
all odds. While the humour can induce laughs at
certain points, the characters are annoying, clichéd
and often entirely superfluous to what the plot
actually needs. Quite why this show is managing to
get full season orders, when genuinely decent SF
fare such as Journeyman cannot, we don’t know.
Despite its many flaws however, it is good brainless
entertainment, if you just want a giggle before you
shift off to the pub.
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Title
Reaper
When it airs
9/8 O’Clock
The CW
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What is it about?
Sam Oliver is a stereotypical waster. He lives at
home with his parents, works a dead end job, and
has little aspirations outside of perpetuating what
he sees as the life of Riley. His parents have always been easy on him, encouraging him to ignore
anything that he finds particularly testing while
driving his brother as hard as they can, which suits
him absolutely fine. All of this changes on his 21st
birthday however, when the Devil appears to Sam,
revealing that his parents sold
his soul before he was born
in order to cure his father. As
such, Sam is now an indentured servant of the Devil,
who wishes to employ him as
a Reaper, an operative who
tracks down souls who have
escaped from Hell and returns
them there, usually using a
different implement each
week. At first, Sam balks at
doing the Devil’s dirty work
for him, but when he finds
out that if he doesn’t do what
he’s told then his parents’
souls will be forfeit, he reluctantly agrees.
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How has it performed?
Reaper has performed
rather poorly when compared
to the other shows that have
debuted this season, averaging between 2.5 and 3 million
viewers a week. This is the
CW however, and for that particular network, those ratings
are decent. A further three
episodes have been ordered
for the show to see how it
performs, and if it can justify
further instalments. It has
benefited from having guest
directors such as Kevin Smith

work on it, as well as the casting of Ray Wise as the
Devil.
Our verdict
Reaper is filled with immature humour, poorly
executed slapstick, and a plot that makes about as
much sense as the Enron scandal...yet for some reason, it’s fairly compelling. This falls into the same
‘don’t think about it, and everything will be fine’
category as Chuck, but it is superior to the aforementioned show in that usually, it knows exactly
what it is. There are few pretensions in Reaper, it’s
not trying to be a serious melodrama exploring the
moral quandary between serving evil and saving
your family, it’s a stoner with a dust devil that runs
around battling evil, replete with a plethora of the
prerequisite video game and pop culture (read: Star
Wars) references that litter shows such as this.
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What is it about?
Charlie Jade is a private detective in Cape City
who specialises in finding MisPers – that is to say,
Missing Persons. However, after a woman shows
up on his doorstep, what he thought was the way
of the world is changed forever. She has no identity
– impossible in the authoritarian, ultra-capitalist
society of Cape City, and when she turns up dead,
his hunt for her killer leads him to become stranded
in a parallel dimension – our world. It turns out
that there are three universes – Alpha, that of Cape
City, Beta – Our world, but 30 minutes into the
future, and Gamma – an environmental utopia. It’s
impossible to summarise the multi-layered plot and
sophisticated characters of Charlie Jade in such
a brief amount of words, but the story revolves
around Charlie’s attempts to find his way back to
Alpha, and the machinations of the evil Vexcor.
How has it performed?
Charlie Jade aired two years ago in its native
countries of Canada and South Africa, being a joint
production between the two nations. It performed

Our verdict
Charlie Jade is probably among the best televised
science fiction to have come out in the last ten
years. No, we’re not kidding, it’s really that good.
The characters are compelling, the storyline is
entrancing, and it just has an air of intellectualism
about it that’s impossible to resist. The writing is ridiculously competent, with believable scenarios and
dialogue, subtle political commentary, and a real
attempt to push the boundaries of what we consider
to be science fiction on television. The comparatively exotic setting of Cape Town is a breath of
fresh air, setting it aside from the army of shows
set in Chicago, New York, Los Angeles or any other
equivalent American city, while you find yourself
genuinely, desperately caring about what happens
to these people, even if they make mistakes and
have failings that infuriate you. Charlie Jade is an
absolute triumph, both in writing, cinematography,
and sheer spirit.
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When it airs
Fridays 8pm
FX Home

decently there, and it was finally exported late this
year to the UK, where it has been airing in something of a Friday night death slot since. By its very
nature, Charlie Jade is a show that was made for a
DVD release rather than casual viewing due to its
intricate plot and complex world, however as more
time goes by it appears less and less likely that we
will see a second season, particularly since the actors involved have already moved on.
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Title
Charlie Jade

Title
Flash Gordon
When it airs
Fridays 9/8 O’Clock
Sci-Fi Channel (NBC)
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What is it about?
The new series is based on the 1930s comic, and
follow the adventures of Steven ‘Flash’ Gordon,
nicknamed so for his speed, who lives in Maryland with his mother - his father disappeared in a
mysterious accident when Flash was 13 years old.
When he meets Dr Hans Zarkov with his former
girlfriend Dale Arden, rifts in time and space appear
that facilitate travel between Earth and the Planet
Mongo, ruled over by the ruthless tyrant, Emperor
Ming. Although this incarnation of Ming represents
modern dictators more than the pseudo-racist, imperialist Mings of times past certain key elements
remain, such as his daughter Aura, who is disturbed
by her father’s brutality. A new character is introduced in the form of Baylin, a bounty hunter from
the planet Mongo, who joins forces with Flash, Dale
and Zarkov, while the residents of Mongo echo the
human-animal type tribes of the original, organised
into ‘Cantons’.
How has it performed?
Flash has received an enormous amount of

negative criticism since its debut in August, with
many publications slating the production values
and the lack of chemistry or charisma that seems to
exist between the actors. Ratings have been consistently low, although this seems to be something of a
norm for the Sci Fi Channel these days, which regularly plugs out dross such as SS Doomtrooper onto a
fatigued public. Despite the shocking quality of the
production however, it was given a full season order
from the outset, although cancellation looms ever
present.
Our verdict
The acting is atrocious, the scripts are appalling,
and the attempt to update what was a classic story
has fallen flat on its face. At times seeming like
the bastard offspring of Stargate, Sliders and any
number of misguided romantic dramas, Flash has
little to offer to any viewer, not even reaching the
lofty heights of mindless entertainment that Chuck
and Repear hold onto by their fingernails. Unfortunately, the full season order means that we’ll be
stuck with goldilocks and his band of insufferably
merry men and women for some time to come. We
can only hope that ideas are bucked up, and quickly,
because this really isn’t something to stay at home
for on a Friday night when other gems such as
Charlie Jade beckon. In short, Flash Gordon has as
much creativity as a Gamorrean in an art class, and
the end result is about as enjoyable.
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COLUMN

The Fandom Menace
Lee Medcalf
The lunatics have taken over the asylum.

What is it about fan films? What is it that possesses someone with so much love for a film, TV
show, radio play, porn star etc that makes a fan feel
like spraying their love for their chosen subject on
to the rest of humanity like an excitable diarrheic
dog?

Secondly I ask because, as far as I can tell, it would
seem to me that fan films are now moving in to
the big time. Just look at the swathes of big budget
movie and TV directors and producers scrambling
over themselves to prove how they are and have always been “a big fan” of the franchise they have now
adopted for their project.

Just take a look at the evidence:
Paul WS Anderson:
“It’s absolutely a dream come true. I saw ALIEN when
I was a kid at school. Every day I can’t fucking believe
I’m on set with an alien, you know every time I see Tom
Woodruff in the suit, I’m like: ‘Wow, it’s an alien, excellent!’ I’m a huge fan of PREDATOR as well.” - He gave
us the PG-12 rated Alien vs. Predator.
Brett Ratner:
“Well, I loved Dark Phoenix. I was just so into Dark
Phoenix. I was just completely excited that Dark Phoenix was in this movie. I couldn’t believe it.” – He gave
us the almost Dark Phoenix free X-Men 3.

The list goes on but everyone from Russell T. Davies and David Tennant on Doctor Who through to J.
J. Abrams discussing his Star Trek revival can all be
comfortably imagined doing little excited “squeee!”
noises behind the closed doors of their productions.

But seriously, is this a good
thing? Is it? After all, beyond the
aforementioned YouTube horrors, take five minutes to look
on any SF forum, convention or
even - if you feel brave and are
not at work - seek out some slash
fiction. After a while you’ll clearly
see that what one fan thinks will
be highly cool a large proportion
of other fans (and most likely the
general public) will think “what
the bloody hell is this? Why is
Harry Potter kissing Ron Weasley
while Frodo Baggins and Sam Gamgee have a circle
jerk in the corner!?”

It would seem to
me that fan films
are now moving
in to the big time.

Wrong! If
everyone in
Hollywood and
BBC TV Centre
(soon to be levelled to make way for a hotel) claim to be “big, big
fans” of series X or franchise Y, then surely it stands
to reason that these people are making “fan films”.
Not only that, but ultimately despite the multi million dollar gloss, they’re making a product which is

Being a fan means appreciating the work that
the original cast and crew of the target of your af-
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“Ahh!” you
say. “But big
budget films
are not fan
films! They
have better
quality cast,
script, etc.”

as woeful as any filmed-in-the-back-garden episode
of Star Trek: Peckham.
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The reason I ask this is twofold; Firstly because
in the past few days, while searching for leaked
footage of the new Star Trek movie being filmed,
I accidentally stumbled upon a frightening world
of fan trailers on YouTube which was the internet
equivalent of audience opinion phone-in on a Channel Five daytime chat show: barely coherent, mostly
nonsensical and ultimately frightening proof that
all around us are people who shouldn’t be out in
public without a government sanctioned handler,
clearing the way and keeping anything sharper than
a ball of Blu Tack out of their ward’s reach.
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fections did. You may not always agree with how
they’ve done things (and how many fans could
claim not have thought ‘I would have done it this
way’?), but nevertheless the reason that you like
the show, film, whatever is for its faults as well as
its successes. When a fan gets in charge of things
its like a lunatic being in charge of the asylum and
things may seem okay at first, whilst Mungo the
multi mass-murderer readjusts his chair in the nowdeceased Chief of Medicine’s office, but you can bet
that once the realisation of power sets in everything
is going to go to pot.

THE FANDOM MENACE

Perhaps though I’m being too hasty. Perhaps I’m
missing something here. There are fans that get
hold of something and make it right. Sam Rami
with Spiderman 1 & 2 (3 went down the plughole
due to obvious studio interference); Peter Jackson
with the Lord of the Rings movies; James Cameron
with Aliens: All are filmmakers of a certain quality
and who have a clear respect for the original source
material rather than just eager to wear their geek
club credit badge by proclaiming their love to anyone within earshot.

being led up the garden path by people claiming to
be one of our own, yet in reality once they get your
cash it’s too late. So keep vigilant friends, watch out
for the telltale signs:
Consistency of reply – If the same reply pertaining to geek credibility is given in every interview to the letter - you’ve found yourself a pod person.
The big stories are the favourites – If there’s
a major (and, importantly, fan favourite) storyline
in a franchise and it’s referenced again and again in
interviews then we have an emotionless drone on
our hands.
Keep watching the net – If the uber-fan isn’t
what he says he is, his casting decisions, overblown
production or obvious lack of real reference points
for the look or action of characters will surface soon
enough.
Keep these rules safe my friends and remember:

We’re at war with an
insidious enemy and
the only way to stop
him is to hit them in the
pocket.
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So maybe that’s it.
Instead of just getting
on and making a decent
film, these “fans” are
in fact shams, cashing in on a few market
researched key words
to spill at interviews
to keep the geeks and
franchise fans “onside”.
They’re desperate in
these internet powered
times to keep any misstep or fundamental
change to format under
wraps or at least passed through the shark-infested
waters of the internet fandom behind a thin veneer
of geek credibility that says between the lines “Hey
guys, I’m one of you! Trust me!” It’s like some bizarre version of Invasion of the Body Snatchers. I’m
half expecting one day to watch a TV interview with
one of these fake fans, only to see Kevin McCarthy
smash past security, grab the camera and scream
boggle-eyed into the lens “YOU FOOLS! CAN’T
YOU SEE!? THEY’RE ALREADY HERE!”
And you know in your heart of hearts mad ol’ Kev,
as he is being wrestled to the ground, is right. We’re

If you suspect that you’re being duped, don’t
watch the product, even out of curiosity. We’re at
war with an insidious enemy and the only way to
stop him is to hit them in the pocket.
Just Say No To Fake Fans!
Lee Medcalf has always been a great, great fan of
Pantechnicon and has read it since issue one.
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FICTION
Thirteen minutes past twelve.

He sighed, his breath steaming in the chilly October air. Thirteen minutes late!
This place has really gone to hell.
He glanced upwards at the heavy blanket of cloud
that obscured the stars: it showed no sign of moving.
To pass the time, he studied the facades of the
Georgian terraces that lined the end of the cul-desac. On any other night of the month this part of St
James’ would have been an expensive playground
for the better class of London poseur, echoing with
crass shouts of trust-puppy brats, and swimming
in champagne-based vomit. Tonight however, the
street was as silent and empty as an unfilled grave.
The Management, Felix thought, had done something right at least.
A single shaft of moonlight finally managed to
break through the smothering cloud and shone past
the steeple of St Sebastian’s church, painting a pale
glimmering path on the cobbles beneath.
“At last” Felix sighed under his breath.
Where the moonlight touched the stone of the
terraces ahead a new building was now visible. It
was wide and flat, a baroque monster of a palace
crouched low over the horizon like a predator.
It was the finest monument to rarefied greed
anywhere: The Valentine Club, Heartbreak House
some called it, the magicians’ gambling hall. As far
as Felix was concerned, it was the greatest Casino
in the world. It had stood for far longer than Lord’s
House or the Ritz. But none of the slick city traders
or Arab sheikhs who frequented those establish-
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ments had ever seen it, nor would any of their billions buy them so much as glimpse behind the solid
ivory doors that Felix now watched. The treasures
of Heartbreak House were far less common, and far
more personal.

He produced papers and tobacco, and began to roll
a slim black cigarette. He wondered whether anyone
would recognise him. It had after all, been such a
very long time since…
“You there!”
He was jostled from behind; his fingers just
snared the cigarette as it spun towards the floor.
“I say man! Get out of the way!”
The man who had spoken was young and foppish, in a garish checked suit with blonde hair that
stuck out at all angles like an electrocuted hay bale.
A gaggle of gaudily dressed and bland-eyed youths
clustered behind him. The man’s cheeks burned an
indignant crimson.
“Who the devil do you think you are, obstructing
the road like that? Don’t you know who I am?”

Felix, admittedly, did not. But he could probably
have guessed: a Duke Farquaad or an Earl Tristan or
a Lord Somethingorother. He glanced around him;
the avenue was at least forty feet wide., Even this
young gentleman wasn’t that fat.
“I am Alexander Block,” the youth proclaimed
grandly. A gaslight caught him from behind setting
his straw hair shining magnificently, like a halo.
Only missing the fanfare, Felix thought.
“And my father is…”
Felix bowed deeply, cutting him off, and stepped
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Midnight had long since ghosted past. Standing in the gaslight shadows on the corner of Grenville street and Croup street, Felix Coulper checked
his pocket watch.
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Two Hands at Heartbreak
House
Tom Pollock

out of the youths’ path. The young man made a
disdainful sniffing noise, as though he’d inhaled
an insect, and then marched stiffly past. The other
youths hurried close on his tail. Felix turned and
watched them, their clothes and skin bleached
bone-white by the moon.

ken, and rapidly conjured an 18-volt Smith and
Grawper cordless power drill into his right hand.
“I’m here to gamble, Thanatos, as you ought to
bloody well know. And if you and lover-boy here
don’t get these doors open pronto, you’ll find out
what the sharp end of a masonry-bit feels like!”

Marching blithely on the tongue of the beast.
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When they reached the doors they stopped. The
leader’s indignant tones echoed back of the slate
coloured houses.
“I am the son of Lord Septimus Block, you horrible little man, and if you don’t admit my friends
and I this instant my father will…” Precisely what
the great-Lord-Block would do was lost as they filed
inside.
Felix stood for a while longer in the cold, twirling the unlit cigarette absently in his fingers. He
glanced at the “horrible little man” to whom the
youth had spoken. One might even pity him.

“Ah, Mr Coulper!” the cherub’s voice took on a
wheedling squeal, his granite grin slipping badly.
“So sorry we didn’t recognise you, it’s been quite
some time since you…ah…” He groped for the right
word, “honoured this house with your presence.
Please, please, come right in.”
With a mournful scraping of bone over stone, the
doors swung inward.
“Thanks boys,” said Felix. “Oh, by the way, why
don’t keep the fact that I’m here to ourselves?”
He tossed the drill onto the doorstep, where it
whirred and smoked and suddenly melted; a puddle
of liquid metal and illusion dribbled over the stone.

Felix didn’t.
“I’d appreciate that.”

He pocketed the cigarette, and sauntered up the
moonbeam path.
Seen close to, the doors were deeply pitted and
grooved, the scars from the teeth of some long
extinct creature. They were flanked by a pair of
wickedly grinning stone cherubs, friezes capturing
Cupid in a moment of malevolent glee. The leftmost
of the stone babies was staring straight at Felix.
“Who are you stranger,” It croaked, its voice like
churning gravel, “and by what right do you seek
admittance to our hall?”
Felix sighed inwardly, the sentries at least, clearly
weren’t going to recognise him. In a bored, almost
exasperated tone he recited:
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“I have time to spend, ages to burn
Valuable lessons to teach and to learn,
Hundreds of heartbeats will turn on the dice
My blood’s hot as magma but my temper’s like ice
I’ve lifetimes to wager, for which we all yearn.
I have time to spend, ages to burn.”
He fixed his eyes on the tiny angel that had spo-

The grin returned to Thanatos’s gargoyle face. “Of
course sir.”
Then the doors slammed shut.
The hallway was long and dim. Pools of faint
golden light cast from hanging lamps revealed a
scarlet carpet. From the far end of the corridor a
muted meld of laughter and groans was just audible.
Felix took a step toward the sound.
“Ahem.” It was the kind of cough that expressed
disapproval more than infirmity. A genteel voice
said, “I’m terribly sorry, but might I trouble sir for
his token?”
Standing beside Felix in an alcove that melted into
the gloom, was a tall thin man in a three-piece suit;
one hand outstretched expectantly: It was Stanhope.
Stanhope was the only feat of Major Arcana serious magic rather than parlour tricks - that the
Proprietor of The Valentine Club, Harry Atkins,
had ever been known to accomplish. Stanhope had
been the Manservant to the late Earl of Cheapside,
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and had served as his lordship’s batman during the
Napoleonic wars.

All ten dozen of the Stanhopes now worked at
the Valentine Club, watching over the tables and
roulette wheels with two hundred and forty bespectacled eyes. The Stanhopes were not magicians, but
sustained by Atkins they had laboured at Heartbreak house for over two centuries.
“Sir’s token,” the butler repeated. “His stake?”
Felix fumbled in his pocket and produced the
cigarette he’d rolled earlier, passing it over the mahogany counter. Stanhope took it and placed it into
the bowl of a machine, which looked rather like a
set of gold kitchen scales. The needle swept around
the dial. Stanhope raised an eyebrow.

“Oh, and two hundreds” Felix added in an offhand
tone. Stanhope’s face stayed blank.
“I’m afraid sir must be mistaken, there is an upper limit of five decades on all transactions in this
house.
Indeed, there is no establishment in the city that
will permit sir to bet higher.”
“It’s for a private game.” Felix said, “One of the
other patrons has an arrangement with me.”
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The Earl had famously claimed that Stanhope was
the most dependable servant in England and that
he would trust no other man with his affairs. In
keeping with this claim, the Earl, a magician of no
small talent, magically copied Stanhope and populated his estates with one hundred and twenty of
his clones, sacking all of his other natural staff. Atkins had encountered Stanhope at one of the Earl’s
dinner parties and had been so impressed with his
efficiency and discretion that he had resolved to
steal him. He had overcome the Butler’s famous loyalty with a complex and dangerous voodoo charm
that involved sealing a live heart inside a copper
box. To forestall any objection on the part of the
Earl, Atkins had had four of the clones smother his
lordship in his sleep.

Stanhope carefully placed Felix’s offering next to
a sagging knee-high boot, and firmly shut the safe.
Returning to the counter, he placed two stacks of
chips on the wood: one red; one white.

“I see, but nevertheless sir…” The butler tailed off.
He peered closer, studying the Magician’s face. Felix
swore inwardly.
“Mr Coulper, is that you?” Stanhope was clearly
shocked. Surprise rucked up his skin like old carpet.
“Evening, Stanhope.” Felix replied, trying to keep
his smile on straight.

“Sir, you are as you know barred from this establishment, I must ask you to leave immediately, else I
shall have to inform Mr Atkins.”
“Oh, I doubt you’ll do that,” said Felix amiably,
reaching into his jacket.

“Sir must be feeling most fortunate this evening.
And how would he like his chips?”

“I’m afraid I shall have no choice sir.” He meant it:
he really was afraid. Felix could feel regret and panic
radiating from the old man like heat off of a summer pavement.

“All in tens and twenties,” replied Felix, sweating
slightly under the warm fabric of his jacket.

“Indeed you won’t,” Felix said, and tossed the contents of his pocket onto the counter.

Stanhope nodded, took the cigarette and opened
a heavy safe at the back of his alcove. Felix caught a
glimpse of the contents: it was a mishmash of junk.
Old costume jewellery jostled for space with broken
masks and empty wine bottles, swarming towers of
debris so precariously balanced it seemed like the
faintest breath of air would send them tumbling
from the shelves. Thousands of stakes…

It was small, red and sat in a rapidly growing pool
of blood. For all the world, it looked like a pair of
severed lips, tightly bound in copper wire. The lips
were moving, struggling against their bonds, but
they seemed to be unable to free themselves to even
a fraction of an inch. Stanhope looked down at the
sad little bundle, then back at Felix, and wordlessly
nodded. He added two small black discs to the chips
already on the counter, The Cs on the discs were
stamped in glittering gold. Felix smiled his thanks
at the suddenly muted butler, scooped up the chips
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The place must be heaving.

and set off down the corridor. Curiously, as he
walked, he could feel relief and even gratitude coming from behind him. He shrugged. Perhaps it was
less of an injury to do to a man, to seal his lips than
to steal his heart.
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The hubbub of a hundred prayers to Mammon
swelled in Felix’s ears as he entered the main gambling hall. He took a moment, standing in the
doorway, and surveyed it fondly. It was Babylon;
it was Bedlam; it was home. One hundred and
twenty-seven years since he’d last set foot in the
place and nothing had changed. Everywhere, wildeyed patrons cast dice and laid down cards, and
span roulette wheels into dizzying kaleidoscopes of
life and death. Stacks of Chips, centuries of life and
power, were pushed glibly from square to square,
all backed by the high pitched giggling of gamblers
being taken by the house.
One woman in particular caught Felix’s eye: a
rotund woman in black with a violently waggling
set of chins. She was probably here to speed up her
metabolism, lose a few pounds.

Felix raised a sceptical eyebrow. Madeleine
blushed
“Well, near enough, anyway. Now look at me, I’m
like a sack of discarded breast implants.” She sighed
tragically. “Still, no grey hairs yet, that’s something
anyway. I don’t think I could bear leaving here with
a silver rug. Getting the years back is just so exhausting, I simply can’t imagine anything worse!”
A forced-sounding laugh rose above the noise
around a nearby blackjack table. Felix glanced across
and smiled his thin little smile.
“Put this on black-eleven for me would you,” he
said, flicking a white chip into Madeleine’s hands.
“If it comes up you can keep half: that should keep
you in mini-skirts and crop tops for a while.”
“Well that’s awfully generous of you Felix, I must
say. I say… I say… Felix? Where do you think you’re
going?”
But Felix had already melted into the crowd.

Felix made his way towards her.

“How are you doing?” He asked quietly, from
beside her shoulder. The lady whirled in surprise,
nearly decapitating a nearby patron with her flailing
pearls.
“Felix!” She shrieked, her shrill voice carrying
smoothly over the noise of the crowd. “Good heavens man. By Janus’s double chin, what are you doing here?”
“Hello Madeleine, it’s a joy seeing you too,” he replied tersely, “but I’m technically persona non-grata
here right now, so if you could keep it down?”
“Crumbs, sorry,” she said, in a whisper that could
have been heard in San Francisco. “But seriously,
what in the name of my Aunt Jonquil’s bloomers
are you doing back? Harry banned you.”
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“I got the itch.” He caught her look. “Private game,
I’ll never work the main hall again, you know that.
How’s it going tonight?”
Madeleine made a face, concertinaing her neck
folds. “Badly; I came in her with the face and figure
of a sixteen year old.”

The man who had laughed was wearing a loud
checked suit; his messy blond hair was shot with
grey. The crowd of numb-minded cronies around
him howled and bayed eagerly, egging him on. Felix
slipped in beside the man just as a hush descended
on the table. Watchful eyes glimmered, as all hung
on the turn of a card.
It was the King of Clubs.
A cheer went up. A few more crow’s feet etched
themselves in around the laughter lines in the
man’s face. Varicose veins, cataract blue, traced
their way down his hands like rivers on a map.
“Oh, bad luck Alex!” roared the crowd gleefully.
“The Blockster goes bust! Never mind old chum,
you can still win it back!”
The blond man nodded and smiled. Laughter
leaked from between his cracked lips like water
from a broken mug.
Felix could virtually read the rich brat’s mind as he
passed his cards back.
It’s all part of the fun, isn’t it? A little tension? My
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stack’s still healthy; Still plenty of chances to win it
back Still plenty of chances to win it back still plenty of
chances to win…
The blond man slid some more chips onto the
table, and waited for his luck to change.

In the face of all of those expectant, jack-in-thebox grins, what else could he do? He laughed even
harder. Tears began to roll across his cheeks; he was
laughing so hard, criss-crossing his wrinkled skin
like raindrops over rough bark. He reached down
to his almost exhausted stack of chips and slid the
whole sad lot of them across the felt.
The crowd erupted into fresh raptures at this bold
move. Another slap on the back drew a loud rattling
cough from the once-blond man.
Felix looked at the deck and kept on smiling.

He could see them though, if he wanted to.
Despite the long years of his absence, Felix’s
memory of the route was perfect. He navigated the
labyrinthine hallways with ease, the tiny signposts
which marked the path leaping out at his eye as
he re-oriented himself. Heartbreak House was like
an organism: the doors were the mouth, the main
hall the stomach, and these halls were its arteries.
They were a deep red maze running throughout
the beast, pumping all the years harvested in the
belly to the brain: Harry Atkins’ private study and
the high rollers room. Felix remembered the way,
alright. He used to be a regular there.
Ahead, at the end of the corridor, was a handsomely carved mahogany door. The deep red lustre
of the wood complemented the carpet beautifully.
Felix tried to tread a little lighter as he neared the
door, planting his feet with extreme care one after
another. He didn’t want to ruin the surprise.
“Does sir have an invitation?”
Felix jumped.
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But it didn’t. Every card that turned was either
not quite high enough, or just too much. Either
sending him bust, or leaving him grasping vainly,
agonisingly close to some other player’s luckier
score. His friends clustered around him, smirking
impish smirks. A dozen clammy hands pumped his
as they giggled at his misfortune, red-faced with
liquor and mirth.

staring glassily at television screens, completely oblivious to the spindle-limbed magician who stalked
quietly amongst them.

The Stanhope behind the table reached down
and grasped the top card on the deck, pinching
the tiny capillaries of red on the its back with his
delicate fingers. Silence blanketed the table. The
air above the deck crackled, charged with wish and
counter-wish. The tension was incredible, but Felix
was already walking away. The crowd behind him
exploded into a frenzy of ecstasy, but Felix walked
on, still smiling, listening through the cheers for the
single soft thump.

God damn their ability to do that! Another black
suited Stanhope unfolded himself from the shadows
along the wall.

He left the bustle of the main hall behind. The
cacophony of shouts faded to a murmur in the
background as he padded softly down another redcarpeted hallway.

Felix’s answering grin was almost coy. “It’s funny
you should say that,” he said, fumbling in his pocket, “but I rather doubt that you will.”

The Valentine Club, when it existed, was enormous. It’s complex web of corridors overlaid and interwove with the mundane houses in whose space it
existed. It amused Felix to think of all those human
women, men and infants: safely tucked up in bed, or

“Is sir expected?” he enquired again, bending
forward ever so slightly. “Because if he is not, I shall
have to alert security. This is a private room.”

The room beyond the door was large and plain. A
simple solid ash table dominated, its surface bare
save for a few stacks of chips and a pair of card
shoes in the middle. The room was also very nearly
deserted. Although a few overturned chairs spoke
of a recent, and hurried, evacuation. Felix fixed his
eyes on the only occupant. He sighed
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Now left. Now right. Now left again.

The butler craned over Felix. He smiled a smile of
obsequious malice.

“Been ODing on your own supply again Harry?”
The freckled, ginger-haired child who looked up
appeared barely more than ten years old. Astonishment shone in his green eyes.
“Felix!” he gasped. “What… what are you doing
here old man? I barred you.”
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“I know,” replied Felix, never taking his eyes off
Harry Atkins as he righted a chair and sat down.
“But a hundred years is a long time to stay away.
I got the itch.” He gestured to the remaining upturned furniture. “What happened here? You never
used to be so messy.”
“I had Karimov’s gang in here a little while ago,
they didn’t like the way their luck turned.”
“Where are they now?”

“Denture shopping, probably. They left tokens at
the door like everyone else.” Atkins’s eyes glittered,
his voice was as high and clear as a choirboy’s. A
tense tremor crept in under the musical lilt, “I heard
what you did to Joseph. That was monstrous.”
“My luck held. His didn’t. That was all. At least he
had a chance. It was no more monstrous then what
our kind do to hundreds of humans every day.”
Atkins’s boyish face twisted into an expression of
amused contempt. “You can’t expect me to believe
that you, of all people, care about them!”

knew how to use it. What did you ever do with all
that power, all that life, except dose yourself back to
puberty every night?”
Atkins’s cherubic cheeks flushed pink. “Like. You.
Even…”
“You’re no better than the Block kid,” continued
Felix, cutting Atkins off smoothly. “He only cared
about the cosmetics, and so do you. Your first adolescent kiss, your first wet dream, how many times
can you relive them before they go stale Harry?
How long before your spotty, awkward, greasy
youth starts to bore you?” He slipped a mocking twist into his voice. “Does getting older really
frighten you that much? You’re not a real magician;
you’re a junkie, a snivelling crack-whore addicted to
youth.” Felix leaned back “You’re pathetic,” he said
simply, “and I don’t care how many fools like Karimov you’ve conned into betting you their pulses.
You’ve never been a match for me.”
Atkins had turned puce. His fingers were clenching and unclenching, making involuntary fists, and
his pupils were shrunk to pinpoints of absolute
fury.
“We’ll see,” he hissed, almost spitting. “We’ll see
when I…”
He tailed off as a pair of gold embossed ebony
discs skittered across the wood of the tabletop. Felix
could see the little gilt Cs reflected in Atkins’s eyes.
“Wh…what are these?”

“Of course not, but then I don’t much care about
you either.”
Felix let this sink in, watching Atkins closely over
steepled fingertips. He was a treacherous man,
Harry Atkins, as the Stanhope episode and a dozen
others besides proved. He was as proud and as ruthless as Felix
himself, in his way. God alone knew what he’d do
if he thought he was cornered.
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Atkins spread his hands down flat on the table.
“I’ll fight you,” the little boy said. “Joseph was old
and senile. Look at me Felix; I’m at the height of my
strength. My power is far greater even than yours.”
“Maybe,” countered Felix quickly, “but you never

“My stake.” replied Felix, leaning back with what
he hoped was a relaxed air. “Like I told you, I’ve got
the itch. Besides, if I was here to duel you’d already
be dead.” Under the table his leg was trembling
violently. For all Felix’s bluster, Harry knew his way
around a fight. He smiled insultingly across at his
adversary.
“You’re putting up two Cs?” Atkins asked incredulously, his prepubescent voice climbing even higher.
“Two! You’re a lunatic!”
The change in his face was fascinating, Felix
thought. The crimson stain of anger and suspicion
was draining away. His green eyes were narrowed
and glittered with greed.
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“All right old man,” he said at last, in a nasal, fauxconfident tone. “I’ll play; name your game.”

He felt an icy hand seize his guts. Harry had
drawn the ten of Spades.

“Let’s keep things simple,” said Felix, stretching
languidly. “Blackjack, one hand for the whole stake.”

Harry stared at the table for a second and then a
broad grin split his freckly features. “Got you old
man. Twenty. I’m sticking right here.“ The casino
owner leaned back smugly.

“House rules? Stake doubles if you go bust?” He
asked.
Felix didn’t answer. He just sat there studying the
Card shoes in the centre of the table. That made the
potential loss from the first hand Four hundred.
Four hundred…
“I’m waiting old man.”
“Deal.” Felix said quietly.
Each man reached into the table and took up one
of the decks. Felix began to shuffle, riffling the
cards between his long fingers. God, that felt good:
featherlike, like a captive hummingbird. It had been
far too long. He began to count, one to fifty-two,
finding comfort in calculating the odds. Across the
table he could see Atkins was similarly enraptured,
his green eyes fixed intently on his own deck.
When both men were done, each cut the other’s
deck and replaced it in the centre of the table. Felix
placed his two black discs in the middle of the wood;
Atkins met them with a small white tower of his
own.

Felix stared at his hand.
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Atkins went dead white. Felix could almost see the
thoughts spinning on avarice greased axels, around
his mind: Two-hundred years! Atkins’s breath was
coming very fast now; his pale nostrils were pinched
with excitement. Suddenly his face went flat with
greed

“Come on Felix,” Harry crowed, “concede or draw,
I haven’t got all night.” He considered that for a
second. “Actually that’s a lie, I do have all night.
Take your time. After all, you need to enjoy it whilst
you’ve got it.” He actually chortled. “It won’t be so
bad old man, being an old man. I hear there’s a lot
to be said for it. Sponge baths, prunes, that sort of
thing. Of course you won’t be able chew them, or go
to the toilet by yourself anymore, but that’s overrated anyway.” Harry’s retroaging had clearly affected
his sense of humour. Felix ignored him, looking
instead at his card shoe.
“What are you waiting for Felix? Trying to divine
the next card?” scoffed Harry. “Go ahead, draw it.
Double your debt. Imagine what I could do with
another four hundred years.”
Felix tried not to. Harry continued to gloat.

“Come off it old man, you won’t draw on nineteen.
Just resign, take the arthritis like a ma-”
In a sudden motion, Felix seized that top card and
spun it flat, face up onto the table.
It was the two of Diamonds.

“Sure you can afford this old man?” the boy
sneered,

The effect on Atkins was immediate. His skin
turned first yellow, then grey, then went almost
transparent. Blue veins shot through it, until it
resembled old marble.

Felix shrugged. “I can if I win.” With that both
men took the top card from the deck the other had
shuffled and put it face up on the tabletop.

“How did… did you kn… know?” He wheezed. His
voice was cracked and twisted by a larynx that had
aged two centuries in less than a second.

Harry had the ten of Diamonds. In front of Felix,
the Jack of Hearts grinned merrily up. There was
pause, and then both men drew a second card. Felix
slapped the nine of clubs down beside his Jack and
smiled, and then looked up.

“I didn’t” replied Felix. His voice sounded shrill in
his own ears. “That’s why it’s called gambling.” He
stood up, turning to leave.
“Well, it’s been a pleasure Harry.”
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“Wait!”
He turned. Atkins was flopping over the table,
gasping like a landed carp, his fingertips trembling
violently on the wood.
“I want it back. Another hand, damn you! Double
or nothing, another hand!”
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Felix let just enough concern to be insulting bleed
into his voice. “Are you sure Harry? All of it? Losing
another four hundred so fast could kill you.”
“You p… patronising fuck,” hissed Atkins, his palsied hands beating a rapid staccato. “That’s why it’s
called gambling.”
Felix spun on his heel and dropped back into his
seat, smiling broadly. “Right you are then,” he said,
sliding his chips back into the middle of the table.
“Double or quits. Shall we shuffle again?” he eyed
Atkins’s shaking hands pointedly. The old man gave
him a murderous look and reached for a deck.
The two men shuffled, cut, drew and laid their
cards almost as one. Harry’s gaze never left the tabletop, like he was searching the random patterns of
knot and grain for some divination of the next card.
You’re looking in the wrong place, thought Felix

He didn’t even bother to look at his cards as he
turned them; he knew how they would turn out.
His opponent was half senile now; there was no
need to be subtle. Instead he fixed his blue eyes on
Harry’s face. It was, he thought, an education - to
watch that face wither, to watch it fold and crease,
collapsing on itself like a ruptured soufflé. Atkins’s
hair turned silver, turned white, then thinned and
turned to dust, like the last wisps of smoke from an
extinguished candle. Felix turned his final card over,
and it was done.
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The light was almost gone from Harry’s eyes when
Felix rose from the table. He leaned over his own
five-card-trick to scoop up his winnings; bringing
him very close to his opponent’s now wasted features.
“You cheated.” It wasn’t even a voice anymore,
just a haze of rattle and spit, mixed up in a mothball
stink. “How? You knew…”

Felix’s gaze flicked up, shooting straight into the
old man’s eyes. They were hooded and misty, dissolving into puddles of red-rimmed shadow. “You’re
no magician,” he replied softly, “you wouldn’t understand. I even warned you Harry: I told you, you
could die. You didn’t listen.”
Harry’s head was lolling in its socket like a broken
doll’s. Felix took his chin.
“I lied to you.” He whispered right into the dying man’s face, he was almost angry with him. It
frightened Felix a little, that someone who had such
power could be so fragile. “I called it gambling, but it
was never a gamble, never a wager: a wager’s between equals. You were never a match for me.”
The warmth was fading fast from Harry’s cheeks,
his eyes were set in filmy goggles. Felix let his head
drop. He straightened and pocketed his chips, fourfifths of a millennium burning a hole in the fabric
of his jacket.
Just as he was making to go, a tiny glint caught
his eye, a shining edge on a silhouette. Something
had fallen out of Harry’s pocket as he slumped, and
now sat in his lap, obscured in his shadow. Recognition dawned slowly as Felix stared. Then, with a
sharp motion he snatched it, adding it to the chips
in his pocket.
“Rest easy old man,” he said as he turned to leave.
“I’ll put these to better use than you ever could.”
He trod the arteries of the beast quietly, but as
quickly as he dared. He didn’t know how many of
the casino’s patrons were alive to the expiry of their
host. A raucous cheer erupted from the distant hall.
If they do know, he thought, they haven’t let it ruin
their night.
Once he reached the hall, Felix hurried through
the crowd, splitting the press of ecstatic bodies
like a wraith. He was for the most part ignored by
the gamblers. From their lunatic smiles, they were
clearly too intent on enjoying their fun. One ravishing dark haired young woman with a long string of
pearls, however, did try to stop him.
“Felix old boy…” she began, holding out a small
stack of yellow chips, but he’d already ghosted away,
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passing quicker than a summertime chill.
Back in the lobby he found the original Stanhope
still at his post, as static as a black clad scarecrow.
The voodoo lips that kept his mouth sealed had
ceased their struggling and sat submissively on the
polished tabletop.

The butler nodded silently and disappeared into
his safe,
returning with Felix’s token. The Magician
watched as first the chips and then the cigarette
was placed in the set of the golden scales. The little
liquorice coloured tube nestled prettily against the
gold, he thought. The dial swung to eight hundred,
straining and trembling at the very limits of its
range.

He nodded at Stanhope and then swivelled slowly
on his heel, making towards the ivory doors. A
thought struck him.
“If you leave it in there; you lot could probably run
the place between you.”
“I, sir?” The butler sounded slightly offended. “I
am no magician.”
Felix’s lip curled: thin; like a wisp of smoke. “You
don’t really need to be,” he said without turning,
“But I’d take it as a kindness if you’d at least think
about it. I’d like somewhere to come back to when I
get the old itch.”

“Thanks,” he said shortly, and, scooping the cigarette, made to leave.

And with that he slipped thorough the doors and
out into the night.

A muffled cry behind him stopped him. He
turned; the lips in the wire were writhing again.

The sky was a washed out grey, making the moon
look wan and paper-thin. Soon the sun would rise,
the moon would vanish, and Heartbreak House
would cease to be. Its patrons would have to look
elsewhere for entertainment. Felix looked at the
dead windows of the surrounding houses, picturing
the sleeping populace. He doubted they’d have any
trouble finding it.

“I take it, from the scale of sir’s winnings, that we
have a new proprietor.” Stanhope was breathing a
touch heavily, but otherwise showed no outward
sign of distress. Felix chewed his lip for a second.
He thought of Harry: first boyish then stone dead,
holding carrion-court amongst his empty chairs.
“No,” he said slowly, “I don’t think I’d want to be
tied down to the place. Oh, that reminds me.” He
patted his pockets for a second and produced the
object he’d taken from Harry’s body, a plain copper
box glinting red as blood, sat in his outstretched
hand.
“Harry would want you to have this,” he said,
passing it across. “I imagine you know what’s inside.”
Stanhope nodded, his old grey eyes were huge
behind his spectacles.
“It’s up to you if you want to take it out of there,”

“Have a good night, Mr Coulper?” enquired a
gravelly voice from behind him. Felix didn’t turn
around.
“I suppose so, Eros,” he said as he descended the
steps, “I suppose so.”

Watching the beginnings of the sunrise, Felix
turned the cigarette slowly in his fingers. He savoured the fruity scent of the tobacco as he raised
it to his nose, and the faint liquorice taste as he
set it between his lips. He struck a match, and the
bright white flare seemed to fill the world as he lit
up. Gradually, making the moment last, he drew the
smoke into his chest, enjoying the scratchy abrasion
of tar on his lungs being instantly reversed by the
balm of a decade or so of extra youth. He concentrated, and the years in the smoke passed through
his lungs and into his blood. He could feel them
there, coursing giddily in his bloodstream. Carefully,
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“Oh, sorry.” He raised his hand and the wire unravelled rapidly. The lips on the counter sighed their
relief and then flopped wetly apart on the wood.
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Felix slid his winnings over the counter. “Settle
these up would you?”

Felix continued, “But after two hundred years I
doubt if it could still…” He looked closer into the
butler’s grey eyes. They were very tired, he thought.
He shrugged. “Like I say it’s up to you.”

he took hold of all of that extra life and squeezed
it, changing and moulding it, breaking down the
light revitalising youth until it grew dark and potent. Raw power: the basic constituent. It was this
fundamental transmutation that charlatans like
Harry could barely bring themselves to perform, so
hooked were they on the bubbling high of youth in
their veins.
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Felix took another drag and then exhaled. The
smoke obscured the moon in his vision, filming and
clouding it until it looked like Harry’s eye had, at
the last.
After a while, the dawn banished it.
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INTERVIEW

Matthew J. Armstrong
Paul Kane

Did you ever play at being a superhero growing
up? If so, which one?
Oh yeah. There were two: one was The Incredible
Hulk and the other was Spider-Man. Those were my
two favourite ones.

Ah jeez, I don’t know. I mean, I’ve always worried about why was I drawn to The Hulk, was I that
angry as a kid? I don’t know, I just think I liked
walking around in ripped up pants with no shirt on.
That’s why I played the Hulk, unless my grandmother made me put on a sweater; you can’t be Hulk
with a sweater on.
I read that you got your first paying acting job in
1995, can you tell us a bit about that?
Yeah, it was a non-equity show at a resident theatre – it was called the Buffalo Theatre Ensemble; a
resident company at a school I’d gone to. It was a
play called La Bête and I stood in the background.
My job was to stand there I was attending one of
the characters in it, another actress – and I wore a
white face make-up and a black Uma Thurman wig
and a leotard. That was my first paying job. I’ve
done nothing since…
How did you go from this to TV work?
I got very lucky. I’m originally from Chicago, and
I’d just spent a year away doing repertory theatre.
I came back into town and shortly thereafter there
was a television series that was auditioning people
in Chicago. And I went in and read for it, got the job
out of there. It actually shot in Chicago so I didn’t
have to leave to shoot it, but once it was over I
thought, well, I guess now if I’m going to come out

and try to continue working, now’s the time to do
it.

Was that Turks? And what was it like working on
that show?
Yeah, that was Turks. I had a great time working
on Turks, that was my first job where I was making
a living. I was twenty-four, twenty-five years old, in
my home town, living in the city. There were plenty
of ways for me to…I had a good time; I had a good
time. I had a blast, y’know?
How does that compare with working on Heroes?
I don’t know how I’d compare it to working on
Heroes… For one thing Heroes was a recurring role,
as opposed to a series regular role, so there’s obvious differences there from anywhere between how
much you’re actually there, how much money you
make, how many events you attend, so it was just
a much different feeling on Turks because I was in
the permanent fabric of the show. There was time
to build relationships in a different way with the
people that I was working with. I was just more
ingrained. But Heroes was a great place to work
because I already knew several people on the show,
and the person I worked primarily with was Greg
Grunberg, so it was nice getting to know him. And
working with people who I’ve worked with before
like Jack Holman and Milo, so it was great.
What was your first contact with Tim Kring?
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Any particular reason?

INTERVIEWER:

Well, I’d done a guest starring role on Crossing
Jordan, before Heroes was around, where I played
sort of a similarly disturbed person. So, that probably had something to do with it. And I had actually
originally read for the pilot when Milo’s role was
written for an older character and he and Nathan
were originally twins. Which explained their relationship, they had more of a symbiotic thing happening there. But when they decided to rewrite the
role, I kind of fell out of the running for that. But
they were good enough to remember me and bring
me in to read for this part, so again it’s good fortune
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Matthew J. Armstrong plays Ted Sprague,
the Nuclear Man of hit TV show Heroes, the
first season of which is currently airing on
BBC2 and will be out on DVD in December.
Paul Kane caught up with the actor at Collectormania in Milton Keynes to ask him just
what it’s like to have the power to blow up a
city?

more than anything.
How did you approach playing the character of
Ted Sprague? Did they tell you about the character
and what it would entail?
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I approached him very carefully. Well, so much
of who that character is gets established the first
time you meet him, so there’s so much built into
it that there’s really not that much work to do. I
mean, it’s established that you’re playing the part
of a guy who has these powers, who throughout his
whole life never knew that he had them, and suddenly now they’re manifesting themselves, oh and
by the way they’re going to kill the love of your life,
just because you’re near her. But because that was
all there, it wasn’t like I had to do a lot of real deep
digging because it was so well written, there was so
much to give that character – it was a real pleasure,
it actually made it easier.
So there was a lot of the back history already
done?
It was already established, and the back history
itself was so…huge. That’s quite a scenario, y’know.
I mean, the whole idea of not being able to get near
anybody that you love and losing the only thing in
the world that you love; it sort of plays itself.
How did you feel when you were told what Ted’s
power was? That he has the power to destroy a city
or whatever, but not much control over it…?
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Well, I remember being in the room – because I
didn’t know. All I was given when I went in for this
several months later was the sides. As you probably
know this was originally a different role to one that
was in the original two hour pilot, so I was aware of
that. But in the sides I was given it didn’t say anything about what I could do, so I didn’t really know
what was going on until I went into the room and
I asked because I was like, okay, I can kind of play
this but there’s a couple of things I need to know.
And when they told me I was like, oh, that guy. Ah,
alright.
Because he’s kind of a pivotal character, isn’t he?
I was really glad to hear that. So this is the kind of
job that I’ll have for a little while anyway, so I was
glad to hear that, which helped.

What kind of powers do you think Ted should
have had or do you think that was the right one for
him?
Well, I would have liked it if he’d had powers that
kept him around a little while longer. I’d rather he
had powers that weren’t coveted by the bad guy who
eats people’s brains and does whatever he does with
the brains – I don’t know what he does with the
brains, seems to me like he eats them. But, I’d never
really considered that. I would… I mean, in terms of
the story obviously it was the right one, but probably none. I’d have been happy without any.
What powers would you have liked from the
show?
Me? Bullshit detection. I’d have a built in bullshit detector. No…it’s like you could say any of the
powers from the show and they’d be so obvious, you
know what I mean? Who wouldn’t like to fly, who
wouldn’t love to be invisible? Who wouldn’t love
to do a lot of that stuff? I wouldn’t want Claire’s,
though – I would not want that one. Because she’s
essentially immortal, and I don’t want immortality.
Never dying, that’s kind of lonely when everyone
else is, right? No. Plus it’s kind of gross.
How about if you could have a power yourself?
Man, I don’t know – what would be the most useful? The power of persuasion, that’s what I’d like to
have. Then I could single-handedly end all the terrible things that go on in the world. I could persuade
people to stop killing each other…
So you’d use your powers for good?
I would, and I’m sure I’d get a little for myself, too.
I mean, I’m not a dummy (laughs).
You’ve mentioned in previous interviews about
the epic nature of Heroes – were you given some
idea of the overall arc when you began filming,
about how everyone fits in, or just what you needed
to know for Ted’s character?
Yeah, it pretty much came to me in bits. Although…I don’t remember if I knew much about
what Sylar could do when I got the job or not, but
as soon as I put two and two together – and it didn’t
take very long – I knew that my life would be shortlived; that’s the only thing I could discern. Beyond
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Is there a possibility that you might come back,
because they do flashbacks, can travel in time…Do
you know anything about that?

Your wife works on the show as well, was it an
easier gig in that respect – that you were working
close together?
I’ve actually worked with her a few different time,
which is odd: randomly, it didn’t have anything to
do with us being together. Did it make it easier?
Well, the joke was we thought we’d never have to
worry about accounting for our kid, or having to get
a sitter for our kid because when were we ever going
to work together? And we found out, well now, you
will be working together. Earlier on, the fact that
she was on the show, and I was never working with
her, was great, because one of us was working and
one of us was able to be home. When we were both
working it actually made it more difficult because
we had to have – for two and a half weeks – we had
to have someone around the clock available anyway
to help us out. And then there are obvious difficulties with having to deal with some of the subject
matter we had to do together, that was not easy.
That’s what I was going to say, that whole siege
show – how difficult was that to film?
That was a really upsetting experience, it was
hard. Number one, having to point a gun at her
head. It’s like our child will never see this show,
ever, because it’s such a disturbing image. And
then to see my wife when Hayden gets shot, to see

It must be hard to separate?
Yeah, because when you have a kid together,
you can’t help but equate what she’s doing there
somehow with your real life. And she really allowed
herself to go there, so yeah it was painful. And you
never like to see the person you love suffering anyway, it goes without saying, but yeah, that was hard.
Was there much room to manoeuvre in your interpretation of Ted or was everything pretty much laid
out?
No, everything was pretty much laid out. It was
sort of a nice story to get to play with, a beginning, middle and an end. He’s sort of redeemed
in the end. But there wasn’t a lot of wriggle room
because everything in that show – if they start to
alter things too much it becomes like sticking your
fingers in a dam. You stop up one hole and up pops
another, you stop up that hole and up pops another.
So there are too many things that are connected to
deviate too much.
Is that difficult as an actor or easier?
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Yeah, never say never. Because they time travel,
anything’s possible. But I don’t know how they
would bring Ted back, because so much of my story’s established, unless they came up with some way
that somebody else had crossed my path – I don’t
see how they could bring him back for really any
length of time, because my story really got told. But
I’d be happy to come back any time they want me.

her on the floor and dealing with that deep, deep,
deep grief and rage and so forth about losing her
daughter – which I think she did a really lovely job
of – that was the worst part for me. That was hard
to keep together in the moment.

No, it’s fine. If there’s little things you need to
change, like if a particular line that’s written doesn’t
work for you, they’re always flexible about that. I
never asked and never would have dreamed of going
in and asking to alter anything that would affect
story. But yeah, if there was ever a line or something like that, that didn’t work I could do that and
make it work for me. They’re actually pretty actor
friendly that way.
Do you have a favourite scene that Ted was in?
In terms of playing it? Wow…I would have to say
the first one I did really, or the stuff in ‘Company
Man’ I did with Grunberg, just because I had a good
time with that. But yeah, I still don’t think of it in
terms of the finished product, I think of it in terms
of what it was like to actually do it, because, particularly with television – as opposed to theatre where
it’s all one tableau – when you have so many cuts, it
never looks, ever, like the way it felt to me. And of
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that I had no idea. I also didn’t think that they
would really blow up New York City, because I just
think that’s too much to heap on a television audience, it’s too much. But I saw the writing on the wall
about me; when you can assume people’s powers by
eating their brains or you have one of the leads of
the show who can take a power and use it too, I figured I would not be the exploding man, that I would
probably have a grisly fate.

course it wouldn’t because it’s only my experience,
and you’re doing it from so many other people’s
points of view, so I always think of it in terms of the
playing of it – and I liked playing that scene a lot.

A huge thank you to Jason from Showmasters.
Visit the Collectormania site at
http://www.collectormania.com

Do you think theatre is where your heart lies?
(c) Paul Kane 2007
Yeah. I haven’t done any in a long time, but I can’t
see a play without aching for it. I definitely intend
to do some. At least living in LA, there’s theatre to
do other places, but I don’t want to leave my family
for a long period of time to go and do a play, because they can’t come with me. But, yeah, someday
I’ll retire from the TV and just do plays for the rest
of my life.
Do you see yourself going more into film work
now after Heroes?
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That’s something that’s not really up to me. If I
had a choice in it, I’d do movies; I don’t really know
what the difference is between TV and film as far
as…well, first of all I think a lot of American television now is starting to surpass American cinema,
frankly. There are several shows I would rather
watch than movies I would go out and see. I so often go out and spend $11 for a ticket and X amount
for a sitter and be so disappointed. I’m too invested
in it being good because there’s so much at stake.
But for whatever reason I don’t have much of a film
thing happening…I would certainly like to, because
I like the idea of doing something and then being
done with it, and if it happens, then great. But any
actor, we’ve got to just work when there’s work.
When there’s work available, we’ve got to take it.
What’s coming up next?

Right now there’s another show that I’m playing
very close to the vest, because it’s an independently financed show that I don’t want to talk about
because they’re still waiting….it’s going to be made,
but until it’s actually happening…I’ll get back to you
on that one.
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Is it a genre show?

Yeah, it’s a science fiction show – so hopefully it’ll
give me a new excuse to come to Milton Keynes.
Thanks Matthew.
You’re very welcome.
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FICTION

Sister Margaret

Rhonda Parrish

“Charmaine?” My voice echoed around the
chamber, adding to the prickling feeling of unease AUTHOR:
that had settled around my shoulders like a scarf
“...didn’t hear a word I said, did you, Michael?”
the instant I walked into the temple.

“It’s Margaret now.” I noticed her voice didn’t reverberate through the chilly air like mine, but then
her eyes drew my attention and nothing else mattered. ”Sister Margaret.”
That’s right; she was Sister Margaret now, a
priestess in the order of Rakkir. Of course, it didn’t
matter what she called herself. Margaret, Leif, or
Fairy-Dumpling, she’d always be Charmaine to me.

Hell of a way to treat a friend.
I guess it must have been five years later that she
found religion and abandoned her name to become
Margaret. Sister Margaret became an institution
in Haven: a priestess of the God of Deception. She
made it her mission to aid other street children and
bring them in out of the cold, as it were. Cynics said
she merely wanted to boost the number of Rakkir’s
followers. I think part of her motivation was to help
those who were as lost as she had been.

“Of course I was listening. You need me to take
care of a pimp who is harassing one of your girls.”
I’d taken a guess, a wild shot in the dark, but some
God was looking out for me because my aim proved
true—this time.
“Yes. Xaphan has been terrorizing all the girls who
work in the Dregs, threatening them with unspeakable consequences if they don’t work for him and
hand over most of what they make each night.”
She paused, looking at me to make sure my mortification matched hers, so I sculpted my face into
a mask of outrage and held her gaze while spitting,
“That bastard.”
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We’d had less than ideal childhoods. We’d confided
in each other and shared our pain. Then, when she
turned thirteen, Charmaine ran away from home
and became a whore. When I asked her about it,
she said she might as well get paid for it because
someone or another had been taking it for free for
years. Poor Charmaine, I couldn’t even imagine
dealing with that. We lost contact soon after that
because my father took to beating me extra hard if
he heard I’d been seen with her. After several beatings, I stayed away. Even though I’d done it against
my will, I continued to torment myself for deserting
her.

Her sharp words and the sound of my name
brought me out of my reverie. Tearing my gaze from
her eyes, I studied a statue over her left shoulder.

Of course, I did think him a bastard for using the
whores that way, but I didn’t see why Charmaine involved herself. Surely there had been a lot of pimps
who’d come and gone over the years, but she’d never
called on me before, never requested my services.
“What’s so special about this one Char... Margaret?” I wanted to hear her say it, though I already
suspected the answer. Xaphan made quite a name
for himself. I knew what he was, and Charmaine
must as well. After twenty years, you don’t ask the
childhood friend who turned his back on you to deal
with a pimp. The question remained: would she tell
me about it? Forewarned is forearmed, so they say.
Would she arm me or send me out after this creature, assuming him to be merely another man?
“He’s brutal. He’s murdered at least two girls
because they refused to pay him for protection, and
he’s kidnapped one of my girls who left the streets
to join the Order.”
Ah, true to her God and his teachings, Charmaine
wasn’t going to tell me all she knew; she would let
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She turned slowly, sinuously. Dark purple robes
fluttered around her, gradually drifting back to her
sides like leaves caught in a sudden updraft and
then forsaken. Her unfathomable blue eyes drilled
into me. If I live a hundred years, I’ll never see
another pair of eyes like hers. They were the bright
blue of a hot flame and they seared me to my soul.

me find out for myself. I wondered then if she realized the sort of danger she was sending me into on
her behalf. After one look at her steely blue eyes, I
knew that she did. She knew, and a part of her probably wanted me to perish at this creature’s hands—
the part that was still furious at me for abandoning
her so many years ago.
I understood; a part of me remained rather pissed
about it too. If only I’d stood up to my father a few
years sooner, maybe then I could have talked her off
the streets. Who knows how many beatings I’d have
saved her, how many men she could have avoided
sleeping with. Who knows what would have happened if I’d had the guts to tell the old man no and
mean it. So no, I didn’t blame her, but that wasn’t
going to make the job any easier.

of followers he’d set in place to guard him while he
slept the daylight hours away.
I’d ended the lives of innumerable men and creatures; if the Gods permitted, I wanted to do it for
decades to come. Normally, I’d make a trip to one of
my favorite mages, load up on spells and then storm
the vampire’s residence. A fireball or two would take
out all his followers, and you’d be surprised how
fast an item enchanted to cast “sunlight” at a word
will turn a voracious vampire into a pile of stinking dust. But this time I felt as though I might need
more. Something about this Xaphan, and the job in
particular, tickled my mind. I wanted to do it right,
to make things up to Charmaine. I wanted to help
her now, even though I’d been unable to do so then.
I think that caused part of my hesitation to do it the
usual way—part, but not all.

“Okay, Margaret. I’ll do it.”
I thought I saw a flicker in her eyes—fear, perhaps, or relief. Whatever it was, she quickly masked
it once more. You don’t serve the God of Lies without learning a thing or two about keeping secrets.
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She nodded, pulled her robes tighter against
herself and knelt at the altar to complete her
prayers. As I moved to go, I noticed how the candles
around her made my shadow flicker and morph as
it crossed the floor. It shifted with each step, at one
moment looking positively demonic, at another
quite mundane. Strangely enough, when I glanced
back over my shoulder at Charmaine, bathed in
light from the flickering flames and lost in her
prayers, she was wholly bereft of a shadow of her
own.
-
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I didn’t need to go looking to find Xaphan; I knew
exactly where he was. Two decades of hunting creatures like him had given me knowledge no mortal
should have nor want. I knew where to find him and
how to kill him, but that was the easy part. Catching
him at a vulnerable time and getting through his
security would be the challenge.
Xaphan was a vampire, a leech. He thrived on misery, survived on blood, and lived for far longer than
any human could. He hadn’t lived this long through
luck, but through skill and attention to detail. Not
only would I have to find my way to his resting
place, I would have to go through the veritable army

Rumor on the street was, in addition to surrounding his coffin with followers made loyal to him with
promises of immortality, Xaphan used innocent
hostages. Charmaine’s story about one of her girls
gave credence to this tale, and so I hesitated to go
in with fireballs blazing. No, this would take more
stealth and more weaponry than I alone could provide.
Bayne could be a bit of a barbarian at times; however, he owned the most unbelievable sword you
ever saw, and an unparalleled skill with it. I knew
where to find him; he was as constant as the sun,
that one.
I opened the door to Llewellyn’s whorehouse and
took a quick look around the tap room. Haven was,
perhaps, the only city in existence where most anyone could be welcome. Only here could you see elves
drinking with dwarves, or reptars drinking with
humans. Even so, Bayne was never difficult to spot;
even here, he stood out.
He had white hair—not blond like what you might
see on a pure human, but as white as bone—and his
eyes were an icy blue that made women go weak in
the knees. Though he wasn’t beefy, I’d seen him heft
full-grown men over his head and through windows
without breaking a sweat. Rumor said his father
was an incubus; if true, that would account for his
incredible strength. Then again, how do you ask a
man if he’s half demon? Walk up and say, “Hey buddy, you got horns under that creepy colored hair?”
Not a good idea, unless you worship the Goddess of
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Pain. I never did find out how true the rumors were,
but it didn’t matter: he could swing a sword like no
one you’d ever seen, and he worked for cheap if you
told him it was for a good cause. Yes, Bayne was the
man I needed at my side for this job.

What’s it pay? I’d have offered him cash out of my
own pocket if I could, but though I didn’t follow any
of the Gods, I lived as if I did. Bounty hunting and
vampire slaying doesn’t pay nearly as well as you
might think.

He was currently sitting up on a mound of pillows
with a tankard in his hand and a gaggle of giggling
whores spread out around his feet like a harem. I
didn’t have time to admire the view; it was almost
midnight, and I intended to strike at dawn.

“What’s it pay?” I sighed, and then turned to give
Bayne my best look of sincerity. “I’m afraid it pays
only whatever you can take off the corpses.”

“What kind of job, Michael?”
Straight to the point; no messing around or lame
attempts at chit-chat. Yet another reason why I
liked the guy.

Bayne’s eyebrows shot up and he began to stand.
I interrupted his movement by continuing quickly.
”You don’t have to go near the vampire, that’s my
part of the job. I need you to take out his minions. I
can’t use my usual methods because they kill indiscriminately, and there is a good chance he has
innocent hostages.”
He sat back down, looking at me intently with
those ghostly blue eyes of his. Then he nodded.
“You know I won’t deal with vampires. The only
reason I’m even considering accepting this job is
because it’s you offering it.” He snatched up a toothpick from the bar and started twirling it between
his lips. “What’s it pay?”
Ah, what’s it pay. The question I’d been dreading
above all others. Truth be told, Margaret couldn’t
pay me. Followers of all the main religious orders
swear an oath of poverty. Rakkir was no different.
Hell, I couldn’t have asked her to pay me anyway,
even if she could afford it, not after I’d abandoned
her when we were kids. I owed her this job.

“What cause? Lining your wallet?”
“No, it’s for Sister Margaret.” He had a soft spot
for whores, and Charmaine was practically their
patron saint. I hated manipulating him this way, but
I really needed him with me on this job.
“For Sister Margaret, eh? How’s she figure into
this?”
“The leech, Xaphan, has been charging all her girls
for protection. From himself, of course.”
Bayne nodded, rolling his eyes. “Of course.”
“Well, the girls who can’t pay get hurt, or worse,
and at least one of them has been abducted.”
“I suppose I can take the job, seeing as how it’s for
a good cause and all. But there is one condition.”
I knew what he was going to say, the standard
condition everyone placed on a job involving a
vampire. All the same, I nodded and lifted a brow to
make like I couldn’t wait to hear it.
“If I get turned, you need to kill me.”
His eyes held my own, their creepy color searing
me the way Charmaine’s had earlier. His intensity
impressed me. No one wants to become a vampire,
excepting only their deluded minions.
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“It’s a leech.”

“True, but it’s for a good cause.”

Bayne stared at me with a forcefulness I’d never
seen before. He didn’t ask me to kill him if he were
turned, he demanded it. I wondered, yet again, what
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“Bayne, you up for a job?” My voice cut through
the inane chatter of the girls at his feet like a lightning bolt through a tree. He caught my eye and
nodded, and I took a seat at the bar and waited for
him to disentangle himself from his fan club. After
stepping over the girls scattered around him he
swaggered over to me and plopped himself down on
the stool at my side.

He spat the toothpick out and took a long swig
from the tankard in his hand. ”Vampire minions?
Hell, I could make more robbing a stranger on the
street!”

it was with him and vampires; but really, it didn’t
matter to me. So I nodded and, with as much conviction as I could force into my voice, said, “If you
get turned I’ll kill you. I swear.”
Several hours later, we stood shivering outside a
ramshackle factory while the last seconds of night
ticked away. I double-checked my equipment. Because Bayne would be dealing with any mortals on
this night, I wasn’t carrying much. A collection of
sharpened wooden stakes filled the converted quiver on my back and a big mallet fit snugly into a loop
on my belt. I had a pure silver dagger inside another
loop, in case monsters other than Xaphan lingered
inside and, of course, my mirror. The mirror was
a woman’s compact had I paid a mage to enchant.
Upon opening, it would cast the spell “sunlight”—
light would burst forth from it, harmless to humans
but powerful enough to turn even the oldest vampire into a pile of ash in mere seconds. I’d requested
the mage put two charges on it, costing me all my
money. I figured it would be worth it if something
went wrong.
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The horizon was tinged with pink when Bayne
drew his sword and nodded tersely at me. “You
ready?”
I nodded in return and slid my mirror out of my
pocket.
“I’ll go in first and take care of the people; you stay
behind me until we’re clear. Once my job is done,
I’m out of there. If you really want to find the stinking leech, you’re on your own. I’ll make sure there
are no people to help him out, but there ain’t no
way in The Abyss I’m going anywhere near him.”
“I understand, Bayne.” I looked up at the sky and
nodded. “Alright, let’s go.”
Not one to waste time with niceties, Bayne kicked
down the door and went to work.
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I’d even seen him at work with his sword before,
plenty of times, each one better than the last, but
nothing had prepared me for this.
Xaphan had a lot of minions—a lot. They
swarmed on Bayne like flies on shit, a living wave
of fists and feet, all determined to bring him down.

None of them reached him. His face, contorted by
battle fury, looked every bit like a demon, all trace
of humanity erased. He moved the sword as though
it were an extension of himself, each movement
calculated to destroy as many of his foes as possible. Within minutes, the roar of battle subsided
to the whimpering of wounded, and Bayne’s once
white hair was stained pink with blood and gore. An
occasional cut ripped through his shirt; one or two
even managed to draw blood. But in less then ten
minutes, he’d reduced the vampire’s army to a pile
of mangled corpses and unidentified gore.
I entered as he replaced his sword in the scabbard strapped across his back, careful to watch my
step lest I slip on the blood and goo and find myself
covered in things I’d rather not contemplate. From
a far corner, buried in shadows mortal eyes couldn’t
hope to penetrate, the distinct sound of feminine
sobs could be heard. The leech had hostages after
all. Good thing I’d decided against the fireball.
“You get the girls,” I said. “I’ll take care of the vampire and meet you back outside.”
Bayne nodded and delivered a sharp kick to the
nose of one of his opponents who lay moaning in
the sea of gore. The man’s face imploded, shattering
beneath the force of Bayne’s boot, and then Bayne
headed wordlessly toward the sound of the hostages.
I winced inwardly at the brutality of his action,
then shrugged it off. In war, shit happens; he
couldn’t be the best sword for hire in the land if he
was squeamish about killing. Nor could he afford
to turn his back on an enemy who still drew breath,
injured or not.
I watched his back disappear into the darkness
and thought about calling out to warn him to watch
for traps, but then I thought better of it. Bayne was
no fool; he knew what he was doing. I could trust
him to get the girls out of the house safely. Now it
was up to me to find the vampire and kill him.
Vampires, like most animals, are pretty predictable. And they’re paranoid. They like to put their
coffins at the lowest, darkest point of the building
they are sleeping in, and though they often ward
the room with spells, they never let anyone else in
it—not even to guard them while they sleep.
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I found the stairs with no difficulty; factories, too,
are notoriously predictable. Following them down
into the dank belly of the building, I kept an eye out
for traps. I found two wards outside one door, but
they were simple enough to disarm. That’s the thing
about magic: it’s difficult to create, but not tough to
sabotage.

compact.

I was surprised to only come across two of the
damn things, to tell the truth. Xaphan must be a
cocky son of a bitch. Of course, if I had my way, he’d
soon be a dead son of a bitch, and I thought it awfully nice of him to make my job easier.

Xaphan bolted out of it, flying straight up until he
met the ceiling. His clothing was burning as though
I’d doused him in ethanol and lit a match. His skin
charred, obscene goo dripping off his face and fingers. He writhed there, up against the roof, screaming out his agony in an unholy voice. A drop of his
oozing flesh fell upon my hand, making me jump. I
kept the compact open, pointing it directly at him,
watching dispassionately while he performed his
grotesque dance of death upon the ceiling.

I strolled over to his coffin and took a few deep
breaths to steady my nerves. This was the part I
hated most: opening the lid. When vampires are
sleeping, nothing will wake them until nightfall.
There could be an earthquake—the whole building could come down on top of them—and they
wouldn’t know it until night. Of course, knowing
this never made me any more relaxed about lifting the lid. What if this one vampire was a light
sleeper? What then? He would have the upper hand
and I would soon find myself a corpse or, worse yet,
turned.
So I took a deep breath, then another, building up
the courage to do what I knew I must. Holding my
compact out in front of me and toward the coffin,
I steadied my nerves. Flipping the lid of the coffin
open with one hand, I used the other to open the
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I took my time looking around the room, searching for any wards I might have missed, trying to
find the trap. No vampire was this bold, this stupid.
All I found was a piece of material with an elongated
diamond stitched onto it, a diamond that served as
Rakkir’s holy symbol. Half- buried in the dirt floor,
I almost missed it. Though it made my stomach
lurch to see it there, it wasn’t booby-trapped. After
one more lingering look around, I decided that if
humans could be so cocky they got stupid, surely
vampires could too. I resolved to make his lack of
security the last mistake this particular bloodsucker
ever made.

Only after the wailing stopped, when he was
reduced to a pile of ash that rained down all around
me and a revolting smell, did I close the compact.
I pulled a bag out of my back pocket and scooped
as much of his remains as I could into it. Vampires
can’t cross running water so I’d toss what was left of
this one into the river on my way back to see Charmaine, just in case.
As I emerged from the factory, I blinked several
times to clear my vision, squinting in the bright
sunlight after the shadows. Looking around, I was
surprised that I didn’t see Bayne or the girls. Then
again, knowing him, he was busy accepting tokens
of their gratitude. I guess he really was half-incubus.
I’d catch up with him at Llewellyn’s later; right now,
I needed to go see Charmaine and let her know the
job was done.
-

My boots rang hollow on the stones as I crossed
the floor, and I wondered, for the umpteenth time,
if all temple designers feared being snuck up on. If
not, why did they always have to make each step announce your presence so resoundingly?
She came from around the corner, moving so
smoothly she seemed to be floating above the
ground rather than walking upon it. A wide smile
danced upon her lips as she saw me, standing in the
middle of the great chamber in her temple of lies.
Her eyes seemed to glow, maybe with delight or
relief. I gazed into her eyes, mesmerized by them. If
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I found his coffin in the room beyond the wards,
laid right out in the middle of it as bold as you
please. Most vampires make my life harder: they
hide their beds, stash them away in dark corners or
incredibly tight passageways. But not Xaphan. He
was making this too easy. I didn’t trust it.

The dank little basement room, so dreary and
dark moments before, now filled with sunlight that
poured from the compact. As the beams flooded
the coffin’s interior with their light, an unearthly
scream resounded from within the box.

I live a hundred years, I’ll never see another pair of
eyes like hers.
“So you did it,” she cooed, coming to within a
hair’s breadth of me.
“Yes. You don’t need to worry about Xaphan anymore.”
It felt pretty damn good to say those words, to feel
as though I’d finally made up for my betrayal twenty
years ago. Yeah, I was feeling pretty good, until I
happened to glance down at her robe.
Where the symbol of Rakkir was usually pinned,
there was ripped fabric.
Damn it!
It all made sense now. The girls hiding in the
shadows, the ease with which I’d entered Xaphan’s
chamber, the Rakkirian symbol lying in the dirt
within it. It all made sense. I looked up into Charmaine’s eyes, not wanting to believe what I knew to
be true.

SISTER MARGARET

“You’ve been turned.”
The girls weren’t hostages; they were whores
playing at being held captive. No doubt they had
disabled many of the traps in the factory. Charmaine didn’t need me to destroy Xaphan because
he threatened her girls; she needed me to get rid of
competition. I’d been used, taken in, and set up using my own guilt.
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I wondered, as I reached for my compact, about
Bayne. Would the girls try to attack him? He could
take care of himself, even taken by surprise he
would outmatch them. But how many would he be
forced to slay? And how long ago had Charmaine
become a vampire? Had she really been saving girls
from the street all this time, or merely making them
work for her? A priestess of Rakkir—who better to
be a vampiric pimp than she? Surely her God was
proud of her.
All these thoughts flashed through my mind as I
fumbled around in my pocket, extracting the compact I thought I’d no longer needed. As I opened it,
flooding the room with sunlight, only one thought
remained.

Hell of a way to treat a friend.
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FEATURE

Horror Gems: Incubus
Jamie Halliday

Ladies and germs, welcome to the second and
best yet instalment of my horror archaeology: digging up and wiping the dust off the gems of horror
that have been unfairly panned, forgotten or flat
out ignored by the critics, scholars and film going
public (i.e. everyone but myself and the five people
on IMDB). It’s dirty job being the film student who
hates Breathless, the under 30 who dislikes The
Matrix, and the mammal who hasn’t seen Lord
of the Rings, but someone had to do it. So, with a
shelf of chunky VHSs and import DVDs I continue
attempting to present you with another obscurity
that I happen to think is really, really good.

The plot of the film revolves, in part, around
striking succubus Kia (Allyson Ames), who is tired
of wasting her sexuality and demonic strengths

on dragging damned men into hell. She decides to
earn her place at Satan’s side by being the ruin of
a morally flawless man. Strangely that’s where Bill
Shatner comes in. He stars as Marc, a wounded war
hero who lives with his somewhat dependent sister
Arndis (the late Ann Atmar). Knowing of his moral
strengths, good deeds and unsullied virtue, Kia
attempts to seduce and reduce him to fuel for the
fires of hell.

His goodness, however, is not lost on Kia and she
finds herself overwhelmed by his humanity and
decency. She understandably becomes a bit smitten
with ol’ Bill Shatner. Bitter of her ‘raping’, Kia’s demonic sister summons the Incubus to rise, punish
Marc and take back Kia.
Incubus brings a unique spin to the traditional
good-versus-evil story. Combining the stylistic
gloom of German expressionist classics such as Das
Kabinett des Doktor Caligari with rawer, realer
imagery it creates a nightmarish world of horror
without ever being escapist.
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Film number two is the 1965 expressionistic horror Incubus, the first American picture to be filmed
entirely in the language of Esperanto (to those as
unfamiliar as I was/am, Esperanto is an international auxiliary language that just happens to sound
really creepy). The Outer Limits creator Leslie
Stevens directed the picture with Academy Award
Winning cinematographer Conrad L. Hall (American Beauty), and it stars William Shatner one year
prior to his appearance as Captain James T. Kirk
in Star Trek. The film is noted for its thirty-year
absence from screens (until the discovery of a print
in 1999), and for starring Milos Milos in the title
role (the man who allegedly shot the estranged wife
of Mickey Rooney). Admittedly bad luck and bad
people shouldn’t be a film’s marketing angle, but
that’s the way things go I guess.

AUTHOR:

Shatner claimed the unique look of the film to be
attributable to a lack of understanding on set: with
all the cast and crew expected to speak Esperanto
at all times he suggested that no one could quite
follow the director’s instructions. Whatever the
reason INCUBUS looks magnificent at the age of
42. Huge shadows devour the sparse and unfamiliar
landscape, complemented by skilful chiaroscuro.

Admittedly bad luck and bad
people shouldn’t be a film’s
marketing angle, but that’s the
way things go I guess
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characters walking around, with no major plot revelations. Elsewhere, it could
be argued that Steven’s fancy use of
black and white film and a non-English
script is a little for the sake of it and
perhaps style over substance. However,
the film is wonderfully well made and
it’s my opinion that the expressionistic
Caligari-esque style of the film serves to heighten
the tension.

Incubus is powerful
filmmaking
The film feels and plays like a dream: unfamiliar yet
vividly real. INCUBUS is powerful filmmaking.
The chemistry between Leslie Stevens and Conrad
Hall is strong. Each shot flows seamlessly into the
next, from the wide angle shots of the bleak and
isolated land to the fiery close-ups of Milos’ cruel
eyes: The duo work together to craft this fantasy
tale into a stylish and gripping piece of cinema.
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If he’s lucky most people know Bill Shatner as
James T. Kirk, T.J Hooker or, more recently, BOSTON LEGAL’s Denny Crane. If he’s unlucky he may
be familiar for his silly adverts or his run as horror
star in the 1970’s (KINGDOM OF THE SPIDERS
and THE DEVIL’S RAIN are all likely candidates for
future articles). But not enough people know of his
impressive pre-Trek work opposite the likes of Yul
Brynner in THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV, Paul
Newman in THE OUTRAGE and as something of a
one-man-show in Roger Corman’s THE INTRUDER.
Here Shatner is on top form: slim and handsome,
his leading man potential was obvious. He performs
with a tasteful level of ham, even finding a way to
insert his patented dramatic pauses into the Esperanto dialogue; Shatnerian acting has always been
the most entertaining. It’s easy to see how he found
himself trading ideas with Gene Roddenberry soon
after filming wrapped.
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In context, Milos Milos provides a powerful villain. Seemingly relishing in his onscreen acts of
rape and murder, he’s genuinely unsettling to watch
(though perhaps not for the right reasons). Allyson Ames also impresses, shifting from demonic to
angelic, the way only a woman can. Naturally, being
unfamiliar with the language I struggle to criticise
the delivery of an actor’s lines, but everyone involved in this mini-masterpiece has a good screen
presence and a real knack for matching the film’s
mood of dreary hysteria.
While I hold the film in very high regard, a criticism could be that it is at times a little sparse in
content. Much time is dedicated to long shots of

This supposedly cursed film (the negative was
destroyed in a fire, Ann Atmar committed suicide,
Steven’s company went bankrupt, and the whole
terrible Milos ordeal) did well initially at film festivals and art-houses before its disappearance, and
I’m thrilled that it’s made it back to a contemporary
film audience where it can be enjoyed once again.
Availability:
Since restoration the film has been re-released
onto VHS and DVD with English subtitles. The film
pops up frequently on amazon and Ebay and can
also be purchased direct from www.incubusthefilm.
com.
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Sunshine
Directed by Danny Boyle
Starring Cillian Murphy, Michelle
Yeoh, Chris Evans, Rose Byrne.
Fox Searchlight, £16.99
Reviewer: Stuart Horswell

It is fifty years from now and
the sun is has started to “die”. The planet united in
the face of this monumental threat and dispatched
the somewhat ominously named Icarus, along with
a crew of seven scientists and a nuclear bomb the
size of Manhattan to re-start the fusion fires of our
star. It failed. Now a second ship, the Icarus II is
approaching Mercury carrying a crew of eight and a
second bomb, this time comprised of the very last
of the fissile material left on the Earth. They really
are the planet’s last, best hope. Having lost contact
with the Earth due to the sun’s radio interference,
they are surprised to detect the distress beacon of
the Icarus, seemingly still intact. The crew are faced
with a decision: what is more important, their own
survival, the safety of the other crew, or the fate of
the Earth? Their answer and indeed the question
itself will return to haunt them…
Sunshine is a film of two halves, book-ended by a
pair of short scenes to which I’ll return presently.

As we move from pre-“Chest Burster” scene Alien
into something more akin to Event Horizon, the
carefully considered logic of the first half is increasingly set aside as seemingly impossible things happen without even an attempt to rationalize them.
Yes, there is some seriously Bad Stuff going on but
the professional scientists we met earlier wouldn’t
be able to stop themselves from speculating about
what was going on, even as they flee down corridors. Worse though is the fact that since the characters are so difficult for the viewer to empathise
with, we are now in the situation of watching a
slasher flick where we don’t care if the teens at the
beach party get slaughtered (with the possible exception of Byrne’s character who, ironically, gets the
least attention and certainly deserved more).
Finally, after some slightly dubious plotting/well
employed horror tropes (delete as per your preference) leading us to the denoument, we have the
second of that pair of bookends which, like the basic
premise of the film set out in the opening, makes
absolutely no sense at all if you think about it for
more than a couple of seconds (without wanting to
spoil anything, how does she know exactly when to
go and look?)
Sunshine is not a bad film, far from it. It has a
brave, honest script, the acting is flawless, the
soundtrack adding to the overall lilting melancholy
of the story, the visual effects of the sun are suitably breathtaking and the two main sections, taken
in isolation, would work very well. Unfortunately,
attempting to marry hard sci-fi with indestructible
bad-guy horror fantasy all bundled up in a particle
physics concept that even a bunch of guys from
CERN had trouble ret-conning was always doomed
to failure. Even on the curdled interface of the two
concepts though, there are still flashes of brilliance;
take Cillian Murphy’s final scene, brilliantly using
both CGI and good old fashioned acting to bring
closure to his character’s journey by blurring the
boundaries of science and fantasy but still leaving
some wiggle room for different interpretations.
All in all, Sunshine is a film which demands some
thought from the audience, rewarding them with
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First up is the initial, hard sci-fi “space truckers”
section, very much in the style of Scott’s Alien or
Kubrick’s 2001. We are introduced to the crew of
top flight scientists, quite literally the very best at
their respective specialities. The characterization
here is note perfect for professional scientists – the
majority of them are only interested in the specifics of their own particular role on the ship and the
overall aim of the mission, with only the Captain
(a fantastic performance by Hiroyuki Sanada with
echoes of Tom Skerrit’s Dallas) and the pilot (Rose
Byrne) displaying anything approaching “normal”
compassion. We also get some insight into the
mechanics of long term space flight; from how
enough oxygen to survive the three year round trip
would be produced, through to how humans cope
with the disconnection from friends and family on
Earth. This is well scripted and strongly acted by all
concerned but the very accuracy of the scientist’s
single-mindedness prevents the viewer from forming any sort of emotional connection with the crew.
Of course, if the film were purely a comment on the

reality of space flight and how it can affect human
crews then this wouldn’t really be valid complaint.
Unfortunately, having found the Icarus, the proverbial hits the fan and the film morphs into what is in
effect supernatural horror.
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a study of the human condition and hubris but occasionally letting that same audience down by not
thinking quite enough itself.
Making Money
Terry Pratchett
Doubleday: £18.99
Reviewer: Stuart Horswell

Moist von Lipwig is back!
Having licked the problems facing Ankh Morpork’s
postal service, he’s now faced with a freshly minted
set of trials in Pratchett’s latest tale of the Diskworld!!! Can we bank on his success? Will Vetinari
foreclose on him? Why am I using so many exclamation marks?!? Can I keep these terrible puns going?
You’ll be pleased to know that the answer to that
final question is a resounding “no” (probably). As
for the first two, well, if you’ve read pterry’s (sic)
other novels then you should be able to guess the
answers (and if you haven’t then where have you
been?)

REVIEWS

Cruising through space on the back of a giant turtle, the Diskworld first saw life as a lampoon of the
fantasy genre (and also the travelogue). In the intervening twenty four years, the universe has grown
up, the comedy has become less broad and the
books have increasingly served to carry a message
rather than simply make you giggle. They have also,
I’m afraid to say, become somewhat formulaic and
even safe. Where once we had the inept “wizzard”
Rincewind, a man who would be out of his depth in
a paddling pool, the major player these days is the
world weary copper Sam Vimes (who happens to
have become independently wealthy since his introduction lo these many moons ago). Even Granny
Weatherwax, a woman who was clearly not to be
crossed even when she was introduced way back in
the third book has mellowed somewhat and seems
now to merely be awaiting the arrival of the chap
who TALKS LIKE THIS (and no, I don’t mean the
pubescent Harry Potter).
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“But I thought this was a von Lipwig book, not a
City Watch story” I hear you cry. Well you’re quite
right, Vimes receives only the most fleeting cameo,

Making Money has Moist very much front and centre; the reason for the extended ramble above was
this: Pratchett books are no longer primarily comedy books, they’re humorous “thrillers” (although
that’s stretching the word thriller quite a lot). Going
back at least as far as Making Movies, there’s been
a definite “shape” to the stories: obscure asides
to, and hints of, the ultimate threat are scattered,
very artfully, throughout the primary narrative as
characters and settings are introduced, with the real
story of just what in the Dungeon Dimensions is going on only revealed in the final reel (as it were).
Once again, the wonder that is the Internet beams
your thoughts directly to my head: “Why are you deconstructing Pratchett’s writing style? This is supposed to be a review of his new book not an essay
on the whole series.” That, wise browser, is a very
good question – the answer is that Making Money
deviates from that “shape” and in doing so breaks
the mould. Sadly, it doesn’t do it in a good way.
Moist is happy and content with is life in charge
of the Post Office until Lord Vetinari makes him
an offer he can’t refuse, namely to modernize (read
“bring more directly under the Patrician’s control”)
the Bank of Ankh-Morpork. Obviously the reason
that Moist can’t refuse this offer is because it’s
Vetinari who’s making it and so begins another
fish out of water/culture clash escapade involving a
Chief Cashier who carries a very Dios (from Pyramids) like attitude to “change” (you can all but hear
him pronouncing the word with the same degree
of contempt as Klytus naming Earth during the
opening of Flash Gordon), a Chairman with more
in common with Gaspode the Wonder Dog than is
generally expected in the upper echelons of a fiscal
society and a girlfriend (Adora Belle) who’s too occupied with an archaeological dig away from the city
to spend much time with our hero. So far so blueprint satisfying. It’s probably not giving too much
away to tell you that the Problem (with a capital
P) is related to Adora Belle’s dig but the problem
(small p) here is that the manner in which the true
nature is revealed. It’s not hinted at throughout
the book, it’s just dumped in your lap five minutes
before the end. Normally a Pratchett book is worth
reading twice in quick succession, with the second
time serving to let you identify all the little hints
and subtle clues as to what’s really going on; here
that would be pointless since there are no real clues.
It’s not as if he forgot to allow space to drop hints
throughout the narrative, it’s more as though he
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Despite this, since the story doesn’t actively contradict itself the fun and games should still make
this a winning novel right? Well yes, they should
but the problems run deeper. Rather than the figure
to instil fear that we met in the Colour of Magic,
Vetanari has become Tim Nice-But-Frosty-Exterior.
When he glowers we know he’s got no real intention
of hanging somebody up by their nostril hairs. Similarly, with Moist in Going Postal, we met a character
who was fighting his inner demons to prevent him
from just doing a bunk (let’s face it, there would
have been a Rincewind shaped hole in the scenery
the second the Patrician turned his back if magic
had been required) but here there’s never any real
question that he’ll do the right thing here.
It goes on; Death’s cameo is clearly only there to
keep up the tradition of him appearing in all of the
books, there’s a cutesy animal who’s going to end up
in need of a good home, Vimes is gruff but does his
job sensibly and well, the city is put in dire danger
but you never for a second think that there might
be real trouble. Overall, safe, that’s the state of the
Diskworld these days and given its roots, it’s something of a sorry state to be in.

Having saved the whole universe from death by Old One, hooked up with the
vivacious red headed professor of Occult weirdness
and then prevented Milton Keynes from being
overrun with ersatz concrete cows as an encore in
his previous outing, what’s next for our hero Bob?
Well, like a typical debonair hero, he’s been saving
up the deposit for a house and trying to ignore his
girlfriend’s demands that they go somewhere nice
and sunny on holiday. Yes, welcome back to Chateau
Cthulhu, population: Bob and Mo.
Like its predecessor, the Jennifer Morgue is not
as deeply disturbing as its title might suggest. It
is in fact a spy thriller with elements of horror all
wrapped up in the dry wit of the narrator. Unlike its
predecessor, this time around it is Ian Flemming’s
James Bond books that are being lampooned and
the focus is more eldritch gizmos than eldritch terror. The book opens on an American operation to
recover a downed Russian sub from foreign waters.
Not foreign as in Russian of course, no, the other
signatories to the Benthic Treaty have too many
tentacles to be Russian and are far too powerful to
ever be mistaken for humans. Flash forward thirty
years and Bob Howard is on his way to a multinational inter-agency convention in Germany. Of
course, since he works for the Government his hire
car is pre-booked and waiting for him. Unfortunately the agency he works for is The Laundry and
so rather than an Austin Martin or a Beamer, he
has to risk life and limb on the autobahn in a Smart
ForTwo.
All the classics are present and correct: Bob is
forced to work with a gorgeous woman whose loyalties are highly suspect; he is up against a megalomaniac intent on taking over the world by making
use of a secret base in an exotic location, all the
while taking good care of his fluffy white cat; The
Laundry’s equivalent fo Q-branch are represented
by Pinky and the Brain who kit Bob out with the
para-psychological equivalents of garrotte wire in
the belt and an ejector seat in the car.
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Before closing the ledger for good (what? It’s the
first pun since the intro!), we should probably tally
up the good points too. The main plot of Lipwig
and the Mint is solid, entertaining stuff, much
like one of those Bluffer’s Guides, you often don’t
notice that you’re learning about how things work
or developed until after the fact because you’re too
busy smiling. The character of Mr Bent is developed
cleverly and there’s an amusing sub-plot about an
amorous spirit. The bottom line here is that this is
a functional but ultimately forgettable entry in a
beloved and often brilliant series.

The Jennifer Morgue (and
Pimpf)
Charles Stross
Orbit: £6.99
Reviewer: Stuart Horswell
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left little markers saying “vague reference to possibility of a problem” and then never got around to
putting in the clues.

In point of fact, for much of the story, the classics are too present and correct, with the whole
novel appearing to be under the influence of what
Pratchett might refer to as narrativium, with the
hero forced into situations where he can pastiche
Bond seemingly simply so that the author can, err,
pastiche Bond. We later find out that there is a
solid plot driven reason for this (more circuits and
goats blood than fundamental particles of fantasy
physics) but by this stage it is difficult to shake the
impression that Bob could just as easily be running
around a flat earth carried on the back of four giant
elephants – there are even an increased number of
witty footnotes compared with the previous book.
The Jennifer Morgue’s main flaw is that it falls
between two stools. It wants to be a comedic take
on the increasingly clichéd Double Oh tales but it
needs to remain in the same universe as the Atrocity Archives, which means that any direct allusions
to sex are jarring (and, this being Bond meets the
succubus, sex references are pretty inevitable).
Comedy sex is not any easy trick to pull off (as it
were). The Tall Guy just about managed it, Love, Actually didn’t. Reading the passages here makes you
feel a little like watching a the tv at a family gathering and then realizing that gran’s put Debbie Does
Dallas on by accident
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The plot plays out well, if slightly predictably (in
this sort of tale, even the twists are necessarily
signposted from quite a way off), the characterization remains strong (it’s a shame that we probably
won’t get to see Bob’s co-star Ramona again as she
was great fun) and there’s a surprisingly touching
coda to wrap it all up just in time for the short story
packed at the back of the book.
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Pimpf shows Bob confronting the world of the
MMORPG and also his growing responsibility as
a manager, when he has to deal with his very own
pet intern who, as with all fresh faced interns with
something to prove, always does the exact opposite
of what he’s told, because he knows better. Cue Bob
being forced to Enter the Matrix of his own computer game to rescue the kid from the clutches of
an evil Level 20 Sorceress and deeply regret leaving Pinky in the real world hacking the game as it
progresses.
We get another comment from the author about
the works he has emulated in his book, so once
again it’s a good package, and a fun read, just one

that’s not quite as enjoyable as The Atrocity Archive. However, with characters are as strongly
drawn and well developed as ever and the fact that
Stross plans to give the boys and girls from the
Laundry at least two more outings, here’s hoping
that the Jennifer Morgue will prove to be just a minor blip in a sequence of rip-roaring, highly entertaining comedy adventure novels.
Star Wars: Death Star
Michael Reaves & Steve Perry
Century: £18.99
Reviewer: Stuart Horswell

Continuity can be a tricky
thing. Dr Who, for example, is notorious for being a nightmare in terms of avoiding contradictory
stories – and that’s even before you get onto the
spin off novels. Star Wars is no different, with over
a hundred “adult” targeted extended universe (EU)
novels in addition to the Force only knows how
many younger reader titles and graphic novels. Lucasfilm keep a weather eye on things and have done
a pretty good job so far all things considered but
George is a law unto himself and won’t be tied down
by trivia like internal consistency of his universe
while he’s writing his scripts. Of course, to a certain
extent it makes sense that he should strive to put
the best story he can up there on the big screen
and shouldn’t consider his hands tied just because
a comic strip writer decided twenty years ago that
Leia’s adoptive father liked to smoke cigarras or had
a wife called Umlaut. Despite this, there are two
particularly large disparities between the movies
and the EU (both of which, to a certain extent also
represent clashes within the EU itself). These are
the history of Boba Fett and the story of the Death
Star’s design and construction. Karen Traviss has
done good work in papering over the cracks in back
story for “the Fett” in her recent books (the Republic Commando series and her share of the Legacy
sequence) and now it’s the turn of the Death Star
in a tale which seems commissioned specifically for
this purpose.
Opening approximately a year before Darth Vader
ran down Princess Leia’s blockade runner in Episode IV, the Death Star is still very much under
construction. Slave labour and prisoners are being
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Is there any light to bring balance to events? Well
there are a few interesting Back to the Future II
–esque moments where we see the events of A New
Hope through the lenses of a Stormtrooper’s helmet but they’re quite few and far between (and not
especially well done if truth be told). There’s also

To provide a final word on this I shall hand over to
a wise (but short and green) colleague:
If a dedicated fan of Star Wars you are, then best
it would be for you to avoid this book for it will lead
to much anger and the path to the Dark Side that
is. If only a passing interest in the galaxy far, far
away you have then for you this book might be yes?
Fun and light weight it is and not too deeply mired
in continuity. Long is the reading list and a reasonable place to start this might be – far better than
half way through the New Jedi Order hee hee hee. If
no idea why writing like this I am then for you this
book is not. Go and watch The Empire Strikes Back
you should. Enough, clear your mind of questions,
no more will I review for you today.
The Atrocity Archives (and The
Concrete Jungle)
Charles Stross
Orbit: £6.99
Reviewer: Stuart Horswell

The Atrocity Archives is not what
I was expecting, not least because the title story
ends about two thirds of the way into the book,
giving way to a short-story sequel. No, the main
surprise here is that the tale is as much a comedy as
it is a melding of spy caper and Lovecraftian horror. With the exception of the chapter from which
the book draws its title, the story unfolds like Mil
Millington’s take on Hellboy: the tale of an IT geek,
albeit a geek who once almost wiped Birmingham
off the face of the planet using just a laptop and the
Mandelbrot set, who suddenly finds himself out
of his depth when he is sent to extract a defector
from behind friendly lines. Of course, things don’t
go precisely according to plan and soon Bob’s target
disappears, leaving only an abruptly curtailed call
for help as a clue.
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Let’s be perfectly clear, this book was aimed at
people like me, Star Wars super geeks. If you don’t
know who Jodo Kast is then this book wasn’t
intended for you. The irony is that if you wouldn’t
know Kast form a hole in the head then you’ll most
likely enjoy the story far more than I did. The cast
of characters are generally well rounded, well developed and likable enough for a casual reader to start
to worry when they’re put into jeopardy towards
then end (SPOILER: the Rebels attack and try to
destroy the station!) but I couldn’t have cared less;
this is the Empire at the height of its powers, I don’t
want to read about people who are basically good
and are becoming disenchanted with the evil that
Palpatine is forcing them to carry out, there’s plenty
of that out there already. No, what this book should
do is tie up loose ends like how come there are at
least three origin stories for the Death Star (which
it does in the most cursory manner imaginable),
explain why it took nineteen years to build the first
one and only five years tops to get the second one
working (neither of these is even touched upon) and
give us Imperials who relish what they’re doing. At
least show me the conditioned Stormtroopers who
will happily slaughter innocent Jawas and moisture
farmers because, well, the higher ups don’t have to
tell them the whole story and the Emperor must
know what he’s doing right? Or paint the attacking
Rebels as terrorists or at least callously ignorant the
huge loss of life their attack will cause if successful.

more of the introspective Vader character first seen
in Shadows of the Empire (but if you’ve read that
then there’s nothing new here for you. Move along,
move along). Erm… there’s also a tacked on cameo
for Admiral Daala and a peek into Motti’s head but
it’s not even nearly enough. The whole enterprise
reads like one of the old, pre-1999 novels and literally screams “wasterd opportunity”.
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used to do the heavy lifting (yes Clerks fans, no
Geonosians here and as a result presumably none
over Endor either), with the Imperial Navy, now noticeably clone free, standing guard. We get to see life
on board through the eyes of quite a cross section
of individuals, ranging from the heady heights of
Grand Moff Tarkin (the one played by Peter Cushing in the movie) and Darth Vader himself, all the
way down to an escaped convict who has managed
to secrete himself aboard the station. In between
these two extremes we are presented with the lady
who runs the most popular cantina in the area, a
Force sensitive soldier, a TIE-fighter pilot and even
the man who pushes the big red button to make the
super laser fire.

The supporting cast help to keep things moving
along nicely, ranging from comedy flatmates Pinky
& Brain (yes, they try to take over the world every
night), via a toxic, on-off girlfriend by the name
of Mhari, all the way through to Alan, tweedy of
jacket and horned rimmed of spectacles, this chap
is in fact the head of a unit of the TA-SAS. Yes, you
read that correctly, the Territorial Army branch of
the SAS. This is typical of Stross’s universe, everything is ever so slightly askew and yet still makes
a warped kind of sense – take the bureaucracy of
the Laundry; while playing fast and loose with the
departmental paperclip allocation can spark a terror
inducing visit from the Auditors, the possession and
subsequent death of an employee during a training
session warrants only one, brief meeting and a spot
of paperwork.
The plot itself isn’t so much a raison d’etre for
the book as an enjoyable caper providing an excuse
to hang out with the characters. The mood shifts
about halfway through, going from spy comedy to
eldritch horror, with a visit to the titular Atrocity Archives providing a genuinely disturbing but
effective pivot point. Needless to say, the universe
threatening danger is averted, the day is saved and
Bob goes on to live another day, a day we get to look
in on in the short-story The Concrete Jungle…

REVIEWS

Another fun romp, this short gives us a little
more background on the universe Stross is playing
in. There are no Cthonic terrors front and centre
here, instead they slink and slime their squamous
way into the background, providing a setting for a
plot which appears to involve the denizen of Harry
Potter’s Chamber of Secrets working its wicked
way around Milton Keynes. Naturally, all is not as
it seems and the “true” story will have Conspiracy
Theorists in hog heaven. We get a new strong female lead, cameos from most of the cast of Archives
and a neat little twist at the end. Fun stuff.
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Stross has an easy going style, with a nice take on
civil service euphemisms - people who leak classified information tend to find themselves metabolically challenged for example. While some people
might find the abundance of obscure computer
science and mathematics references offputing (do
you know that Hilbert’s 23rd problem was? Would
you know who Donald Knuth is if you fell over
him?), they are competely in line with characters,
the setting and also with the subsequent references
to horror literature.

To make, just for a moment, comparisons to another stalwart of horror, the Atrocity Archives manages a neat trick; it might stitch the legs of a cold
war spy thriller onto a torso of Mythos, bolting on a
Neal Stephenson head and some rom-com arms to
give you a nice warm hug but the end result is not a
lurching Karloff monster, rather, it is more elegant
than Elsa Lanchester and more fun than Putting
On the Ritz. Bundled with an introduction by Ken
MacLeod, an afterword by the author in which he
speaks of his stylistic debt to Len Deighton (an
author who is now on my to-read list as a result),
and even a glossary to explain all the TLAs used
throughout the novel, this double bill of horrific
fiction is a little like a special edition DVD and is
certainly a package you’ll want to return to. Thoroughly enchanting and thoroughly recommended:
go, buy, read, enjoy!
HALO 3
XBox 360
Microsoft: £49.99
Reviewer: Kevin Gilmartin

It’s been almost seven years
since the mean, green Spartan 117 blasted his way
into our hearts. Hordes of faithful fans have followed him through two games, four novels a graphic
novel and a recent Marvel comic series to end up on
Earth with Halo 3.
It’s no exaggeration to say that this is one of - if
not the - most anticipated video game releases in
the industry’s history.
Halo 2 left us on tenterhooks, finishing so abruptly and unexpectedly that the cries of “WHAT?!?!?”
could be heard from miles around. It was not uncommon to pass a slightly open window and hear
an anguished yell, followed by a smashing sound as
said window was penetrated by several kilograms of
flying Xbox console.
OK, it wasn’t that common but there was many
a gamer who had to quell the urge to do that very
thing; so the question is - does Halo 3 deliver the
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Well, the answer is....”sort of.”
The single player campaign delivers all the stock
experiences of the first two games - vehicles, plasma
grenades, dual wielding, The Flood and the general
ability to shoot aliens in the face with assorted firearms and explosives. But the gleeful barbarism of
the first two instalments is gone - it just feels empty
this time. After all the hype there’s nothing all that
new to set Halo 3 apart.
Of course there are new weapons and new vehicles, and the inclusion of equipment such as
grav-lifts and the unutterably cool bubbleshield is a
welcome addition. But Bungie really haven’t balanced it out.
Halo and Halo 2 required the use of almost every
weapon in the game at some point, either out of
strategic necessity or because there was just no
alternative but to pick up that wimpy pistol. In
Halo 3 however, throughout the whole campaign, I
found myself sticking to either the Assault Rifle and
a grav-hammer to tackle The Flood or dual wielded
Spikers and a grav-hammer for the Covenant.
The new UNSC vehicles are nothing awe inspiring.
The Hornet is about as manoeuvrable as the Ark
Royal and its secondary fire missiles aren’t much
cop. The Mongoose, I’ll admit, is great fun to drive.
It goes like stink and the animation on the Chief as
he drives it is a pleasure to watch. It’s got no guns
though so make sure there’s a marine around to hop
on the back.

Playing through the game on Normal difficulty
poses almost no challenge even to those new to
the franchise – Legendary is where it’s at for Master Chief vets. Halo 2’s introduction of the mighty
Brutes under the leadership of Tartarus was supposed to create a scarier, tougher enemy to fight
once the Elites left the Covenant. And for a while
there it did.
But something has happened to the Brutes be-

This toning down has removed a lot of the satisfaction that was present in the first two games.
Players will plough through countless Grunts and
Brutes with a detached, methodical numbness that
the Master Chief himself would be proud of. There’s
no joy in precision-sniping the Hunters’ exposed
belly. It’s no fun killing a berserking Brute with his
dead buddy’s Bruteshot and there’s no opportunity
for a dog-fight in a Banshee. It’s just empty.
The most gratifying part of the single player mode
is battle through the Flood-controlled High Charity
to recover the captive Cortana. Get a plasma blade
in your hand and slice ‘n’ dice those Flood!
Add to all that the fact that the campaign is amazingly short and you can’t help but feel that Bungie
tacked it on as an after thought to their Multiplayer
FPS.
The story unfolds clumsily with more than a few
plot-holes and omissions and those of you playing
without 5.1 surround will struggle to catch some of
the dialogue over the background music.
After all this it may surprise you to learn that I
love Halo. And the Master Chief. And Cortana. I’ve
read the novels and the graphic novel and I’ll get the
inevitable omnibus editions of the Marvel series. I
even have a Master Chief action figure blu-tacked
to my PC’s monitor. It pains me to have to be so
honest about the campaign but there it is - as a
self confessed fanboy I was disappointed with the
campaign.
So I have to say something positive about the
game.
The cut scenes which tell the story are beautifully rendered and take full advantage of the 360’s
processing power. The cut scenes do offer some
entertainment and despite being mere supporting
cast the Arbiter and his Elites steal the show. The
‘Oracle’ 343 Guilty Spark returns too and shows off
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With the rise of the Brutes as the protectors of the
Prophets the Covenant have some new vehicles as
well. The Chopper is ok, but isn’t much more than a
re-skinned Ghost and the Prowler is pretty much a
heavier, four-man version of the same.

tween Halo 2 and 3 to turn them into a load of
pushover kitty cats - pussies, if you will! They fall
pretty easily when faced with the standard Assault
or Battle Rifles and easier still when tackled with
their own Spikers. Even the mighty Hunters have
been turned down a notch; just run up to them
from behind and thump them a couple of times
with a gravity hammer and they’re down.
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closure we’ve craved since 2003?

his seemingly new laser, whilst helping you combat the Flood - I had to ask myself where the little
bugger was during Halo and Halo 2 while I was out
of ammo and running like Billy Whizz away from
combat forms.
Despite the disappointing single player campaign
Halo 3 is still in contention for Game of the Year.
The multiplayer mode is superb and the Matchmaking facility ensures that you’re pitted against other
players of similar skill to your own. Achievements
aplenty are to be harvested from the multiplayer
mode and some of them are just great fun to chase
down. Examples include killing 5 opponents with
the Spartan laser or killing enemies using just melee
attacks.
All in all Halo 3 is a superb finale to one of the
most exciting sci-fi gaming trilogies ever made.
The single player campaign, whilst too short at
Normal difficulty, does pose a worthy challenge on
Legendary and I would suggest that veterans of the
Haloverse jump straight in at this level.
The loose plot ends aren’t tied up in the best way
and the sudden end to the game does leave you
thinking that the campaign was an after thought
and they ran out of ideas, but the end sequence is
worth it and for those who didn’t wait until the
credits had rolled – go back and watch it again.

REVIEWS

The Multiplayer mode is going to take some serious beating which still puts the game in the running
for a GOTY award and the internet rumour mill
already rife with tales of a second trilogy in development.
Personally I hope it’s all true. A hero never dies,
people. Believe!
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Nosferatu
Directed by F.W. Murnau.
Starring Max Schreck, Gustav von Wangenheim, Greta
Schröder.
Eureka! DVD £22.99
Reviewer: Paul Kane

A welcome re-release for
what must surely be one of the landmarks in genre
history. The 1921 silent movie Nosferatu not only

ushered in an age of German Expressionism (along
with The Cabinet of Dr Caligari), it brought audiences terrifying scenes the likes of which they’d
never experienced before. Loosely based on Bram
Stoker’s Dracula – though it jettisoned some of the
famous secondary characters, such as Van Helsing
– it caused more controversy at the time of release
when Stoker’s widow sued for copyright infringement…and won. Copies of the film were ordered
to be destroyed, but it was already out there in the
world. And it thankfully survives to this day, one of
the most original adaptations of all time, presenting
us with a grotesque Count: the complete opposite of
Lugosi and Lee’s later charmers.
The story begins in Wismar, Germany, where
Thomas Hutter (von Wangenheim) is living in
wedded bliss with Ellen (Schröder)…That is until
his demented boss at the real estate firm where he
works, Knock (Alexander Granach, looking distinctly Nosferatu-like himself), assigns him to oversee a
property purchase for one Count Orlok (the disturbingly elongated Schreck). Knock has a building in
mind, the empty run-down house opposite Hutter’s,
but he needs the man to go and visit Orlok in the
Carpathian Mountains to secure the deal. Needless
to say, Ellen doesn’t share her husband’s enthusiasm for travelling to what is described as ‘the land
of spectres’.
Along the way he is warned by a local barkeep to
give Orlock’s castle a wide berth, not least because
a werewolf is rumoured to roam the woods. But in
the cold light of day, Hutter shrugs such stories off
and continues with his mission, arriving at Orlok’s
abode just in time for nightfall. His first clue that he
should be running away is the hideous appearance
of the man, but what should really ring warning
bells is the way Orlok reacts when Hutter cuts his
thumb (“The precious blood!”) or when he sees a
photo of Ellen and comments on what a lovely neck
she has.
Ignoring all this, Hutter even puts the bites he has
himself down to mosquitoes. But when he discovers Orlok sleeping in a coffin during the day, then
loading up crates of Earth to take with him on the
journey to Wismar, the penny finally drops. As Hutter attempts to get home before the count and save
his darling wife – not to mention the rest of the inhabitants of the town – Orlok feasts on the crew of
the ship transporting him, gaining strength so that
he can attack Ellen. Will Hutter defeat the vampyre
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This truly is a gorgeous cut of the movie, lovingly
restored – as you can see if you watch the 3 minute
feature on disc 2 – with the original tints. There’s
a choice of watching with or without English subtitles or in 5.1 surround, or even with a commentary
from film historian R. Dixon Smith and Sight and
Sound contributor Brad Stevens. If all that wasn’t
enough, there’s also a fascinating 53 minute documentary about Murnau and the making of the film,
complete with footage of how the locations look
today, plus a 96 page book containing articles and
critical essays, in addition to a newly translated
archival piece on vampires by the film’s producer
Albin Grau.
Though famous, this is a film that not many
modern genre fans have seen, so now you have
absolutely no excuse. Pick it up today and find out
exactly why it deserves to be part of this ‘Masters of
Cinema’ series.
Invasion of the Body
Snatchers
Directed by Don Siegel.
Starring Kevin McCarthy
Dana Wynter, King Donovan,
Carolyn Jones.
Universal DVD, £9.99.
Reviewer: Paul Kane

Dr. Miles Bennell (McCarthy) is a local doctor
working in the fictional small town of Santa Mira,
California (the movie was actually shot in Sierra
Madre, east of Pasadena). When various patients
start to complain that those closest to them are
being replaced by replicas – they look exactly the
same, but something’s ‘missing’ – he dismisses this
at first. Even the cousin of childhood sweetheart,
Becky Driscoll (Dana Wynter) appears to be suffering from the delusion, claiming that her Uncle Ira
is not what he appears. It’s not until Miles’ friend,
writer Jack Belicec (King Donovan, looking very
Bing Crosby-esque) calls him up to tell him he has
one of the replicas at home on his pool table, that
he starts to suspect his patients might be telling the
truth.
Piecing things together, he discovers that the
replicas come out of giant ‘seedpods’ which already
infected family members are placing in their households (one of the most disturbing moments in the
movie comes when a mother is about to put one in
her baby’s cot), and that these ‘body snatchers’ take
you over in your sleep. As more and more of the
townspeople are taken over and communications
with the outside world are cut off, Miles and Becky
find themselves running for their lives, trying to
keep awake and avoid their former friends. But
can they escape and warn the rest of America – or
indeed the world – before the aliens stop them?
Watching this again after quite a long time, it
struck me just how bold it is – not just in terms of
the horror content, but also in the references to
Miles and Becky’s relationship. He takes just about
every opportunity to try and get her into the sack,
and when he’s not making the moves, he’s talking about it (when Becky makes a joke about his
bedside manner, Miles tells her confidently, “That
comes later on.”). Not particularly shocking today,
but back in the 50s? And with both of them divorced as well! Ooh, I say!
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‘They’re already here!’
Timed to coincide with the theatrical arrival of
Invasion, the latest incarnation of this story starring Nicole Kidman and Daniel Craig, this is a
welcome re-release of the original – the one that
started it all. Jack Finney’s novel (initially serialised
in Colliers magazine) is one of my favourites of all
time, and I’ve loved the mythology of this series in
all its guises since I was about eight and my folks sat
me down to watch the 70s remake (the dog with the
man’s face ensured sleepless nights for weeks). For
me, that version is still the best, but the 1956 film
directed by Don Siegel still comes a close second
and retains the power to chill and thrill at the same
time. And yes, it’s a commentary on McCarthyism
at the beginning of the Cold War and at the same
time reflects the fear of Communism spreading
throughout the US…But, like John W. Campbell’s
Who Goes There? before it, the most terrifying

thing about the concept is loss of identity. Nobody
can be trusted, not friends, family or even partners
– anyone could be an alien, something otherworldly
that just happens to look human.

I was also surprised to find a few shivers going up
my spine: when the body on the pool table opens
its eyes, or when Miles encounters the half-formed
replica of himself in his own greenhouse and attacks
it with a pitchfork. Where the 70s and 90s versions
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in time?

win hands down in the ‘ook’ category, this one leans
more heavily on the subtle scares. A glance, a shadow, an overpowering atmosphere of unease. It all
culminates in a chase up in the hills and a downbeat
ending, but don’t you just wish the studio hadn’t insisted on that tacked on coda where the cops believe
Miles and spring into action. Carting him off to the
nut farm would have been much bleaker and much
more satisfying, on a par with Donald Sutherland’s
open-mouthed scream.
No extras to be found here, which is a shame (a
documentary about the whole phenomenon, or a
preview of the new flick would have been welcome)
but there is the opportunity to watch the colourised
version if you want – though why you’d want to
when you have a gorgeous black and white widescreen cut is beyond me. A classic, snatch it while
you can.
The Black Cat
Written and directed by
Edgar G. Ulmer
Starring: Bela Lugosi, Boris
Karloff, David Manners, Julie
Bishop.
Second Sight DVD. £15.99
Reviewer: Paul Kane

REVIEWS

In 1934 someone at Universal had the canny idea of putting their two most
famous horror actors together: none other than
Lugosi and Karloff who had separately experienced
phenomenal success in the roles of Dracula and
Frankenstein – respectively – a few years earlier.
Not only that, the same bright spark decided to
attach Edgar Allan Poe’s name to the project, even
though it had little to do with Poe’s 1843 story ‘The
Black Cat’. Written and directed by Edgar G. Ulmer,
the movie turned out to be the company’s biggest
box office hit of the year and would mark the first
of eight movies to pair the actors.
The movies begins with honeymooning couple
Peter and Joan Alison (Manners and Bishop) travelling across Hungary by train. Except, due to a mix
up with tickets they’re asked if they mind sharing.
“Will you make room for this passenger?” asks the
inspector, though the last thing you’d want to see
then is Bela Lugosi hovering in the background,
looking not unlike the famous count he portrayed.
In fact, he’s no less creepy here, playing Dr. Vitus
Werdegast – a released prisoner of war who likes
nothing better than to stroke Joan’s hair when
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she’s asleep. But it’s okay, as he explains to Peter,
because he left a woman who looked like Joan back
in Hungary before leaving for the war. What Peter
doesn’t know is that Werdegast is on his way to
confront the person who betrayed him and caused
his imprisonment, not to mention the deaths of the
people he’s built his house on: the architect Hjalmar
Poelzig (Karloff).
Alighting from the train, the couple and Werdegast wind up in a car crash, and all subsequently
at Poelzig’s home, the exact opposite of those
cobwebbed castles from previous Universal movies. There the couple become entangled in Poelzig
and Werdegast’s feud, at one point literally used as
pawns when the men decide to battle it out on the
chessboard. But why does Poelzig keep a variety
of dead women down in his basement, suspended
above the ground in glass cases? One of them is
Werdegast’s wife, but what happened to his daughter? All will be revealed at the end, when everything
is thrown into the mix, including Poelzig playing
death music on the pipe organ and possibly the
tamest Satanic ritual this reviewer’s ever seen.
I said this when recently reviewing that other
famous Poe Lugosi-Karloff team-up, The Raven,
the time has long passed when films like these
were actually scary. Compared with Silent Hill and
30 Days of Night, The Black Cat is like a children’s
comedy. The animal after which the movie is named
hardly makes an appearance, either, thrown in to
show that Lugosi’s character has a fear of felines –
“Deathless and evil” so we’re informed – but then
hardly developed any further.
However, there’s a certain charm about the film,
too: the kind that gives it a classic status. The
Black Cat is a reminder of a more naïve time, when
shadows on the wall were still scary and pulling
faces caused the audience to jump out of their seats
rather than giggle. Having said that, the makers
themselves couldn’t have taken this very seriously,
as the epilogue proves: author Peter, having just
escaped from the house of doom, reads a review of
his latest novel which lambastes him for stretching
credibility. How tongue in cheek is that? I’ve said it
before and I’ll say it again, we should cherish these
movies because we will not see their like again…
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Remember the late seventies, early eighties,
when Stephen King adaptations were coming at us
thick and fast…? All right, not much has changed
in the meantime, granted, but this movie does at
least mark the first collaboration between Maine’s
favourite son and the Godfather of zombie lore,
George A. Romero. Having recently met and chatted with the latter I know for a fact the concept
developed simply out of the two of them batting
ideas around, finally settling on the E.C. Comics
style because they were both fans of the series. It
proved as good a vehicle as any to showcase some of
King’s more…colourful and outrageous tales – three
out of the five being original to the film – and even
spawned a sequel (with Romero providing just the
screenplay this time, but still based on King stories). Transplanting the comic book feel to the big
screen years before The Hulk or Sin City, it makes
for an entertaining couple of hours of genre fun.

Then in ‘Something to Tide You Over’ we have
Leslie Nielsen (hard to take seriously these days

Finally we have, for my money, the best sequence
of the movie. In ‘They’re Creeping Up On You’
screen legend E.G. Marshall plays a nasty businessman who gets his just desserts. Afraid of bugs, and
living in a sealed off apartment, he suddenly finds
that cockroaches are coming in from somewhere –
a few at first, then a deluge of them. The finale is
guaranteed to get you squirming in your seats.
Directed with skill and aplomb by Romero, this
is classic horror at its very best, and now not to be
missed in this special two disc edition. Welcome extras include an hilarious commentary from Romero
and make-up effects man Tom Savini (on disc one),
a ‘making of’ documentary, deleted scenes, Tom
Savini’s behind the scenes footage, theatrical trailer
and stills. Recommended.
Xena: Warrior Princess
(Series 1 & 2)
Starring Lucy Lawless, Renee
O’Connor, Kevin Smith.
Universal Playback, £34.99
each.
Reviewer: Paul Kane
First came Hercules: The
Legendary Journeys, starring the muscle-bound
Kevin Sorbo; basically Sam Raimi dipping his toe
into the fantasy TV market and coming up with a
fresh, hip take on the old Greek legend. Then along
came Xena, at first a villain on that show, and subsequently the star of a show in her own right, and
television fantasy would never be quite the same
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The movie is bookended by a short scenario in
which a violent father (an uncredited Tom Atkins
from The Fog) confiscates his son’s Creepshow
comic book (the kid is none other than King’s son,
Joe, now a bestselling author in his own right), only
to come to a painful end. But the first story, ‘Father’s Day’, revolves around a rich woman (Viveca
Lindfors) who has murdered her father – but he just
won’t stay dead. All he wants is his cake, though…
It’s worth watching just to see Ed Harris doing a
really weird disco dance. ‘The Lonesome Death of
Jordy Verrill’ comes next and sees King making a
rare acting appearance as a dim-witted farmer who
comes across a meteor ands gets some of its ‘shit’
on his fingers. The result: he starts to turn into an
alien plant!

because of his Naked Gun turns) taking a torturous revenge on his cheating wife and boyfriend, Ted
Danson. This involves burying them up to the neck
on a private beach and sitting back to wait for the
tide to come in. However, it doesn’t end there and
we get a couple more zombies – well, it is a Romero
movie. The longest story comes in the shape of ‘The
Crate’ in which Professor Henry Northrup (Hal Holbrook) seeks to get rid of his harpy of a wife ‘Billy’
(Adrienne Barbeau playing totally against type here)
in quite an unusual way. You see, a crate has been
discovered with a monster inside (a ridiculous-looking monkey thing with rows of teeth, which Romero
nicknamed ‘Fluffy’) and Northrup wastes very little
time in trying to feed his spouse to it. Perhaps the
most cheese-filled of the lot, it still nevertheless
ranks amongst some fans’ favourites.
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Creepshow (2 Disk
Special Edition)
Directed by George A.
Romero.
Written by Stephen
King.
Starring Ed Harris,
Adrienne Barbeau,
Stephen King, Leslie
Nielsen, Ted Danson.
Universal Pictures
DVD. £19.99
Reviewer: Paul Kane

again (nor have the same connotations). Widely regarded, along with characters like Buffy and Agent
Dana Scully, as being responsible for making tough
female protagonists popular on the small screen,
Xena often took itself much more seriously than its
parent series and dealt with more complex subject
matter. Now the first two seasons (of six in total)
have been released so you can enjoy a bit of 90s
nostalgia at your own leisure.
First up we have the Season One opener, ‘Sins of
the Past’ which reintroduces us to the Warrior Princess (perfectly played by Lucy Lawless, incredibly a
last minute replacement for the original Xena) as a
protagonist. In spite of vowing to end her battling
days, because of the people she’s killing in the past
(she even buries her sword, throwing ring and armour), she’s soon back in action helping a group of
village girls under attack – one of whom happens to
be Gabrielle (O’Connor), who becomes Xena’s sidekick. ‘Chariots of War’ sees Xena being wounded by
an arrow, but can she recover in time to stop an evil
warlord and his son from killing innocent villagers?
In ‘Dreamworker’ Gabrielle is captured by the god
Morbius who’s looking for a bride, while in ‘Cradle
of Hope’ she and Xena find a baby in a basket floating abandoned on the river…
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‘The Path Not Taken’ has Xena helping a Princeling when his Princess girlfriend is kidnapped, ‘The
Reckoning’ pits Xena against regular villain Ares
(the late Smith), and ‘The Titans’ finds Gabrielle accidentally awakening a group of giants. An oracle instructs Xena on how to free the god Prometheus in
the episode of the same name, then Hades appears
to her in ‘Death in Chains’ asking for help, before
Gabrielle reaches a pivotal point in her quest to be a
warrior when she encounters a group of Amazons in
‘Hooves and Harlots’. It’s Xena to the rescue when a
childhood friend of hers is placed in danger in ‘The
Black Wolf’, while the famous Helen of Troy (Galyn
Gorg) features in ‘Beware Greeks Bearing Gifts’.
‘Athens City Academy of the Performing Bards’ is
the setting for the next episodes where Gabrielle
enthrals people with tales of their adventures, ‘A
Fistful of Dinars’ revolves around a stolen purse and
a map, and in ‘Warrior…Princess’ Xena must pose
as a king’s daughter whose life is at risk.
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‘Mortal Beloved’ has the ghost of Xena’s dead
lover Marcus (Bobby Hosea) from ‘The Path Not
Taken’ returning to her, and in ‘The Royal Couple of Thieves’ Xena teams up with the hilarious

thief Autolycus (Raimi regular Bruce Campbell),
while the more serious ‘The Prodigal’ has Gabrielle
questioning whether she is a hindrance to Xena
and going home (though obviously not for long).
‘Altered States’ presents Xena with a tough choice
when she saves a boy who is going to be sacrificed
to the gods by his father, ‘Ties That Bind’ features
someone claiming to be Xena’s father, ‘The Greater
Good’ has Xena falling ill from a poisoned dart,
leaving Gabrielle to impersonate her, ‘Callisto’ introduces another funning villain in the form of the
blonde nutcase after which the episode is named
(the superb Hudson Leick), ‘Death Mask’ follows
Xena as she attempts to finally avenge the death of
her brother, an act that led her down the road to
become a warrior, and lastly ‘Is There a Doctor In
the House?’ sees Xena rounding off Season One by
trying to stop a raging war.
Season Two kicks off with ‘Orphan of War’ in
which Xena is looking for an ex-member of her own
army who is in turn searching for a very powerful
stone. ‘Remember Nothing’ gives Xena a chance to
change history through the three Fates, then ‘Giant
Killer’ puts her on the opposing side to an old friend
of hers – and yes, he is a giant. In ‘Girls Just Wanna
Have Fun’ Xena and Gabrielle go in search of six local girls that have gone missing, ‘Return of Callisto’
does exactly what it says on the tin, bringing back
a favourite baddie for round two, while ‘Warrior…
Princess…Tramp’ sees the return of Xena’s lookalike
Diana from ‘Warrior…Princess’.
‘Intimate Stranger’ and ‘Ten Little Warlords’
which include the incredible twist of Callisto switching bodies with Xena, followed by the obligatory
Christmas episode, ‘Solstice Carol’. ‘Xena Scrolls’
jumps forward in time to 1942, giving us a bizarre
episode where O’Connor and Lawless take on alternate roles for the episode, ‘Here She Comes…Miss
Amphipolis’ features Hercules support, the scribe
Salmoneus (Robert Trebor), then ‘Destiny’ gives us
a rare insight into Xena’s background. ‘The Quest’
begins with Gabrielle returning Xena’s dead body
back home, but is there a way to bring her back to
life again? Of course there is! Callisto is back again,
in ‘A Necessary Evil’, to fight an Amazon who has
become a goddess, then ‘A Day In The Life’ chronicles the humdrum daily routine of our warrior
princes…yeah, right.
In the final stretch, ‘For Him The Bell Tolls’ is
a Gabrielle and Joxer (Sam’s brother, Ted Raimi)
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You don’t need me really to tell you how good this
series was, and still is. There are story arcs aplenty,
the bubbling under of some pretty steamy, and controversial, undercurrents that are pursued in later
seasons (remember the bath scene?), but above all
it’s fun. With Lawless now treading the metal on
Battlestar Galactica as a Cylon, it’s great to revisit
what is still her most famous role and a godsend
to fancy dress shops all around the world. The only
disappointment is the lack of extras, which amount
to just a few stills galleries really. Where are the
‘making of’ documentaries, the interviews, the
commentaries? Perhaps if we all do the war cry….
Aaaaeeeiiiiiiiieeee….? Ah well, it was worth a shot.
The Zombie Diaries
Directed by Michael Bartlett &
Kevin Gates.
Starring Russell Jones, Anna
Blades, Victoria Nalder.
Revolver Entertainment,
£12.99.
Reviewer: Paul Kane

The movie begins with a documentary-style
camera following soldiers as they move into an area
that’s been infected. Men in white coats with gas
masks examine a zombie on the ground. We then
move back in time and are shown a series of vox
pops from ordinary people in the streets of London,
talking about how scared they are of this new virus
that nobody seems to know anything about, and the
government is about as much help as you’d imagine
them to be. We then follow the TV news team that
filmed these as they set off to investigate a report of
infection in an isolated community. Their car breaks
down just as the ‘Outbreak’ hits our capital, and
they’re forced to take shelter in a farmhouse where
there’s something making noise upstairs.
Cut to a trio of people – a husband, wife and
hitch-hiker – ‘Scavengers’ who are driving through
the deserted streets, breaking into electrical shops
to steal radios and encountering the living dead
in the process. The action flits between these and
another group of survivors in Hertfordshire, including a student who until a month ago was writing
his dissertation. In night vision, we get quick shots
of the zombies attacking, which the group shoot
before they can get close enough to bite. Sadly, the
couple with the hitch-hiker haven’t been as lucky,
crashing their car and having to run from zombies
through the woods.
Near the end, the film takes us back to the news
crew who have made a fire out in the woods which
attracts two strangers. They’re not zombies, but
are they even more dangerous than the living dead?
When one of the crew goes missing the next morning, they have no option but to go after her through
zombie-infested regions.
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You’d be forgiven for thinking that nothing more original could be done with
the iconic zombie monster. We’ve had the zombie
as a statement on the consumer society in Romero’s
series of movies, the zombie as superhero in Dead
and Deader (of which you’ll find a review elsewhere
in this issue), and the rom-zom-com thanks to the
Simon Pegg starrer Shaun of the Dead. What could
possibly be left? The answer to that is The Zombie
Diaries, which takes the old mondo movie mode
of film-making from Cannibal Holocaust, and later
The Blair Witch Project, to give us the closest thing
to a ‘realistic’ zombie invasion we’ll ever see, bar the
actual thing happening. And in this day and age of
chemical attacks and bird flu, you might just find
yourself sitting there watching this and thinking,

what if one day…

To compare The Zombie Diaries to movies like
Blair Witch and 28 Days Later, is to do it a huge disservice. It’s more powerful than both of those put
together. The fact that we’re not introduced to the
characters, that we don’t get to know them or are
given reams of fictional back history, works in the
mockumentary’s favour, and makes it even easier
to believe that what you’re watching is a series of
spliced together video footage from three groups
of folk fighting for their lives against the infected
dead. There were no extras on the disc either, which
I guess aided in the suspension of disbelief, but I for
one would have liked to have seen just some of the
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episode, ‘The Execution’ focuses on whether or
not Gabrielle’s friend Meleager the Mighty (Tim
Thomerson) is really guilty of murder, then in ‘Blind
Faith’ Xena has to cope without her sight, and in
‘Ulysses’ Xena encounters the legendary king of Ithica. Meanwhile in ‘The Price’ Xena it up against old
enemies, the savage Horde, in ‘The Lost Mariner’
Gabrielle is trapped on board the doomed ship Cecrops, and finally ‘Comedy of Eros’ shows the chaos
that happens with Bliss (Cameron Russel) borrows
his father Cupid’s (Karl Urban) bow and arrow…

thought processes that went into making the film a
reality.
From stark shots of empty streets, to the chilling discovery of a zombie in the dark in one house,
through to the twist ending that in itself has just as
much to say as Romero, possibly more, this will I’m
sure be looked back on in years to come as a milestone of the horror genre.
The Pumpkin Karver
Directed by Robert Mann.
Starring Michael Zara, Amy
Weber, Minka Kelley.
Revolver Entertainment DVD.
£12.99.
Reviewer: Paul Kane
‘Every face is a work of art…’
For years now people have been trying to come
up with a fresh variation on the slasher movie.
Hannibal Lector legitimised the serial killer thriller,
while Wes Craven dragged the sub-genre kicking
and Screaming – literally – into the modern era. In
amongst all the major contenders for the crown,
though, there have been lots of cheap and happy
stabs at the formula. The Pumpkin Karver takes
one of the iconic symbols of Halloween (both the
holiday and the movie) and tries to use it for the
basis of yet another of these attempts. But does it
succeed or not, that’s the big question.
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Jonathan Starks (Zara) is at home carving his
pumpkin during the Halloween season – and no,
that’s not a euphemism – while his hot sister Lynn
(Weber) gets ready to go out with her obnoxious
boyfriend, Mike. She’s then attacked by a person
wearing a pumpkin mask, who Jonathan stabs: little realising it’s Mike playing a practical joke.
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Fast forward one year and Jonathan and Lynn
have moved out into the wilderness to help take
their minds off the accidental killing – “You have to
forget,” Lynne tells her brother, “you’ll drive yourself crazy…” – though oddly there’s no mention of
their parents in any of this. Oddly, they’ve decided
to get over the experience by going to a Halloween party organised by one of Lynn’s friends who
takes an immediate shine to Jonathan, much to the
chagrin of her ex-boyfriend. Needless to say, people
from the party – which appears to consist of a band
playing to a group of revellers, and a handful of kids
sat round a fire playing truth or dare games – start

to die horrifically at the hands of the same pumpkin-masked individual. Is he supernatural, or could
he be the weird old man who claims to own this
land and is, coincidentally, a professional pumpkin
carver (the ‘town’ is even named Carver)? It’s up
to Jonathan to try to find out, or is he the killer
himself, experiencing a mental breakdown because
of his guilt?
I tried very hard to find something I liked about
The Pumpkin Karver but it didn’t make things
easy for me. I will admit to being impressed by the
twist beginning, which did have me fooled. But
from there it was downhill all the way. There is no
plausible explanation for why the siblings were
where they are, nor why they’re even at the party.
The support is made up of annoying teens dressed
up as the likes of Charlie’s Angels and The Hulk,
who don’t have time to make any kind of connection with the audience or are given any sort of back
stories; crucial if we’re to care about which of them
gets offed next. The killings themselves are lazily
executed and lacking in originality (the old death in
the car routine, for instance, with face pressed up
against the glass). And the mythology of the Pumpkin Karver himself is extremely confusing…How
come he can channel electricity? What exactly is
he after? Revenge like Michael Myers? Is he real or
not? Nothing is explained past vague hints right at
the very end that wouldn’t even had made it into an
episode of Scooby Doo. Not even the most important question of what the old man does the rest of
the year when he’s not carving pumpkins?
It’s hard to find anything else to say about The
Pumpkin Karver, and there aren’t even any extras
worth talking about aside from a mundane deleted
ending and some juvenile bloopers. Stick to the
original slashers, as this has about as much substance as a scooped out pumpkin head.
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‘When two tribes go to war…’
A popular text at school, I bet
many of you can remember reading William Golding’s novel – a seminal examination of what happens when the barriers of civilisation are ripped
away. What makes the book all the more disturbing,
though, is its focus on schoolboys turning to savagery, though when you think about it the young
have less barriers to break down than the rest of
us. Anyone who’d been the victim of bullying when
they were growing up will be able to testify just how
cruel children can be, but that’s as nothing compared to what happens in this story. Released in
1963, Peter Brooks’ filmic adaptation of the book
draws on this source material for inspiration, but is
there as much power in the film as there clearly is in
the novel?

The kids, ranging in ages from about 7 or 8 upwards, form a half baked committee or parliament
where a conch shell is used whenever they wish
to speak. Ralph is soon elected leader, but there’s
discontentment from rival Jack (Chapin). With rumours that there is a monstrous beast on the island
that comes out at night, Jack is able to rally support
for a breakaway group, which ditch the trappings
of society like uniform and embrace the native life
of painting their faces and going hunting – having
already displayed their talent in this department
by killing a wild boar (“There was lots of blood, you
should have seen it.”).

Brooks’ adaptation is obviously gripping enough
to warrant Channel 4.com calling it ‘immensely
powerful’ and The Daily Mail labelling it ‘startling’.
If, however, you’re looking for violence akin to
Saw and co. you might be in for a bit of a let down.
Looking back, it’s hard to see why this warranted an
X certificate at the time, as there’s very little bloodshed and gore involved. What’s more disturbing,
and might explain the reaction to the film, is the
sudden and all too believable descent into cave men
mentality that some of the boys undergo. The stuff
of bedtime fairytales becomes the leverage Jack
needs to form a small army, while as adults we look
at what they are doing and find it extremely uncomfortable viewing. It might take us a little longer
to be reduced to such behaviour, but as the postapocalyptic novels of people like Simon Clark testify
(King Blood springs to mind), it wouldn’t take that
much longer.
The performances are universally brilliant, with
Aubery, Chapin and Edwards shining throughout
the film – so good are their turns you have to remind yourself that you’re not watching some sort of
old documentary that’s just been discovered. I guess
the qualifying characteristic of whether a film is
good or bad – or even a classic – is whether it stays
with you long after you’ve turned the DVD off. This
one does, in spades.
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The opening credits stills tell the backstory simply and quickly, showing us pictures of rockets and
planes to set the piece just before the outbreak
of war (in a sense, however, it could have been
set at any time). A plane carrying wealthy British
schoolboys to supposed safety is brought down on
a remote island – think Lost, but with school uniforms. The live action picks up just after this, with
Ralph (Aubery) bumping into Piggy (Edwards) on
the beach. The latter is the archetypal bully’s dream
– fat, with glasses and clever – and he begs Ralph
not to tell the other survivors what his nickname is,
which of course the boy promptly does.

As the reality of ‘The Beast’ is revealed, the film
takes a more sinister turn, and when the groups
begin to turn on each other, murder can’t be too far
away. But who will survive until the end of the film,
and will there be anything human left of them?

I’d like to have seen more extras, this release
boasting only commentaries from Brook, producer
Lewis Allen, DP Tom Hollyman and cameraman/
editor Gerald Feil, but this does at least shed some
light on the film-making process. A worthy addition
to any serious film buff’s DVD collection.
KAW
Directed by Sheldon Wilson.
Starring Sean Patrick Flanery,
Kristin Booth, Rod Taylor.
Starz Home Entertainment
DVD. £16.99
Reviewer: Paul Kane
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Lord of the Flies
Directed by Peter Brooks.
Starring James Aubery, Tom
Chapin, Hugh Edwards.
Second Sight £19.99.
Reviewer: Paul Kane

‘Don’t look up’

REVIEWS

When the revenge of nature films eventually
died out in the late 70s, early 80s, who’d have ever
thought that particular sub-genre would have seen
a resurgence in the early 21st Century. Thanks in
no small part to the cheapness of CGI these days,
that’s exactly what has happened, with folk battling
killer ants and snakes left right and centre. It was
only a matter of time before someone went back to
that granddaddy of all nature goes berserk movies,
The Birds, for inspiration – hopefully with some
intention of wiping out any memory of the terrible
sequel they made some years back. On the surface
of things, Kaw would appear to be just such a film;
it even has Rod Taylor in it from Hitchcock’s 1963
masterpiece…
The movie begins with a vicious attack on a farmer by some ravens in his barn. Small town sherrif
Wayne Hayborne (Flanery, from The Young Indiana
Jones Chronicles and Dead Zone) is alerted and sets
off to investigate. But he’s got a lot more than just
this on his mind, wrestling with the fact that he’s
quitting his job and moving with his wife Cynthia
(Booth) to a bigger area. But if he thought things
weren’t exciting enough there, he’s about to get a
big surprise, because the ravens aren’t about to quit
with just one death under their feathery belts.
Bus driver Clyde MacKenzie (Stephen McHattie)
has been noticing the birds massing too. However,
throwing a can at one might not have been the best
of ideas, because they decide to mass around him
and he barely escapes to the local diner to tell the
tale. As more and more incidents are reported, and
roads are blocked off by vehicles that have crashed
due to the ravens, Wayne suddenly discovers that
our flying friends have it in for the population of
the town. With Cynthia in danger and a bunch of
people trapped on the bus at night-time, it begins
to look like a community under siege. But what does
this have to do with the Amish population? All is
revealed when the remaining survivors seek cover
in the diner and try to figure out just how they’re
going to survive.

to both crank up the suspense and handle the bird
attack sequences, even though some of the ravens
look like they’ve been animated. The performances
are all of a good standard too, something you don’t
always see in low-budget creature features of this
ilk. Flanery, as usual, doesn’t disappoint and plays
the vulnerable hero part to a tee. However, the film
is awash with stereotypes that seem lazily drawn,
from the Amish characters with their fake beards,
to the owner of the diner, Betty (Michelle Duqhet)
who appears to have wandered in out of Twin Peaks.
The explanation for why the ravens have suddenly gone nuts, leaving aside the cries of being
punished by God, is credible enough but a bit of an
anti-climax. The real beauty of Hitchcock’s movie
came from the fact that no explanation was given
at all; one day the birds had just simply had enough
of us blasting them out of the skies and frightening
them off with all those scarecrows and decided they
ruled the world. You wouldn’t argue with them. But
that ambiguity is what made them so creepy. Here,
no matter how many ‘menacing’ close-ups of ravens’
eyes we get, there just isn’t the same level of terror.
In short, Kaw is a film with great aspirations, and
almost achieves them – making it worth an hour
and a half’s viewing – but don’t expect it to be a
patch on what’s already been done with this subject
matter. There are also no extras, which is a bit of
a disappointment. Flight or fright? Only you can
decide…

Jekyll
Directors: Various.
Written by Steven Moffat.
Starring James Nebitt, Gina
Bellman, Michelle Ryan, Denis
Lawson.
BBC DVD £29.99
Reviewer: Paul Kane
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I don’t know about you, but
over the summer I was glued to the TV on Saturday
If it didn’t have such big boots to fill, Kaw would
nights, following Steven Moffat’s clever reworkhave been remembered as a pretty decent little chill- ing of the famous Robert Louis Stevenson story of
er. There are some very effective set pieces, such as
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. It’s been the kind of series
the bus attack, and there’s just enough bloodletting that’s been hard to wait six weeks to watch the
to give you a shiver but not leave you feeling cold:
whole thing, and now that it’s over you can watch
one scene in particular I found disturbing was the
it all back-to-back thanks to BBC’s release of the
radio operator, clearly dead, with a raven picking at drama on DVD.
her face. And director Sheldon Wilson knows how
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We soon discover that Tom has a wife (Blackeyes
and Coupling star Bellman) and two kids, who he
has been trying his best to keep hidden from his
real other half, plus there’s a covert agency following him around in a black van – which comes to
light via a private detective (The Kumars at No.
42’s Meera Syal) Tom’s wife has hired because she
thinks he might be having an affair. If only. As the
plot develops, we see the agency trying to provoke
the person they call ‘Hyde’ into taking control – in
spectacular fashion one time in the lion’s cage of a
zoo – because they want to exploit what they see as
a super-being with incredible strength and abilities.
Shame he’s a complete nutter as well.

Okay, so to the analysis. Jekyll is a concept that
probably wouldn’t even have been considered preDr Who (a series for which coincidentally Moffat
also works). A prime-time Saturday night sci-fi horror based on Steven’s examination of human duality? Dream on. Nowadays, of course, genre series
are big bucks – and thanks goodness they are if this
is the sort of thing that’s being commissioned by
the BBC. All right, I’ll admit there are parts of the
series that don’t really ring true – like Neverwhere’s
Paterson Joseph hamming it up as a representative

I absolutely loved the episode where Hyde confronts Jackman’s wife in the cellar, leaving it right
to the end to reveal whether he’d killed anyone or
not, and interspersing this with the early days of
Hyde’s appearance at the seaside when they were
still lovers. Then there’s the way Hyde’s character
grows on you by the end, so much so that you’re –
quite rightly – rooting for him to take out the bad
guys (or should I say even badder guys?). And how
about the flashback to Stevenson (a superb cameo
from The League of Gentlemen’s Mark Gatiss) in
discussions with the real Jekyll about telling his
story to the world? Not to mention the draw-dropping finale which piles twist upon twist, before leaving you with a nightmare image you won’t forget in
a hurry.
I reckon that if people like Stevenson, Stoker and
Shelley knew that their original concepts were still
being reworked in the 21st Century they’d be over
the moon. And if they knew that this level of dedication and energy was being devoted to them, it
would make them extremely proud. Bravo BBC for
taking this leap, and well done to Steven Moffat for
his clever script.
Extras include audio commentaries for episodes
1 & 6, plus a cracking 45 minute behind the scenes
feature examining the making of the series and an
‘Anatomy of a Scene’: a 15 minute close up of a composite scene from episode 2.
Forget the film, this is the original Transformer...
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Losing his job at the University is the least of
Tom’s problems, as he has to deal with the devastation Hyde is causing, especially when he discovers
the family the good doctor has been hiding from
him. But the question remains where did he come
from, as the real-life Jekyll – who Stevenson supposedly based his book on – died without any heirs.
Could he really be a clone, or is there another explanation? And who is the mysterious woman who
claims to be Tom’s mother, but can vanish without
a trace? All the answers will come by the end of the
sixth programme, but I guarantee there will be a
surprise or two in the works.

of the agency, complete with dodgy American accent; and I won’t even go into Nesbitt’s transformations, which basically involve a different hairstyle
and contact lenses (as one critic pointed out, “He
looks like a deranged David Gest.”). But there is so
much to enjoy as well.
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The series kicks off with an intriguing premise:
Dr Tom Jackman (Nesbitt – and is there a homage
to Wolverine’s Hugh in the name?) is a modern day
Dr Jekyll, employing a sexy psychiatric nurse (soon
to be Bionic Woman and former Eastenders brat
Michelle Ryan) to make sure he doesn’t get into too
much hot water. He leaves messages for his other
half on a Dictaphone – his only means of communication – and straps himself into a secure chair
when he knows a transformation is about to take
place. Such is the initial premise, but of course that
wouldn’t stretch to a six hour series, would it.

Hostel (2 disc Dungeon Deluxe Edition)
Written and Directed by Eli
Roth.
Starring Derek Richardson, Jay
Hernandez Eythor Gudjonsson,
Barbara Nedeljakova.
Sony Pictures, £12.99
Reviewer: Paul Kane
‘The goriest, sickest, bloodiest movie you’ll ever, ever
see…’
- The Daily Mirror
With the sequel now upon us, we’re being treated
to a special edition re-release of Eli Roth’s second
film to remind us just why we should be going to
the cinema and parting wit our hard-earned. Roth’s
second movie after Cabin Fever, Hostel even beats
that one hands down in the ‘you have got to be
f**king kidding me’ stakes. Make no bones about it,
the director’s intent with this one is to shock, and
to leave a lasting impression that will stay with you
long after you’ve finished watching the movie. Plus
if I tell you that it was actually based on reality, with
Harry Knowles from the famous ‘Ain’t it Cool’ web
site pointing Roth in the direction of a few internet
sites that proved this kind of thing does indeed
exist, you’ll definitely be left with no comfort zone
of thinking it was all just conjured up by a fevered
imagination.
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The film begins with a trio of horny American
youths backpacking across Europe, beginning with
Amsterdam. But their travels eventually take them
to Slovakia where Joshua (Derek Richardson) and
Paxton (Jay Hernandez) encounter a couple of
ladies in their hostel who seem to be up for anything. Wayhay! It’s to be their undoing, though, as
Joshua vanishes – only to be shown being tortured
in an unknown location. And then when Paxton
goes looking for him, he walks right into the trap as
well. It seems they’re both victims of a clandestine
organisation who arrange for rich businessmen to
live out their wildest fantasies, which mainly involve mutilating young men and pretending to be a
surgeon without the anaesthetic.
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By the skin of his teeth, and badly injured, Paxton
escapes from his own particular nightmare of torture. But he still has to get out of the underground
lair where all this is going on. And can he rescue
both Josh and one of the other women from the

Hostel in the process?
One thing you won’t be when watching Hostel
is bored. Once we get past all the backpacking
stuff, which in itself is designed to lull you into
a false sense of security, it’s action all the way. If
you thought it was hard to watch movies like Saw
without covering your eyes with your hands, then
this takes the ‘look away now’ moments to a whole
other level. And yet, like its predecessors Psycho
and The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, a lot of the gore
and violence happens off screen, making it worse in
a way because it’s left to the viewer’s imagination.
Yes, Hostel has its moments – who could forget the
famous ‘Eyegasm’ sequence – but just as much is
left unshown, which is only to its credit. This is the
first rule of horror, that which is left to the viewer’s
imagination is so much worse than anything special
effects can come up with.
What I found most impressive about the film
was the way it twists and turns. Like the aforementioned Hitchcock classic, which must surely have
been an influence, the central character changes
partway through, a fantastic sleight of hand that
leaves you wondering where this is going to go next
– not to mention leaving you on the back foot. And
just when you think things can’t get any worse, a
single shaft of light is at the end of the tunnel, allowing for a revenge ending that’s as satisfying as
any in modern cinema. The performances are okay,
but really come into their own during the torture
sequences (we discover exactly why Richardson’s is
so real on the director’s commentary, because his
toe was crushed during filming…). These people can
really act as though they’re in fear for their lives.
So what’s extra? Well, the first disc is basically the
same as the original release with its Roth Commentary (a director who comes across as someone
having a good time doing what he always dreamed
about), executive producers’ commentary with
Quentin Tarantino (always worth listening to),
Harry Knowles commentary and two featurettes:
one about the making of Hostel, the other about
the problems filming the scene where a car pursuing Paxton is stoned by kids in the street. New is
the second disc with its Special Effects & Music
Featurette, Set design documentary, Takashi Miike
interview (remember his cameo?), TV Special, ‘An
Icelandic Meal’ with star Eythor Godjonsson, and
photo gallery.
Well worth picking up as Roth displays all the
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Dead and Deader
Directed by Patrick Dinhut.
Starring Dean Cain, Susan
Ward, Guy Torry.
Starz Entertainment, £16.99.
Reviewer: Paul Kane

If you were wondering what
Dean Cain’s been doing since he hung up his cape
and tights from the TV show Lois & Clark, then
wonder no longer. While co-star Teri Hatcher went
on to become a household name all over again in
Desperate Housewives, Dean has been kicking
around the bargain basement horror/sci-fi movie
scene, starring in one duff stinker after the next.
So, it comes as a welcome surprise to find that although Dead and Deader looks like it might just be
as bad all the others he’s been in, it’s actually probably the only film since his role as Superman that
sort of comments on his fall from grace as Superman, rather than just trading on the past.

When other members of Quinn’s squad go on the
rampage at the base, he hooks up with a wisecracking cook Hieronymous Judson (Torry), who has aspirations of running his own pirate restaurant one

Heading towards the city itself, they encounter
the person who’s been organising these experiments, Dr Scott (Peter Greene), who needs a sample
of Quinn’s blood. Now the race is on to stop this
mad scientist from unleashing the rest of the zombies on mankind.
I have to admit, I was expecting to hate Dead and
Deader, which describes itself as ‘48 hours meets
Dawn of the Dead’. Of course, it’s not a patch on
those two, and in fact reminded me more of Universal Soldier starring Van Damme, but I can see where
they’re coming from. The film’s strength, though,
comes from the fact that it doesn’t take itself at all
seriously – how can it, when Torry is cracking jokes
all the while, and when the group break into a fancy
dress shop to disguise themselves only to emerge
dressed as the characters from Miami Vice. It also
helps that Cain knew Torry and Ward before the
shoot, so some of their joshing around off camera
leaks into the film itself.
Now to the Superman thing. As is pointed out in
the ‘Making of’ documentary, Quinn’s character is
‘super, but dead’. It’s even discussed at the end of
the movie what Quinn’s superhero name should
be: Mortis Man, perhaps? It’s a fun deconstruction
of Cain’s erstwhile alter ego, with perhaps just a
smidgeon of a dig at the likes of Brandon Routh for
‘stealing’ away his most famous role. I’d like to see
him start a car by channelling electricity through
himself.
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Cain plays Lt. Bobby Quinn who, at the beginning of the movie, is seen with his Special Ops team
somewhere in Cambodia, investigating what has
happened to a medical research centre that’s lost
contact with the outside world. Well, believe it or
not, the experiments they’ve carried out with Jindu
scorpions have turned the people there into zombies, and the scorps have their sights set on Quinn’s
troops. The next thing he knows, Quinn is waking
up on the autopsy table at Fort Preston, California,
with Coroner Flutie (Armin Shimmerman from
Deep Space Nine) about to cut him open. It’s an
easy mistake to make, as Quinn has no vital signs
now – although because the scorpion is cut out of
him in time, he hasn’t been fully zombiefied. Like
Blade with his serum, all Quinn needs is raw meat
and he’s happy, but he also has super strength and
invulnerability.

day (no, not illegal, but as in people with eye-patches and parrots; I kid you not). Escaping from the
base to track them down, they find that the army
has fitted them up for the murders on the base and
now they’re being hunted as well. At a bar in the
middle of nowhere, they’re captured by the locals,
but barmaid Holly (Ward) – who just happens to be
a horror film fanatic: “I’ve seen Dawn of the Dead
47 times. No, not the original…” – lets them go and
tags along with them.

Far better than any Sci-Fi Channel production has
any right to be, they’ve kept the effects real (rather
than CGI) and the plot fluffy, which all adds to the
popcorn feel. If you’re stuck for an hour and a half,
you could do worse than enter this dead zone…
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signs of turning into a director that will be remembered for many years to come, and has a good
number of horror features in him yet. Hostel reception? I don’t think so…

Paprika
Directed by Satoshi Kon.
Starring (voices) Megumi Hayashibara, Tôru Furuya, Kôichi
Yamadera.
Sony DVD. £19.99
Reviewer: Paul Kane
The truth behind dreams is
something that’s plagued humanity for centuries.
Freud was obsessed by it, as have been writers
such as Bari Wood (In Dreams) and filmmakers
like Joseph Ruben (Dreamscape), the Wachowskis
(Matrix) and Akira Kurosawa (Dreams). Now it’s the
turn of Millennium Actress director Satoshi Kon,
basing his anime on Yasutaka Tsutsui’s complex fiction.
Paprika begins with a spotlight, into which a toy
car drives. A clown hauls himself out and we realise
we’re in the circus – and quite a surreal one at that.
Detective Kogawa is in the audience, but when the
spotlight is trained on him he suddenly finds himself trapped in a cage. The scene switches to him
being strangled on a train – àla those old 60s spy
flicks – and then he’s in the middle of a romantic
scene. Each of these features a brown-haired girl as
his guide, all except for the final one where Kogawa
is chasing a killer down a hallway that is rapidly
melting.

REVIEWS

He wakes from his dream with the girl from his
dreams at the side of him – she’s been using a
machine called the DC Mini on him, an experimental piece of hardware that allows the operator to
download their dreams. It’s part of an unauthorised
therapy session and she is Paprika, a woman with
the ability to flit in and out of people’s dreams.
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Cut to the company that’s developed the machine,
where therapist Dr. Atsuko Chiba is told that a DC
Mini has been stolen. When their Chief, Dr. Shima,
goes crazy and throws himself out of the window,
believing he’s in a dream, it looks like it might be
the work of an employee called Himuro; he appears
as a doll heading a weird parade of furniture, toys
and toads in the dream. Only Paprika can enter and
save him, but in the process she uncovers another
mystery, one that involves a shadowy figure who
wants to take over the world by dragging the dream
landscape into the real world. With Detective
Kogawa involved now, it all builds to a finale where

– just like in dreams – anything can happen, and
invariably does.
The premise of Paprika seems to be just a means
to an end, a framework in which to explore the
fantastic world of the subconscious and a license
to come up with some of the most mind-blowing
imagery this side of Akira. The cultural references
abound here, from Paprika’s whole Audrey Hepburn thing going on (except when she’s dressed
as Monkey on her cloud, or as a fairy), to the subplot involving Kogawa’s filmmaking past, and the
Godzilla-inspired final fight above the towerblocks.
The characters are probably the most believable I’ve
come across in anime, and I think Chiba’s secret
crush is a masterstroke. The twist of who Paprika
and the real baddie of the piece is will also come as
a bit of a surprise. If you like Lovecraft, then you’ll
definitely get a kick out of the scene revealing the
true villain…
There aren’t any extras apart from a commentary
track, which is a bit of a disappointment, but this is
worth getting for the sumptuous artwork, terrific
soundtrack, and extraordinarily inventive narrative.
Highly recommended.
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FICTION

London Calling: Part Five
Trudi Topham

Neena tugged on the hem of her jacket and gazed
out at the hall. The nice, if tipsy, lady she’d been
talked at by had filled her in on the history of the
White House from, it seemed, 100BC, but she still
couldn’t wrap her head around using the lobby for
parties. She’d envisioned a huge, old room somewhere in the complex that was used purely for en-

tertaining, but it was starting to seem that parties
were just held wherever.
She could feel the buzz of Secret Service personnel
all around her. The constant radio traffic, the trickle
of bugs relaying audio, and the hum of mobile
phones were like fingerprints, identifying even the
ones in plain clothes.
Every now and again the crowds parted enough for
her to catch a glimpse of Nicholson groping some
poor girl, Baxter looming in front of a portrait of
Ulysses S. Grant, or the President chatting to yet
another total stranger. All she could do was listen
to the transmissions and cover her team if anything
went wrong, but she prayed for an early end to the
evening. The longer she stood there, the higher the
risk of her English accent being discovered.
Her fingers found a loose thread, and began to
worry at it.

Baxter turned his back on Otto’s panicked face.
“That bloke over there. The one with the blonde
hair and the pink carnation. Who’s he?”
He could practically feel Otto struggling to keep his
cool. “I dunno. Why?”
“Mmm. Could be nothing. I don’t like his body language.”
Otto fell silent, and Baxter heard his breathing
evening out. Eventually his unfamiliar voice murmured “Neither do I.”
“It could just be a cultural thing.”
“Well, without knowing where he’s from…”
Baxter nodded. That damn football was crippling
his team. He couldn’t deploy Otto, his cultural expert – twenty people were watching “Smolensky’s”
every move.
“Stay here.”
Baxter had years of service behind him; training in
stealth, crowd control; practical experience on the
battlefield. As he wove his way discreetly around the
hall, he ran through his skills, formulating strategies, thinking his way around the problem, plotting
potential ways of finding out more about his target
without giving away his own identity.
As he closed in, the blonde turned to face him.
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Nicholson had to admit that he was having a glorious time. He’d already managed to win a quick
fumble in the bathroom with one of the Social
Secretary’s assistants, and now he was dancing
with some diplomatic aide from Canada. Although
she’d introduced herself, he couldn’t be bothered
to remember who she was. She had a nice, firm
backside and legs up to her chin, and her constant
wittering in French meant that he could nod, go
“hmm-mmm” once in a while, and keep his eyes on
the crowd.
The operation hinged on his ability to network. He
had all night, but sooner or later he’d have to get
into a situation where he could address the President directly, if only for a minute.
Then it’d all be over.
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“I have a problem.”
Baxter blinked at the voice in his ear. He hated
crowds, and the Entrance Hall was heaving. Film
stars, visiting royalty, and, somewhere, a shortarse
President. He gave it a few seconds before making a
questioning grunt.
“It’s me,” hissed the voice. “This guy, Smolensky.
What the hell is ‘Yankee White’?”
The stiffness in Baxter’s back eased, and he rolled
his shoulders. “It means you have access to the
President. It’s top-level security clearance.” He kept
his voice low, but he doubted anyone could hear him
over the chamber quartet and chatter.
“Uh huh. Okay. So…” Otto cleared his throat.
“What’s a football, and why’s it handcuffed to my
wrist?”
Baxter turned. Looked down to the black leather
briefcase in Otto’s hand.
“That’s not a handcuff,” he finally corrected. “It’s
security cable.”

Baxter punched him in the face.
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Neena had blinked, and now the hall was in chaos.
Radio traffic had spiked, and the dance floor was
clearing. She had an uneasy feeling that –
Ah yes. Of course. Baxter seemed to have started a
fight. Somehow she wasn’t entirely surprised.
The thread between her fingers came loose, and she
dropped it, brushing her hand against her hip in an
attempt to get rid of it. Starting a fight wasn’t part
of the plan, but a quick emergency getaway was, and
now seemed the time to put that into motion.
She began interfering with the Secret Service’s
transmissions.

Nicholson slid away from his Canadian dance partner. The scuffle was going to drastically impact the
amount of time he had, and subtlety was going to
suffer. He hated that. There was no art to it.
As he wove his way toward the President, the man
seemed to get further and further away. It was an
illusion, of course, caused by the knot of confused
agents tightening protectively around the man,
but the reality was that Nicholson’s goalposts were
receeding.
He gave consideration to pushing his way through
their minds to get them out of his way, but he could
only target one at a time, and he had no doubt that
once he started, the other nineteen would shoot
him.
Then Baxter yelled “Gun,” and chaos erupted.
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“You are here to protect the President,” the blonde
hissed. Blood was cascading from his nose, and he
kept dabbing at it with his sleeve, to no visible effect.
“Russian?” Baxter hazarded a guess. “Very Russian
speech pattern, anyway, and your English is fucking
brilliant-“
“No. Not Russian!” He spat at Baxter, then flitted
out of sight.
It took Baxter a second to recognise the way the
blonde had jerked out of existence, and another second to get over the surprise. By the time he himself
reached the guy’s speed, the blonde was most of the
way across the hall.
And he had a knife.

Nicholson was parting his lips. He’d decided to act
like a twat and demand to know what was happening here, but the agent he’d drawn breath to address
suddenly sprouted five stab wounds. As vivid red
arterial spray shot into the air, two more agents
developed the same symptoms.
Guns were being drawn, but Nicholson already
knew things had gone far too wrong for that.
Instead, he locked eyes with the President.
“Got you.”

Baxter was closing in. The air was slowly clogging
up with streams of blood, throwing themselves outward like ribbons, and the assassin danced around
them with ease, avoiding every last drop as he gutted another agent.
He hadn’t noticed Baxter.
Why should he? Baxter grimaced as he closed in.
This was how he behaved at this kind of speed.
Completely confident, utterly certain that nobody
could be following him.
Better to learn that lesson from this direction, he
reasoned, rather than from Blondie’s.
He launched himself at the killer. Most of the dying
agents were still on their feet, although the first was
halfway to the ground now, a look of dismay on his
face.
Baxter had seen that look so many times. It was one
thing to accept that your job could bring you death,
and another to sacrifice yourself willingly in the line
of duty. But to go from healthy to fatally wounded
in a split second with no understanding of how or
why you were dying always seemed to bring about
this look: the “Oh, that sniper” look.
He was far heavier than his target, and about as
unexpected as the Queen on a skateboard. They
both went down, jolted back into normal time as
they landed amidst the corpses. Without waiting for
reaction or protest, Baxter began knocking the guy’s
head against the floor.
Only when he looked up did he find that there was a
knife in the President’s chest.
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